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TUESDAY JANUARY 10, 2006

9:10-12AM E Train n.bnd

NY Times “Cells That Read Minds” 1/10 Read/scanned photos

9:12-14 The UnMasking of JT Leroy 1/9

1:32-45 P.M. L/R COUCH NY Times “Six Women At Dresdner File Bias Suit”; “Dow Tops 11,000 First Time Since ’01” 1ST half. Giving Drivers Access to Fast Lanes—1st page

1:46-52 Parents Magazine 1 ’06: “Be A Better Mommy in 2006” Skimmed 1st Pgph; “My Wild Child” “Skimmed 1 Pgph; Stroll In Style Skimmed photos; “Is Your Baby Dehydrated” Read chart; “A Weighty Issue” skimmed; “Steal it From Your Kids” skimmed captions/photos

1:55-57 Fidelity Broadly Diversified International Eqty Funds ; skimmed earnings charts


4:08-28 “NJCU Barnes and Noble Textbook Adoption Site”

7:40-8:28 Ebay listings for Paul McCobb Cees Brackman Credenza Kay Bojesen Monkey George Nelson Ebay Favorite Sellers Eames Lounge Chair and Ottoman Wirkkalla Glass Vase Hackman Renzo Piano Flatware

9:45-46 NYTimes “More and More Women Risk All to Come to US” 1/10

Scanned

9:46-52 Partisan Tenor or Alito Hearing Reflects Quick Change in Washington 1/10 Skimmed
9:53-7 A Night to See the Stars Actually Wearing Clothes

10:00-0 Doctors Learn to Say What no One wants to Hear p1
10:02-5 When the Pill Aroused that Urge for Abstinence
10:08-9 A Horrific Case of the Hiccups 1/10 Read 2 colums
10:10-13 Report Casts Fresh Doubt on Prostate Cancer Tstg

10:14-17 J&R Ad 1/10 Scanned
10:18-21 Netscape News Cruise Ship Mystery at Sea 1/6

10:22-25 CBS Early Show Cruise Ship CEO responds to Report. 1/9
10:24-26 MSNBC Cruise Ship Murder Mystery.: 1/6

10:30-31 Natl Briefing: California: Schwarzenegger Gets A Fat Lip 1/10
10:31-2 Texas: Not Guilty Plea in Drowinings: 1/10

10:33-4 “27 Responses to ‘Aruba Cruise Ships and Drugs’ Scanned blogs

10:33-11:15 Couch/Bed Robert Musil Posthumous Papers of a Living Author p 1-21 I read and reread this about 3 times.
11:30-12:53 Dave Eggers A Heartbreaking WOSG p 1-74 Read/Underlined

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY, 11, 2006

12:54-1:15 L/R COUCH

New York Magazine “A Guy Named Craig” Read and highlighted
1:15-1:18 How Would Jade Jagger Spend $11,250? Read
1:18-21 9 emails
1:21-23 Yahoo Finance

1:42-46 NYTimes “But Enough of You, Judge”
1:46-52 Alito at Hearing, Pledges an Open Mind on Abortion”
1:52-3 In the Treatment of Diabetes, Success Does Not Pay” Read 1st 3 ¶
1:53-3 EPA Revision is Likely to Cut Mileage Ratings Scanned
1:53-57 Another Chinese Export is all the Rage: China’s Language.
1:58-8 France: Son Ordered to Bury or Cremate his Frozen Parents
1:58-2:00 California Parents File Suit Over H.S. Course
2:01 Records Expose Schism in Chicago Family” Read 1st ¶

7:07-1 S/BND W TRAIN “When A Memoir and Facts Collide.”
7:11-14 “The Drawing Center Finds its Perch”

11:02-4 HOME OFFICE 5 emails

THURSDAY JANUARY 12, 2006

9:10-11 E TRAIN NORTH BOUND NYTimes “Mortgage In Laws” Skimmed
9:11-12 “Graphics Grande Dame Remakes the World of Type” Skimmed
9:12 “Residential Sales.” Skimmed
9:13-17 Girl 7, “Found Beaten to Death in Brooklyn.”

10:20-28 HOME OFFICE 8 emails; Yahoo Finance.com

10:27-30 L/R COUCH NY Magazine “The Reading List” 10/17 –This story, which
I first read a few months ago documents what 5 New Yorkers read in a week. I
had this idea a year ago but this was pretty entertaining and thus this blog.

2:20-22 DAVID ZWIRNER GALLERY Matthew Reidel catalog intro, press
release for Christopher Williams.

**3:35-6 HOME OFFICE** 4 emails
3:36-8 T.Rowe Price Statement Summary
3:38-9 Christopher Williams announcement card
3:45-57 Timothy D. Wilson Strangers to Ourselves. Read 3 pages. Skimmed index
3:57-4:00 ING 401A statement
11:03-23 5 emails

Friday, January 13, 2006

10:50-55AM L/R COUCH NY Times “When Mr. and Mrs. Business Owner Split Up.”
10:55-11:05 “Lobbying to Sell Your House”
11:07-7 “Record Profits Elicit Big Bonuses on Wall Street”
11:07-8 “Martha Stewart Plans to Publish New Magazine.”
11:09-10 “Portable Audio with Sound That’s Meant to be Bigger”
11:10-18 “O’Connor Casts A Long and Powerful Shadow on Nominee at Senate Confirmation Hearings”
11:18-19 “An Intense Experience for Family Members, Too”
11:19-20 “Brigit Nillson, Sopran Legen Who Tamed Wagner, Dies at 87”
11:20-25 “East Meets West. Adding Pounds and Peril” Read 1st page and part of jump 1/12

11:45-12:12 HOME OFFICE email; Yahoo Finance.com
12:12-15 Ebay Cees Braackman

4:25-26 ICA Boston Invite
4:26-7 State Farm Insurance Claim Request
4:27-30 Merrill Lynch Global Research Highlights”
4:58 Yahoo Finance Analysts Opinion MOGN
5:02-8 Yahoo Finance analyst opinion SYMC, JNJ, MRCK
5:09-14 4 email
5:14-15 CD liner notes New Buffalo The Last Beautiful Day

10:50-55 Ebay Cees Braackman Listing
10:59-11-10 NY Times Finished East Meets West
11:10-11 “Democrats Take Aggressive Tack: Alito is Unfazed.” Skimmed
11:12-13 “Gift Cards are Increasingly Used to Launder Money”
11:14-18 “Texas Redistricting Is one More Hurdle for DeLay”
11:19-22 “Trial Opens in Prison Slaying of Ex-Priest”
11:23-27 “Op-Ed Judge Alito in His Own Words”
11:27-31 “Eyes Off the Prize” James F. English

11:33-37 “Wheels on the Bus, Well Oiled” People get in a monster limo and party and throw up.
11:37-42 “Doubts Cloud Plan For Cellphone Service in Subway Stations” Read and skimmed 2nd half.
11:42-7 “Long Chain of Alarms Preceded Death of Girl, 7”
11:49-50 “Maryland Sets A Health Cost for Wal-Mart” 1st page
11:50-2 “A Fallen Judge Rethinks Crime and Punishment” 1st page story
11:52-3 “New Orleans Schoolgirls Have a Message for the President.” Read 1st ¶
11:54-5 “DNA Ties Man execute din ’92 to the Murder he Denied” Skimmed
11:55-56 Op-Ed “Pro Choice Senators and Judge Alito”
11:56-7 Katy Grannan
12:00-1 “Who Needs a White Cube These Days?” Skimmed
12:01-2 “Films in Need of a little Nip and Tuck”
12:02-3 Footnotes: Richard Hatch
12:03-4 “Pop” and “Art” listings skimmed
12:04-5 “In Suit, Actress say Pregnancy Led to Firing”
Saturday, January 14, 2006

12:04-7 L/R COUCH “Suozzi Takes Jab at Spitzer in Governor’s Race”

12:25-30 DINING TABLE NY Times “All That Curvy Glass: Is it Worth It?”
12:30-1 “On the Market”
12:31-2 “Residential Sales Around the Region”
12:33-4 “Protecting Condos Against Liability”

1:47-57 L/R COUCH “Women in Crisis”
1:57-2:01 “Dark Truths of a Killing Love”
2:02 “Bad News for Syriana”
2:02-09 “Claire Danes Gets Her So-Called Shot” Now I want to see movies by Andrew Lau.
2:10-20 “The Slacker Divas’ 10th Anniversary Gift”
2:20-1 “Playlist” Kalefa Sanneh Beyonce and Sarah Harmer and Envelopes
2:21-3 “Portrait of the Artist as a Paint Splattered Googler” Skimmed

Sunday, January 15, 2006
10:45-9 HOME OFFICE  4 emails

11:00-5 DINING ROOM TABLE NY Times “Weddings/Celebrations” Kathryn Neale, Samuel Shaffer “Vows”
11:06-9 “My True Story, More or Less, And Maybe Not At All”
11:10 “Boîtes”
11:11 “Book Review” skimmed nothing read
11:12 “Kenny G Whispers Marx” website

4:40-45 E TRAIN NBOUND NY TIMES “The Great Escape”

8:10-14 2 HOME OFFICE emails
8:25-30 DINING ROOM TABLE “The Commonwealth Fund Development Appraisal”

9:30-35 “Divas” Read again
9:35-55 Acquisition.com Beyonce, Envelopes, Beth Orton, Cat Power.
Downloaded 21 songs

9:45-10:30 Subtitles for La Petite Lili. Stopped watching after ? hour.
11:54-12:02—Subtitles for The Holy Girl

Monday, January 16, 2006

5:45-50 Netflix movies review of Last Days by TL of New York
6:27 HOME OFFICE Liner notes Back to Mine Everything but the Girl
6:40 1 email
6:30-41 acquisition .com Mary Margaret O’Hara Jonathan Edwards Donnny Hathaway Roberta Flack Carl Craig Patti Smith Patti Labelle Poni Hoax.
Downloaded 14 songs
9:30-11 Subtitles for The Holy Girl

Wednesday January 18, 2006

5:30 LIVING ROOM COUCH Everything But the Girl Back to Mine Liner Notes
5:45 HOME OFFICE Acquisition .com Downloaded 16 songs by Carl Craig, The Roots, Ananda Project
7:15-8:30 Wikipedia entries: schizophrenic child abuse The Roots Matthew Herbert Bruce Andrews Language Poetry Haryette Mullen Kevin Young
8:30-42 ubu.com “The Politics of Language,” Bruce Andrews
8:42-44 facebook.com myspace.com
9:52-11:10 Script to Tarnation

Thursday, January 19, 2006

BEST READ OF THE DAY

January 19, 2006
Economic Scene
Weighing the True Costs and Benefits in a Matter of Life and Death
By ROBERT H. FRANK

DO the poor deserve life support?” asks the economist Steven E. Landsburg in an article published under that title in Slate this month (www.slate.com/id/2133518/?nav=fo). The subtitle says: “A woman who couldn’t pay her bills is unplugged from her ventilator and dies. Is this wrong?” Mr. Landsburg invokes “economic considerations” to suggest that the answer is “no.”

Many commentators have attacked his argument as morally preposterous. Well, yes. But it is also economically preposterous. The two judgments are related. But before an attempt at explaining why, here are some details of the case, from the Slate article and the Dallas-Fort Worth television station WFAA:

The patient was Tirhas Habtegiris, a 27-year-old legal immigrant being kept alive by a ventilator as she lay dying of cancer last month in the Baylor Regional Medical Center in Plano, Tex. Physicians offered no prospect for her recovery. She was hoping, however, to hang on until her East African mother could reach her bedside.

Ms. Habtegiris had little money and no health insurance. On Dec. 1, hospital authorities notified her brother that unless another hospital could be found to treat his sister, Baylor would be forced to discontinue care after 10 days. But even with Baylor’s assistance, the family was unable to find a willing hospital. True to its word, Baylor disconnected her ventilator on Dec. 12, invoking a law signed in 1999 by George W. Bush, then governor of Texas. The law relieved doctors of an obligation to provide life-sustaining treatment 10 days after having provided formal notice that such treatment was found to be medically “inappropriate.”

Unlike the comatose Terri Schiavo, Ms. Habtegiris was fully conscious and responsive when she was disconnected, according to her brother. She wanted to continue breathing. Her brother and several other family members have described the agonizing spectacle of her death by suffocation over the next 16
minutes. Her mother never got there. (Baylor officials have said their decision had nothing to do with financial considerations.)

In Baylor’s defense, Mr. Landsburg argues that Ms. Habtegiris’s treatment would have failed the economist’s basic cost-benefit test, which says that an action should be taken only if its benefit exceeds its cost. The cost of care is relatively easy to calculate, but measuring its benefit is more difficult, and it is here that Mr. Landsburg stumbles.

In general, economists measure the benefit of an action as what its beneficiaries would be willing to pay to see it taken. To place a rough upper bound on the benefit of supporting Ms. Habtegiris, Mr. Landsburg asks us to imagine that before her illness, she had been given a choice between free ventilator insurance and $75 in cash (his illustrative estimate of the cost of providing a healthy young person with such insurance). He assumes, plausibly, that she would have chosen the cash. The implication, he believes, is that the benefit of extending Ms. Habtegiris’s care must be less than its cost.

He is mistaken for multiple reasons. For one thing, he ignores the economically compelling reasons for having social safety nets in the first place. Even those who are not poor recognize that catastrophe is only one unlucky break away. One might lose one’s job and be unable to afford health insurance, for example, or be stranded by a mountain blizzard and unable to afford a helicopter rescue. With such prospects in mind, most people favor collectively financed rescue efforts. That a poor person would not, or could not, buy private insurance against such contingencies is entirely beside the point.

Even more troubling, Mr. Landsburg completely ignores moral emotions like sympathy and empathy. As economists since Adam Smith have recognized, economic judgments are often tempered by these emotions. The upshot is that large numbers of people benefit when a patient in imminent mortal danger receives treatment. Had the opportunity presented itself, many would have eagerly con-
tributed to Ms. Habtegiris’s care. But organizing an endless series of individual private fund-raisers for such cases is impractical. So, we empower government to step in when the need arises.

Mr. Landsburg’s argument finesses the important distinction between a “statistical life” and an “identified life.” The concepts were introduced by the economist Thomas C. Schelling, who observed the apparent paradox that communities often spend millions of dollars to save the life of a known victim - someone trapped in a mine, for example - yet are often unwilling to spend even $200,000 on a highway guardrail that would save an average of one life each year.

This disparity is not economically irrational, Mr. Schelling insisted, because the community values what it is buying so differently in the two cases. It is one thing to risk one’s own life in an unlikely automobile accident, but quite another to abandon a known victim in distress.

By offering a transparently unsound economic argument in defense of the Habtegiris decision, Mr. Landsburg unwittingly empowers those who wrongly insist that costs and benefits have no legitimate role in policy decisions about health and safety. Reducing the small risks we face every day is expensive. The same money could be spent instead on other pressing needs. We cannot think intelligently about these decisions without weighing the relevant costs and benefits.

But using cost-benefit analysis does not make one a moral monster. In the wealthiest nation on earth, a genuine cost-benefit test would never dictate unplugging a fully conscious, responsive patient from life support against her objections. Mr. Landsburg’s argument to the contrary is wrongheaded, not just morally, but also economically.

Robert H. Frank, an economist at the Johnson School of Management at Cornell University, is the co-author, with Ben S. Bernanke, of “Principles of Economics.”
E-mail: rhf3@cornell.edu

3:15-21 COUCH NY Times, House and Home section. “For The Orchid Lady, a Design Hothouse” “Room To Improve” (bathroom lights)
3:22-23 “Currents” “At the New Miami Standard” “50,000 Aqueon Fireplace burns Water”

3:30-5:05 HOME OFFICE 4 emails
Reread “Opaqueness is a Fairy Tale in a Calendar” my novel.

5:40-1 PATH TRAIN NY Times “Stirred by Flashy Entrepreneur, Tokyo Market Hits Panic Mode”
5:43-46 “For Whom will the Foghorn Blow” in red hook.
5:52-3 “Big Earners Gain More in Budget Plan”
5:54-5 “Space at Ground Zero”
5:55-5:56 “Tears Mix with Rain for a Last Goodbye to a Lost Child”

6:01 BUS #10 NY TIMES “Google Video”
6:20-23 “Circuits” computer bag, power saving surge protector, Motorola cell phone, Monster computer
6:23-4 “Slideing Tech Shares Pull Major Indexes Lower”

6:35-55 NJCU OFFICE emails, Yahoofinance.com

7:35-8:35 CLASS ROOM “Opaqueness” 6 pages

9:35-55 DINING ROOM TABLE NY Times “Thursday Styles” stories about coffee grinders, 5 bladed razors and stylists

12:20-12:25 HOME OFFICE Yahoofinance.com
12:25-35 E Trade.com “Thoratec announces earnings call”
12:45-5 SLATE.COM Slate rates unrated DVDS for extra nudity and we learn that unrated dvds don’t have much extra nudity they just have more sections of the movie that was not submitted to the ratings board. Anyone who has bought European Vacation of course already knew this!

12:45 Academy Awards members posting new movies on file sharing networks.

12:50 Tea Kettle Survey of which kettle boils water fastest: it’s the Bodum Ibis at 4:25. We have one! But we prefer the stove top kettle because it’s old fashioned and not plastic. We don’t like plastic things next to boiling things these days.

Somewhere in the middle of this day’s blog I realized just typing the titles was becoming a little cumbersome. Better to sum up what I had read and thus contribute to what I was reading about, hence a more interactive format, hopefully.

12:55-1:02 Landsburgs article as mentioned by Frank, above in Best Read.

Friday January 20, 2006

12:20 HOME OFFICE 5 emails

Saturday January 21, 2006

2:00-2:04 BARUCH COLLEGE CLASSROOM Gertrude Stein Tender Buttons, one paragraph on coffee

2:45-6 TEPPER AUCTION HOUSE Auction list

9:52-5 DINING ROOM TABLE Robert Musil  Something about a mouse on a
Sunday, January 22, 2006

10:50-2 LONDON MITCHELL FOODS NY Times article on companies that make body armor
10:52-3 Op Ed piece on overturning Roe vs. Wade
10:53-5 “Tenants Losing to the Tourists Room by Room”
10:55-6 “Struggling Back from War’s Once-Deadly Wounds”
10:57-8 “Beached Whale Dies”
10:58-9 Chef at Quiltys now works for Balducci’s and goes home at nite for supper
10:59-11 “Police Shot Brooklyn Man, After He Fires, Officials Say”
11:00-02 Chinatown is the next Tribeca
11:03-5 Brooklyn Industries graphics artists t-shirts and accessories
11:06-7 “Good Eating Long Island City”
11:07-22 Skimmed Real Estate Section

1:27-38 COUCH L/R NY Times Magazine “The Pleasures of the Text” I read it 3 times
1:39-42 Deborah Solomon “Questions For Daniel Dennett”

7:32-45 HOME OFFICE 4 emails

10:32-52 2 emails

MONDAY
10:23 HOME OFFICE 4 emails

Tuesday, January 24, 2006

7:49-52 PATH TRAIN “In Violent Death, Tales of a Double Life.” Respected doctor killed by son
8:11-14 Billionaires in China use marriage brokers and the newspaper ads to get a virgin bride

12:30-40 NJCU FACULTY DINING ROOM NY Times “Wall Street is Relieved at New Rules on Gifts”
12:40-1 “Earnings at Bank of America Decline on Bad Loans”
12:43-5 “Flying in a Sni”
12:46 “E*Trade Net Surpasses Analysts' Estimates”
12:47-55 Whitle Blowers on Doctors and Medical Equipment Makers
1:01-3 “No Sympathy from Suspect in Sex Abuse” Braunstein says his victim won’t be a true victim until she signs her book contract!
1:05-7 Airier Javits Center article
1:07-9 More walkers walked during the last transit strike than in the previous strike

1:10-1:45 NJCU OFFICE 7 student diagnostic grammar exams
2:00-2:45 Surviving Schizophrenia skimmed first 5 chapters
2:45-3:10 Welcome to My Country, Lauren Slater, skimmed chapter on schizophrenia and language
3:10-16 5 emails

Wednesday January, 25, 2006
9:02-4 LIVING ROOM COUCH NY Times “Treatment Description In Memoir is Disputed”
9:04-6 “Indian Artist Tyeb Mehta Breaks Auction Records
9:07-9 Margo Jefferson’s book on Michael Jackson (review)

11:04-5 “Light Exercise Goes a Long Way to Slow Dementia”

Thursday, January 26, 2006

4:45-7 PATH TRAIN “When Father Knows Less: Children Ask the Oddest Things: One Dad Got Answers”
4:47-9 “Personal Shopper” Storage containers
4:49 “Residential Sales”

5:20-35 BUS Little Brown Handbook, Chapter 12 Grammar

6:00-25 NJCU OFFICE Little Brown Handbook, Chapter 12
6:25-35 4 emails
6:35-50 Half.com “Sell yours”

10:45 HOME OFFICE 3 emails

Friday, January 27, 2006

12:20-22 IRT 9 NY Times “Live on Oprah, a Memoirist Is Kicked Out of the Book Club”

12:30-2 NICK & TONI’S “Ms Winfrey Takes a Guest to the Televised Woodshed

10:41-3 HOME OFFICE “Girl, 6, Is Strangled as Playful Dog Pulls Scarf”
10:43-5 “As Two Brothers Are Buried, Motive in Kilins Is Unclear”
Meet D.C.‘s Hostess of the Mostest

By ANNA SCHNEIDER-MAYERSON Staff Reporter of the Sun

A certain mystique has surrounded Jennifer 8. Lee ever since, as a teenager, she added a number to spice up her common name.

It followed her to the New York Times, where she became a staff reporter at age 24. And it’s trailed the 27-year-old to Washington, D.C., where Ms. Lee has become better known for her parties than for her peculiar byline.

In just a year in Washington, Ms. Lee has fashioned a high-powered and occasionally raucous social circuit around the brunches and barbeques, dinner parties and poker nights, holiday soirees, and intimate concerts she hosts on a nearly weekly basis in her penthouse loft.

While the BYOB policy and aluminum tins of fried dumplings at her parties may not have been to Katharine Graham’s taste, that isn’t stopping the lofty comparisons from flowing.

“Jenny is the Pamela Harriman and Katharine Graham for D.C.’s younger set,” says Adam Kovacevich, 27, the deputy press secretary for Senator Lieberman’s presidential campaign, who has co-hosted a party with Ms. Lee.

“There’s that tradition of grand dame hostesses in D.C. I think Jenny’s like the 21st-century version,” says Christian Bailey, 28, a buyout fund manager whose taste of the social scene at Ms. Lee’s swayed him to move to Washington from New York.
Ms. Lee’s salons, held in a dramatic loft in a raggedy part of northwest Washington, have become famous among young Washingtonians as much for their bohemian bon vivant atmosphere as for some of the invitees.

In the chipper and maternal Ms. Lee, ambitious 20-and-30-somethings have found a plugged-in peer who’s filling several voids.

For one thing, she’s capable of attracting bigwigs from the press-politics-interest group trifecta that might normally be out of their league.

People like Times managing editor Jill Abramson, anti-tax crusader Grover Norquist, New Yorker writer Katherine Boo, MoveOn.org organizing director Zack Exley, columnist Harold Meyerson, and a top aide to presidential candidate John Edwards, Robert Gordon, have all stopped by.

“There’s some mysterious quality about Jenny Lee that causes people to show up,” says Marc Ambinder, 25, a friend from college who is a producer at ABC News. (Mysterious she likes to remain. Ms. Lee declined requests for an on-the-record interview, saying she didn’t consider herself newsworthy.)

To be sure, her resume is an essential part of her appeal as a hostess. Ms. Lee joined the Times in New York as a staff reporter a year and a half after graduating from Harvard in 1999. Now she covers environmental policy while doubling as the de facto political correspondent for the Sunday style section, writing stories about the scene among young campaign volunteers and the buzz surrounding Washington-based television show “K Street.”

But it’s the synergy among the young overachievers — who make up the bulk of her guests — that’s making her the life of the party. It’s as if, in one quick year, Ms. Lee has single-handedly reinvented the old-style Washington mixer for the Friendster set. Her gatherings provide a setting for young reporters to meet fledgling politicos before either one blows up into the next Bob Woodward or James Carville.

“She creates connections for people who aren’t connected yet,” says Barbara Martinez, 25, a friend of Ms. Lee’s who worked at the Washington Post.

“Maybe she’s not Katharine Graham yet,” says Julian Barnes, 32, an investigative reporter for US News & World Report who has co-hosted a party with Ms. Lee. “But there’s something that evokes that.”

In some ways, the title has been years in the making for Ms. Lee, who colleagues say has always been a masterful networker. She sends unsolicited emails to writers she admires. She sits in the front row and introduces herself to speakers at conferences.

At the Harvard Crimson, where she was vice president, she created a guide to help younger reporters get internships, and she continues to update her job advice on the student newspaper’s Web site five years later.

After a year at the Times’ New York headquarters, she organized a series of lunchtime writing workshops with speakers like the paper’s executive editor and columnists. About a year later, in the wake of the Jayson Blair scandal, she spearheaded a letter of recommendations, ultimately signed by herself and 18 other staffer, to a committee that was set up to investigate how Mr. Blair got away with making up
stories. Ms. Lee, who was posted in Washington, sent out as many as three drafts a day.

In Washington, scrolling down her Web-based RSVP lists to see the highprofile invitees has become routine for guests, who are amazed at the range of people Ms. Lee befriends.

In New York, where Ms. Lee began covering technology for the business section of the Times, she quickly became the reporter who organized parties to celebrate promotions, welcome interns (only months after she had been hired), and say good-bye to departing reporters. Sometimes she got the Times to cover the bill at a bar; other times she loaned out her services to cook at a friend’s apartment.

Colleagues also remember Ms. Lee, who moved to the Circuits section after a year, coordinating outings to watch the outdoor movies in Bryant Park, only to nod off as soon as the movie started rolling.

As testament to Ms. Lee’s friendliness, a friend recalls that the reporter struck up a conversation with a take-out food delivery person who was dropping off an order at her hotel while she was on assignment in Defiance, Ohio. Ms. Lee, on the spot, ended up inviting the delivery woman, a Taiwanese-American college student who was majoring in journalism, to share a hotel room with her and other reporters at an Asian American Journalists Association convention in San Diego a few months later.

A Times business reporter, Jennifer Bayot, 23, remembers asking Ms. Lee why she put herself out to help people so often; at the conference, for example, she could have had the hotel room to herself.

“She went into this economic thing, ‘The marginal benefit of the people I get to help is so much more than the marginal cost to me.’ I thought, ‘Not everyone would think of it that way,’” Ms. Bayot recalls.

Bubbly though she may be, Ms. Lee is no Tara Reid. So sensitive to alcohol that she hardly ever drinks (a few sips of liquor get her drunk, friends say) she’s also been known to pad off to bed early when her guests are still mid-conversation.

As a host, she’s a fretter, rolling her homemade dumplings or picking up plastic cups behind her guests rather than mingling; more likely to wear baggy drawstring pants than form-fitting French Connection ensembles; frugally catering her parties with supplies from Costco; co-hosting often to defray the cost and credit. (Ms. Lee grew up in Harlem, and until Harvard, had only attended public schools.) No coat check or catered hors d’hœuvres here — Ms. Lee cooks from scratch.

She gets embarrassed when people point out how often she throws parties — and friends say the guest lists rotate, so it’s hard to pin down a tally.

“I definitely get the sense that she’s entertaining all the time,” says Senate staffer James Stern, 24. (Weekly is the going estimate when Ms. Lee is not out of town for work.)

In an online Q&A with Times readers a year and a half ago, she recalled close friend Adam Hickey’s assessment of her as a multitasker. “My friend…tells me that I ’alt-tab through life,’” she wrote, referring to a keystroke that switches between programs on a computer screen.

“I think she likes meeting people and watching other people meet each other,” says Mr. Hickey,
echoing the hypotheses of many other guests and friends.

That much was clear when, in anticipation of her move to D.C., Ms. Lee sent an e-mail to more than 500 members of a recent Harvard graduates mailing list looking for an apartment and inviting them to drop her a line.

“I would love to make new friends down in D.C.,” she wrote.

The work had already begun to pay off by the time she moved in. "Within 10 days she had the best party I’d been to in Washington," recalls Anne Hull, 42, a Washington Post national correspondent.

Ms. Lee had only been covering the EPA for about a week but had as her guests, in Ms. Hull’s estimation, about three “high-placed sources,” as well as a “shaggy conservationist” and Times reporter Richard Oppel Jr.

“In one week she knew about 10 times as many people as I know,” says Ms. Hull, who moved to D.C. a year and a half ago. “There were your typical wonky people, young and middle-aged, but probably half the room had not seen ‘West Wing’ and listened to Radiohead and not Norah Jones.”

Guests outside the buttoned-up norm have included a mortician from Louisiana, a Foggy Bottom-based psychic with a cable access show, and a waiter Ms. Lee struck up a conversation with at a pan-Asian restaurant.

The parties just kept coming. The apartment, which she rents with a roommate, is in an out-of-the-way section of Washington near the convention center. But its roof deck has views of the Capitol and the Washington monument and the owner left her modern art and baby grand piano behind. As friends see it, the 1,500-square-foot space invites entertaining.

The first indication of Ms. Lee’s elaborate style was at her Chinese New Year party last February. On top of the authentic almond, milk tea, and red bean mixes and tapioca drops for Taiwanese bubble tea, Ms. Lee attracted as wide a range of guests — from toddlers to Washington interns to Ms. Abramson, who brought some Asian-style sauces — as her guests had ever seen inside the Beltway.

The dam had burst. And out came crepe parties, impromptu Sunday brunches, and numerous summer barbecues, including a Crimson alumni party where Mr. Norquist, a business staffer on the paper in the late 1970s, stopped in. He didn’t stay long.

Hundreds showed up at her Halloween party, which featured a smoke machine and a crystal ball reader she found through the Harvard grapevine. There was some unplanned entertainment as well: A few impatient guests decided to relieve themselves off her balcony early in the morning. Ms. Lee’s apartment has only one bathroom.

A jazz singer she knew from summer camp performed at her holiday party in December. This Saturday, she’s hosting a concert. A mahjongg group is in the works.

“I always call her ‘Lucky Jenny.’ She’s like a little rabbit’s foot,” says Ms. Hull.
Luck is something her family thought about when giving her the middle initial “8” as a teenager. After too many identity confusions with her popular name, she and her parents, who immigrated to New York from Taiwan in the 1970s, added the digit — the most auspicious numeral in China. It’s spelled out “Eight” on her New York driver’s license, according to the Department of Motor Vehicles, meaning her middle initial could be less dramatically rendered “E.”

As an intern at the Boston Globe 7 1/2 years ago, Ms. Lee penned a story on the front page of the living section entitled “Yes, 8 is My Middle Name.” In November, she was the only reporter honored alongside Britney Spears and Demi Moore in Esquire’s “Women We Love” issue.

“Because she’s got the best byline since R.W. Apple Jr.” the entry reads.

Those wondering how Ms. Lee does it were treated to a rare insight when she received a story tip at the beginning of a Friday evening cocktail party in the spring. As the several dozen guests sipped merlot, she holed herself up in her room for several hours interviewing sources for an article that appeared the next day.

Ms. Martinez, a friend who was at the party, recalls, “I remember thinking, ‘She wrote that while we were all drinking in her living room.’”

JENNIFER 8. LEE FRIENDSTER

11:16-18 Review of Bubble
11:27-29 “New Poll Finds Mixed Support for Wiretaps
11:31 Jossip.com

Saturday, January 28, 2006

11:30 HOME OFFICE 4 emails (cup of tea)
11:34-5 NY Times “Residential Sales Around the Region”

Sunday January 29, 2006

Monday January 30, 2006
10:30-5 LIVING ROOM COUCH (Baby Sleeping) NY Times “Seeing Fakes Angry Traders Confront Ebay”
11:30 “Off Duty Police Officer Is Shot by Police During Fight in Bronx”
11:45-47 “Chinatown Journal” On Canal Street, Ferreting Out the Louis Vuitton Imposters”
11:53-58 A Section “Climate Expert Says Nasa Tried to Silence Him” 12:00-01 “Ex Ex Ex Men The Remarrying Kind” Ellen Barkin and the Ex (Baby Waking)
12:48-9 “Forsaken by the City: A Rift Over Broken Sidewalks” “Good Eating/Chinatown

6:30-36 “Body Found in Indonesian Consulate” (Clare comes home)
6:48-54 “Accounts Vary in the Shooting Of an Officer”
6:54-6 “Policy for Police Force: Guns and Drunkeness Don’t Mix”
7:00-7:02 “Memoir Becomes Novel, Secret Remains Secret”
7:04-7 “Behind All that Glitter, Ice Dancing’s Daily Grind”
7:17-18 “Oprahness Trumps Truthiness”
7:18-23 “Why Hold the Superlatives? ‘American Idol’ is Ascendant”

11:20-32 “Capturing the Friedmans.com; freejesse.com; “Understanding Sibling Incest” “Sibling Sexual Abuse” Richard Riolex psychpage.com

Tuesday, January 31, 2006

7:48 PATH TRAIN NY Times “Alito Clears Final Hurdle for Confirmation to Court”
7:54-8 “Police Say Shooting of an Officer Appears to Have Been Justified”
7:58-9 “ A Test at 25 Stations: Subway Riding Without the Swiping”

8:05-6 NJ TRANSIT BUS “When 9/11 Shakes Privileged Mind-Set” Kakutani on McInerney
12:37-42 NJCU FACULTY LUNCH ROOM NY Times “Medical Examiner Says Man Killed Himself at Consulate”
12:51-3 “In Javits Expansion, Old Dreams Revisited”
12:54-5 “Children, Media and Sex: A Big Book of Blank Pages” (children have sex earlier if they see it earlier)

9:50-1 PATH TRAIN “Wendy Wasserstein Dies at 55; Her Plays Spoke to a Generation” (lights dimmed on Broadway tonite)
9:55-10 “4 Year Old Bronx Boy is Dead; Family was Being Investigated”
10:02-7 “A New Kind of Care in a New Era of Casualties”
10:08 “In First Iraqi Case, Bird Flu Kills Girl in North”

Wednesday, February 1, 2006

1:40-1 HOME OFFICE NY Times Brussels Journal “Masters of Chocolate Look Abroad and See Something Even Richer”
1:41-2 “Scientists Find Gene that Controls Type of Earwax in People” (wet and dry) (“earwax type and body and armpit odor are correlated”

2:27- “Fresh Direct Emphasized its New York Flavor”
2:28- “When Jerry Met Terry, Yahoo!” (ooops) (“a relentless focus on focus” )


5:00-01 “Extending the Debate on Extended Warranties” (don’t) (do the math)
5:03 “In Some Trusts, the Heirs Must Work for Their Money”

7:51-8 F TRAIN TO BROOKLYN “City Was Told 6 Times of Trouble in Bronx Boy’s Home”
7:59-8:02 “Anatomy of a City Terror: Falling on the Tracks”
8:05-6 “People Cringed But 12 Cameras Never Blinked”

Thursday, February 2, 2006

12:30-45 HOME OFFICE Ebay listings for Catimina oily cakewalk kaboo tea collection jean bourgeois pangolin gerlingot maraes deux par deux Hanna
1-12-14 “Wounded ABC Anchor and Cameraman Flown to US”
1:14-16 “Anti-War Protestor Arrested Before Speech, but Her Presence Looms Large” (arrested for wearing a tshirt)
1:21-2 “Women are said to face Hidden Heart Disease Risk”
1:23-4 Off the Menu review of Room 4 Dessert on Cleveland Place
1:24-5 “Living Ever Larger: Estates in the Sky”

4:25-26 Google: Philosophy of Happiness

5:05-6 NY WATERWAY FERRY NY Times “For Some, There is Such a Thing as Too Thin”
5:07-8 Frey Says Falsehoods Improved his Tale

5:30-40 NJCU OFFICE 3 diagnostic grammar essays, chapter 12 and 13 Little Brown Handbook
5:42-9 “Cool Like Me” Donnel Alexander

9:04-20 99 BUS “Introduction” to Case Histories by Alexander Kluge 9 pages

9:35 DINING ROOM TABLE NY Times “”How to Get to Princeton: Just Use the Name”

Friday, February 3, 2006

9:21 HOME OFFICE 3 emails
4:17-22 NY Times “ House Approves Budget Cutbacks of 39.5 million”
 Positive effect study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Positive effect</th>
<th>Hours/day</th>
<th>Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intimate relations</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socializing</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaxing</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pray/Worship/Meditate</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercising</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watching TV</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing food</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the phone</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napping</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking care of my children</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer/Email/Internet</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housework</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commuting</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction partners</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ friends</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ relatives</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ spouse/SO</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ children</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ clients/customers</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ co-workers</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ boss</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alone</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5:22 Journal of Happiness website
5:23-43 “So What do You Have to do to find Happiness” Times on Line.co.uk
7:54-5 Review of Economics as an Evolutionary Science by D. Nettle in *Human Nature Review*

10:14 KITCHEN COUNTER Bookforum “Marx of Distinction: Verson’s Radical Thinkers”

Saturday, February 4, 2006

11:52-5pm HOME OFFICE Yahoo Finance; Tradingmarkets.com: Thoratec
11:56-12:08 Halstead Propetry “Downtown”
12:09 NYT “Jack Frost Napping”
12:09-11 “Murder Trial Ends, but the Mystery Doesn’t”
12:12-17 “Pieces Editor Now Says he Was Fooled by Frey” (lies)
12:18 “Chinese Collectors Resist Buying Western Art”
12:20-21 Film Review “Mr Creepy Voice is Back, For the Cellphone Crowd”
12:23-28 “Good Luck with that Broken Ipod” (one yr or two max)
12:25-31 “New Printer Cartridge or a Refill? Either way, the Ink is getting Cheaper”
12:32 “Disappointing Earnings at Tech Firms Drags Shares Lower”
12:35-5 “Online Trail Can Lead to Court”

1:32-4 World Happiness Database.com
1:35-6 Freakonomics.com
1:36-54 “So What Do You Have to Do to find Happiness” Timesonline.com

Sunday, February 5, 2006
1:32-2:04 SUBWAY NYTimes Mag “You Think I’m A Smart Ass” 5 pages
4:02-13 SUBWAY NY Times Mag “Looking for the Lie” 4 pages

10:45 HOME OFFICE 3 emails

Monday, February 6, 2006

8:30-2AM DINING ROOM TABLE NYTimes Mag “The Malcolm Gladwell Effect”
8:40-3 Malcom Gladwell Effect

9:50-9PM HOME OFFICE Freshdirect.com “pork roasts boneless soap trash bags
brusel sprouts fingerling potatoes kitchen trash bags 4 gallon”
9:59-10:02 YahooFinance.com “Thoratec headlines”

Tuesday, February 7, 2006

8:01-3AM PATH TRAIN NY Times “Figure in JT Leroy Case Says Partner is Culprit”
8:03: Books of the Times: “Sideswiped By Things Unexpected”

8:20-7 BUS 5 student imitations of Harryette Mullen

1:30-3 NJCU OFFICE 8 student papers, 5 emails; half.com

9:45-53 BUS NY Times “Bush Budget Plan for $2.77 Trillion Stresses Security”
9:53-6 “French Face Transplant Patient Tells of Her Ordeal”
9:57: “A Killing Looms Large Over a Case of Assault”
9:57-9 “How to Feel Better if you Have a Cold: Get Paid for It”
10:40-45 Open Letter J Schechter on K. Goldsmith

Wednesday, February 8, 2006

10:27-9 DINING ROOM TABLE “Kenneth Goldsmith’s The Weather” Marjorie Perloff

10:30 LIVING ROOM COUCH NYORKER “Cookbooks and Nora Ephron” 5 pages

9:13-19PM SUBWAY NY Times “Some Democrats are Sensing Missed Opportunities”

5:28-39 Adorno Minima Moralia. Dedication Marcel Proust Memento 5 pages

Thursday, February 9, 2006

3:50-59 HOME OFFICE Etrade.com MOGN 30 day moving average chart; Buy/Sell
4:00-06 Zizek The Metastases of Enjoyment “The Pure Surface of the Sense Event” ****
5:50-2 PATH TRAIN “As Teflon Troubles Pile up, Du Pont Responds with Ads”

6:24-31 LIGHT RAIL 5 student quizzes; Little Brown Handbook Answer Key. exercises 13-1, 13-2
9:07-13 PATH TRAIN pm NY Times “Low Fat Diet Does not Cut Health Risks, Study Finds”
9:14-15 Chinese Editor Dies After Beating by the Police”
9:16 Nebraska Man Sentence for Having Sex With Girl, 13

11:50 HOME OFFICE NY Times “Mallory Kean paid obit” “Smell in Stereo” (rats)
11:54-5 Rock Review Jenny Lewis
11:54 Mallory obit
11:55 Acquisition.com Jenny Lewis
11:55-8 Last Chance “Superficial Engagement” A Vivid Potpourri with Carnage at its Core” (Hirschorn)
11:59-12 “Time Warner Agrees to Sell Book Unit”
12:01 “WiFi Heads Up”
12:02 Time Warner Agrees
12:06-9 “At Bronx Zoo, an Elephant Exhibit’s End Plays Out in Elephant Time”
12:03-5 Chinese Editor Dies
12:10-11 Elephant Exhibit

12:42 Yahoofinance.com Micron Headlines

Friday, February 10, 2006

8:03-55 HOME OFFICE Zizek Metastases 9 pages
8:56-9:07 “Slavoj Zizek: Risking the Impossible” Glyn Daly 15 pages
9:08-27 Google.com “pulp fiction” Wikipedia “Pulp Fiction”
9:27-29 half.com “adam phillips” “zizek”
9:29-32 amazon.com “zizek”
9:33 Yahoofinance.com “My Portfolio: Chart”
9:45 etrade” mogn”

11:13-15 LIVING ROOM SOFA “Encyclopedic Novelties: Kenneth Goldsmith’s Tomes” (skimmed) **
1:20-4 J. Drucker “Un Visual and Conceptual” (skim) *
1:24-33 BlipSoak01 read 23 pages
1:34 D. Werschler Henry The Tapeworm Factory read 1 page ***
1:35 Craig Dworkin “Zero Kerning” 2 pages

Saturday, February 11, 2006

9:22-4 LIVING ROOM SOFA Dworkin “Zero” 5 pages
9:45-51 Walter Benjamin “The Collector” from the Arcades Project 4 pages ****
9:51-3 Dworkin “Zero” 1 page
9:53-10:07 Benjamin 2 pages
11:33-12:02 Benjamin 2 pages
12:04-23 McGann, Black Riders. 4 pages  (Bob Brown) ***
12:26-49 Brian Kim Stefans The Window to be Ordered

7:30-8 HOME OFFICE Dworkin 2 pages ***
7:38-44 ubuweb.com

12:35- 40 Darren Werschler Henry “Uncreative is the New Creative” 4 pages
12:40-1:20 “Opaqueness is a Calendar in a Fairy Tale”
1:21-28 Adorno Minima Moralia 3 pages “Picture Book w/o Pictures” “Inention and Reproduction”

Sunday, February 12, 2006

1:04-12 LIVING ROOM COUCH NYT “White House Knew of Levee’s Failure on Night of Storm”
1:12-13 “Un Reversakm Ex-Fema Chief Will Answer Storm Questions”
1:13-16 “Official Resigns Public TV Post”
1:16-17 “E Mail Notes Say Lobbyist Met President Many Times”
1:17-19 “President of Getty Trust Resigns Under Pressure”
1:20 Film Review “A Weathered Rocker But Still Unbowed”
1:21-2 Film Review “The Bumbling Inspector Looks Different These Days”
1:22-3 “Weathered Rocker”
1:24 The Listings “St Etienne”
1:28-9 “Housekeeper to Stars Adnuts Stealing Frin Her Least Favorites”
1:31-3 “4 Operations and 11 Days Can’t Stop the Deadly Work of 3 Bullets”
1:33-5 “Shot in Case of Mistaken Identity, Officer Dies after 11 day Ordeal”
1:36-38 “Jury to Decide if Flying Sizzling Shrimp Led to Man’s Death”

4:12-15 “Matchmaker Pairs Computer and Stereo”
4:16 Circuits “Music Station Taps Wires in Your Walls to Pipe Sound”
4:17 “A Keyboard and Mouse Set Made to Match the Mac Mini”
4:28-9 “Officer’s Uniform Waits in Station House for Last Sad Duty”
4:29-9 “Benihana Wins Flying Sizzling Shrimp Case”
4:32 “Big British Supermarket Chain will Open Small Stores in Us”
4:32 “Demand Strong as 30 Year Bond Makes a Comeback”
4:35 “Republican Speaks Up, Leading Others to Challenge Wiretaps”
4:35 “Ex Fem Leader Faults Response by White House”
4:39-40 “Danish Cartoon Editor on Indefinite Leave”

6:12-25 HOME OFFICE Adorno Notes To Literature volume 1, “Proust” 5 pages
6:45-7 Adorno Minima “Dedication” “Where the Stork Brings Babies From”
7:23-37 Daniel Nettle Happiness 20 pages
9:44-49 Wershler Henry “Uncreative is the New Creative” 3 pages
9:50- 10:01 NYTimes Your Money “Waiting for Just the Right Moment to Take Out the Wallet”
10:02-10 Nextag.com LCD tv
10:12-19 Fredric Jameson “Surrealism without the Unconscious” Postmodernism:
The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism 4 pages (tv is about misdirection and lies and what we “are not thinking about”)
12:10-21 Jameson “Surrealism” 7 pages

Monday, February 13, 2006

11:20-1 LIVING ROOM COUCH “A Restaurant With Buzz Also Has a Conflict with its Landlord”
1:40-55 “Kwan Withdraws; Hughes is Called In to Take Her Place”
1:56-9 “NBC Loses its Star, but Help is Coming”
1:59-2:03 “Teenagers Life is Interrupted for Turin? No Way!”
2:20-5 “The Us Ski Team Has a Bridge for Sale”
2:26-32 “With White’s Triumph in the Halfpipe, Snowboarding Finally Gains an Icon”
2:36-8 “A Stumble and a Lost Opportunity for Ohno to Defend his Gold Medal”
2:39-45 “An Unheralded Frenchman Finds the Course Fits His Style”
2:45-55 “Hey, Whose Grandpa Didn’t Tell Some Tales?”
2:55 “Never Mind the Solitaire, Explain what the IX is for?”
2:56 NYTimes.com
2:56 JP Donleavy Approaches 80, Anything but Gingerly”
3:24 “With Plenty of Warning Millions Mobilize”
3:35 “On Podium , Some Say Mrs. Clinton is No Mr. Clinton”
3:36 “A Year After a Teenager was Dismembered, Still No Answer”

6:14-15 HOME OFFICE “Conservatives Unsettled about Movements Future”
6:15 “The Man Who Keeps Babar’s Young Subjects Loyal”
6:49 “So Many Models in Bikinis, So Many Ways to See them”
6:50-2 “It’s Like Lending to a Friend, Except You’ll Get Interest”
7:02 “JP Donleavy”
7:07-10 Books of the Times “The Dark Corner of Dilbert’s Cubicle” (Company by Max Berry)”
7:25-36 “A Record Snow: 26.9 Inches Fall in New York City”
7:39-42 “Cheney Shoots Fellow Hunter in Mishap on a Texas Ranch”
7:42-6 “Republican Report on Katrina Assails Administration Response”
7:47-9 “Democrat Questions Cheney’s Role in Leak”

11:20-26 NY Times “The Lowdown on Sweet”
11:31-3 “So Many Men, So Few Women”
11:33-7 HOME OFFICE NY Times “Greetings Kill: Primer for a Pandemic”

Tuesday, February 14, 2006

12:35-8 NJCU FACULTY DINING ROOM NYTimes “Off Course: Kildo is Among 4 Skiers In High Speed Falls”
12:38-43 “Chinese Pair Rebounds to Finish 2nd”
12:46-7 “Luge: Women’s Singles. A New Lesson in a Crash Course of Anxiety”
12:49-50 “US Royalty Plan to Give Windfall to Oil Companies”
12:49-50 “No End to Questions in Cheney Hunting Incident”
12:50-1 “White House Memo Groans at Home Re: (Cheney Joke Here)” Jay Leno: Did you know that Dick Cheney tortured the guy for half an hour before he shot him?
12:53-5 “The Kiss of Life” (men who kiss their wives before work live longer, get in fewer car accidents and make more money)
1:03 “Marketers, Too, Are subject to slip ups while going for Olympic Gold.”
1:04 “Digging Out and Moving On after ‘Biggest Snowstorm’”
1:5-7 “Rats in a Maze Take a Moment to Remember, But in Reverse”

Wednesday, February 15, 2006
12:55-6 LIVING ROOM NY Magazine “Ask a Shop Clerk”

7:32—8:57 HOME OFFICE NY Times Magazine Deborah Solomon “Questions For” Brad Cloepfil, Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal, James Blunt, Stephen Colbert, Barbara Boxer

10:38-12:19 Solomon: Gary Hart, Peter Watson, Barbara Boxer and “Questions for Tan Lin’ by Deborah Solomon”

Thursday, February 16, 2006
10:25-7 LIVING ROOM NY Times “ Europe Takes Actions as Bird Flu Spreads”
10:41-4 “Study Details Risk of Death for Those Caring for Elderly Spouses”
10:45-7 “More Abu Ghraib Pictures Broadcast on Australian TV”
10:48-52 “Chertoff Hears Harsh Criticism from Senators”
1:12-18 “Art Experts Protest Sale of Rare Blake Books”
2:30-2 “A Trip to Conelandia, Also Known as Finland”

3:57-59 HOME OFFICE NYTimes.com “Dick Cheney Breaks 4 Day Silence”

9:11-26 PATH TRAIN NY Times “Confronting America’s Racial Divide, in Blackface and White”

Friday

1:32 LIVING ROOM “Farewell, Condo Cash-Outs”
1:36 HOME OFFICE 5 emails

Saturday
8:01 HOME OFFICE NY Times  “Stepping into a cab and back in time”
8:02-4 “Rats in a Maze Take a Moment to Remember, but in Reverse.”
8:07-8 “Costume Shop Boy Makes Good”
8:08 “How Much is that a Square Foot” (Craigslist charges $10 per real estate list-
ing)
8:24-15 “Your Taxes. A Hobby that Yields a Harvest”
8:15-18 “It Doesn’t Pay to be in the AMT Zone”
8:20-1 “Mutual Funds Seem Simple, Until It’s Time to Sell.”
8:22-4 “The Software You Buy, vs the Free Stuff.

9:52-4 COUCH “The Pleasure is Mine” Rev of Hustvedt A Plea For Eros
10:27-30 NYTtimes Mag Freakonomics: How Many Lives Did Dale Earnhardt Save?”

Sunday, February 19, 2006

10:07-13 HOME OFFICE ElectronicBookReview.com New Media and the Old: The Limits of Continuity, Geniwate, Review of Manovich The Language of New Media
10:55-11:41 HOME OFFICE + LIVING ROOM COUCH Nyer Malcolm Gladwell “Million Dollar Murphy”
2:25-30 Warren Sack What Does a Very Large-Scale Conversation Look Like?

10:11-34 HOME OFFICE Sebald Austerlitz 12 pages
10:43-5 MarianneBoesky.com
10:45-56 Google.com images Michael Raedecker
11:53-12:02 Austerlitz 4 pages

Monday, February 20, 2006

12:32 HOME OFFICE 6 emails
Tuesday, February 21, 2006

8:01-3 PATH TRAIN NY Times “Ice Dancers End 30-Year Medal Drought For U.S.”
8:10-14 “Austria Turns U.S. Ski Team’s Motto into its Rallying Cry.”
8:14-18 “Cohen Cultivates Sublime Status: Quiet Contender.”

12:38- 40 NJCU FACULTY DINING ROOM NY Times “Atypical Collectors With Art to Share”
12:40-44 “Pleasantly Stunned, a Star Children’s Author Hits the Tour Trail Again”
12:47-52 “To: Professor@University.edu Subject: Why It’s All About Me”
1:08 “Skipping Breakfast can Affect your mood and energy levels during the day”
1:09 “Breast Feeding, to Keep Infant Infections at Bay”
1:10 “Richer or Poorer, Health and Wealth are Linked”
1:12 Evidence is Slight for Melatonin as Sleeping Aid”
1:12 “Red Grapefruit Earns a Star on Cholesterol Diet”

1:17 NJCU OFFICE 2 emails

Wednesday, February 22, 2006

3:45-49 Starwich Café Adam Phillips, The Art of Escape 3 pages
10:30 Dining Room Table NY Times “Where There’s Poetry on the Plate”

Thursday, February 23, 2006
12:27-8 LIVING ROOM Roomba Warranty

2:30-5 LIVING ROOM COUCH 1 student paper
2:35-7 “Soul for the Chicken Soup”
2:38-8 Tasting Report: Rioja”
2:39-43 Dwell Magazine skimmed

4:47-8 HOME OFFICE Circuitcity.com LCD TVS

Friday, February 24, 2006

10:22 IRT SUBWAY “A Night of Nerves is Settled on a Turn of Elegance”

8:47-56 Panasonic GS150 Operating Manual

Saturday, February 25, 2006

Sunday, February 26, 2006

1:27-43 Cupcake Café NYTimes “A Mind is a Terrible Thing to Measure”
1:43-6 “Hazing on the Hill. Laugh, and the Voters Laugh with You, or at Least At You”

6:23-5 DINING ROOM TABLE “A Growing Afghan Prison Rivals Bleak Guantanamo”

Monday, February 27, 2006
8:56-8 DINING ROOM Cabinet Forget me Not: An Interview with Geoffrey Batchen

9:27-34 HOME OFFICE Ratemyprofessors.com “Tan Lin Ethan Bumas Hilary Englert Chris Cunningham Mary Blanchard”
9:34-6 NYTmes.com “Climbers at Mt. McKinley to be Limited Starting on ’07”
9:39 “Fredrick Busch, Author of Poetic Fiction, Dies at 64”
9:45-6 “Questions for David Sickey. Lobbying Reservations”
9:46-50 “Is Freedom Just Another Word for Many Things to Buy?”
9:50-3 ‘Asia Society Plans Bold Projects to Increase its Global Presence”
9:54-5 “Is Freedom Just Another Word…”
10:02-02 “Preserving a Modernist Masterpiece”
10:03-6 “Living ON/The Lower East Side A New Page in an Unpredictable Tale”
10:05-6 “Neighborhood Report Chinatown “Gridlock: The Movie”
10:06 “Urban Studies Riffing” “The Jazz is Cool, but Karaoke Reigns”
10:14-16 Playlist “Bleeps and Blips as Far From Broadway as Possible: Hot Chip Grizzly Bear Regina Spektor
10:16-18 Acquisition.com Hot Chip Grizzly Bear Regina Spektor

Tuesday, February 28, 2006

7:55-7 PATH NY Post Daddy Shot Mommy
7:58-8 Dandy Don’s Rendez-Ruse Gotti would send hubbyon mob bizx-then bed his wife
7:59-8:00 “Co-Eds Final Hours on Tape”
8 Memorial Cost Doubles

12:00-17 NJCU FACULTY DINING ROOM 8 student poems
12:34-7 Gothic Times NJCU’s Prez Speaks on Changes

1:01-4 NJCU OFFICE 4 email
1:04-7 NY Times New Homes Sold Slower in January; Prices Rose
1:07-9 Advertising More Tin than Gold for Olympic Spots
1:11-13 Police Try to Trace Last Steps of a Student Found Slain
1:14 Not A Lot Of Sexy But a Lot more Sinister
1:15-16 Short on Drivers Druckers Dangle Stock and 401k

5:57-59 GROSNICKEL AUDITORIUM NY Post Boy’s Tragic Ordeal
6:01 Gov on IV amid new risk
6:03 Qaeda Big Busted
6:03 Mike’s New Digs
6:04 Nutra Drain in US Fruits Veggies vita-vanish
6:05 Elevator Perv attacked Girl

8:02-3 NJCU CLASSROOM Guardian Angel’s Cab Ride from Hell
8:37-42 “Paris Journal Poor and Muslim? Jewish? Soup Kitchen is not for you
8:42-6 OP ED Tortured Logic What I learned as a Military Interrogator in Iraq

11:02 HOME OFFICE 2 emails
11:03-6 NYPost.com Slain Co-Ed

Wednesday, March 1, 2006

2:45 LIVING ROOM New York Mag “Scarlett’s Ex Carries a Torch Song”
2:46 “A Bioterrorist at the Biennial”
2:47 Party Lines “What was your worst NY apartment” Amanda Peet
2:48-50 Books “Keeping Up with the Dead” The Dead Beat by Marilyn Johnson
11:35-7 HOME OFFICE 3 emails
Thursday, March 2, 2006

4:31 HOME OFFICE Yahoofinance.com Your Portfolios “Speculate”
4:32 The Street.com “DRAM diversity refreshes”
4:33 NYMag “Best Bets Epson Movie Mate DVD Projector” “Preventing those Toe Chiller Moments” “A No Brainer Thermometer”
4:44 The Look Book “Kate Chapman Gallery Assistant”
4:45 “A Lamp for Every Room” Biagio Table Light” “Fold Light”
4:46-7 Market Driven The Goods Essex Street Market Dipalo’s
4:49 Real Estate Out with the New, In with the Newer
4:49 Triple Assessment 120 Riverside Drive
5:21 NYT Times About New York Filling all the Pockets Except his Own
5:25-8 Public Library Buys a Trove of Burroughs Papers (organized by date, subject matter or whim)
5:30-4 London Journal They Stole $92 Million, but What Can They have Done with It (game show/lottery)
5:36-7 Calm Suspect Shocks France in TV Talk about Killing
5:38 Chesapeake Oystermen, in Decline, Place Hopes in an Asian Import
5:41 Yahoofinance.com OmniVision’s Future Looking Cleaner The Motley Fool

7:24 DINING ROOM TABLE NY Times Richard Meier Condos Dressed Accordingly
7:25 From China to Chairs
7:38-40 When the TV Picture Runs to Trip Digits
7:40-1 From Blogger to Published Author, for $30 and Up
7:45-6 MacWorms Crash the OS X Party
7:46-51 Apple Laptop Has Looks and Brains
7:56-8:03 Stretched to Limit, Women Stall March to Work
8:18-24 Who Killed Student? 17 Hour Gap Holds Answer
8:24-6 US Is Reducing Safety Penalties for Mine Flaws
8:27 In Paris Splashes of Black
8:28-30 Booted Off an Island Called Manhattan

11:53-9 Summary: Camera Lucida
11:59-1:18 Roland Barthess Camera Lucida 25 pages

Friday, March 3, 2006

8:29-36 HOME OFFICE NYTimes Biennial 2006: Short on Pretty, Long on Collaboration
8:46-48 NYTimes Archive “Murder for the Millions”
8:49-9:02 NYTimes.com Questions For Mike Leigh Connie Mack Herbie Hancock

9:07 LIVING ROOM A Heroine in a Hurry, Via Ibsen

6:34-6 Tradingmarkets.com 7 Stocks You Need to Know For Monday
6:26 - dot-cum.com
6:26- Lev Manovich The Language of New Media
10:16-23 In Baby Boomlet, Preschool Derby is the Fiercest Yet
10:34-5 NYTimes.com Between High and Low

Saturday, March 4, 2006
11:55-7 DINING ROOM TABLE NY TIMES Art Military Maneuvers with Computer and Color
12:07-9 NYTimes Mag Questions for Bruce Katz Battle for the 'Burbs'
12:14-16 It is What it Is

7:51-2 HOME OFFICE Women is the Story of Man (Hong)
8:10-51 Manovich Language of New Media 57 pages
10:40-11:30 John Cayley The Code is Not The Text

Sunday, March 5, 2006
2:05-10 SUBWAY NYTimes “The Art of Building a Robot to Love”
2:10-14 The Ads Discriminate But Does the Web
3:24-29 PS1 Peter Burger Theory of the Avant Garde 2 pages
5:24-45 Burger 8 pages

Monday, March 6, 2006
2:12-22 LIVING ROOM SOFA Carl Rakosi Droles de Journal
2:54: HOME OFFICE Peter Burger Theory of the A-G 11 pages
3:45 -4:20 Mitchell London Foods NY Mag Best of NY skimmed
5:45-6:55 HOME OFFICE Wikipedia.com interface header file modular C++, Manovich New Media 4 pages

11:10 LIVING ROOM OFFICE NY Mag Best of NY

Tuesday, March 7, 2006
12:57-1:07 LIVING ROOM NY Times Los Angeles Retains Custody of Oscar
1:10-13 Making Sure that the Gone are Never Really Forgotten
1:14-20 Bouncer’s Home Searched in Student’s Killing
1:21-23 Landmark Ferry Building May Become Food Market
1:25-27 Whites to Be Minority in New York Area Soon, Data Show
1:29 Urban Riddles, Best Pondered in a Long Line
1:29 Questions Rise from the Dust of an Old Synagogue
1:30 Path Track at Trade Center is Scrapped
1:33-40 Many Couples Must Negotiate Terms of Brokeback Marriages

1:57-2:04 HOME OFFICE 4 emails ebay listings
2:08 Cnn.com Cybercrime on the Rise

6:50-7:03 willtoexchange.blogspot.com/2005/06/interview-with-k-silem-moham-mad.html
9:05-45 John Cayley Inner Workings code and representations of interiority in new media poetics 4 pages
11:03-12:07 Cayley 8 pages

Wednesday, March 8, 2006

9:52-7 LIVING ROOM NY Times For Trader Joe’s, a New York Taste Test
9:57-9 A Dining Circle Dresse up and Savor a Bygone Era
10:03-5 Edelweiss, With A Dash of Oompah
10:08-10 Time for Some Irish, but why the Wait
10:10 The Last Flight of the Torilla Chip
10:10-12 Federal Grants of $27 Million are set to Aid Cultural Activity Downtown
10:15-20 Reality TV For Those Infatuated with Passing
10:21-2 Greenspan Book Deal is Said to be Among the Richest

Thursday, March 9, 2006
2:21-36 HOME OFFICE Charles Bernstein The Sophist 12 pages
2:36-48 John Cayley Inner Workings 5 pages
2:48-3:07 Katherine Hayles Print is Flat, Code is Deep8 pages
3:07-56 Lev Manovich The Language of New Media The Interface Transcoding
3:56-58 K. Silem Mohammed Deer Head Nation 3 poems
3:58-403 Noah Gordon review of The Sound of the Subtone

Friday, March 10, 2006
11:19-21 LIVING ROOM NY Times The World Tour Rolls into Town, Sprawling but Tidy
11:21 Diner’s Guide The Orchard Blaue Gans Del Posto
11:28-30 Where Buy Low and Sell High are a Co-Op’s Fighting Words
11:30 Company Erros on SAT Scores Raise new Qualms About Testing
11:30-2 Jerry Saltz Biennial in Babylon
11:42 HOME OFFICE Tradingmarkets.com 7 Stocks you need to know for Friday
11:45 CBOE.com calls vs. puts
11:53 The Motley Fool The Latest Losers
1:02-3:45 Geoffrey Winthrop-Young Silicon Sociology, or, Two Kings on Hegel’s Throne? Kittler, Luhmann, and the Posthuman Merger of German Media Theory.10 pages Nicholas Gane Radical Post-Humanism Friedrich Kittler and the Primacy of Technology 16 pages
3:45-4:05 Marjorie Perloff Radical Artifice 12 pages
4:05-45 Yahoofinance.com MOGN analyst opinions. Etrade.com research
MOGN LU THOR ANN
8:10-9:21 Silicon Sociology 4 pages

Saturday, March 11, 2006
12:06-8 DINING ROOM NYTimes Symbol of Abu Ghraib Seeks to Spare Others
His Nightmare
12:08 Profumo Scanda Focus Dies
Sunday, March 12, 2006

4:16-18 LIVING ROOM NY Times Alive and Well in Silicon Alley
4:19-21 Buttoned up bouncers on Defensive
4:21 Peasant Chic, No Permafrost
4:22 The Actress What I’m Wearing Now

5:59-6:04 DINING ROOM TABLE Police Say DNA Links Bounce to Body of Slain
Student
6:04-8 Two Killings that Didn’t Make News

7:43-9 HOME OFFICE L. Suidervaart The Social Significance of Autonomous
Art: Adorno and Burger 5 pages

8:22-5 LIVING ROOM NY Times Book Review The Postmodern Novelist
8:26 TBR Inside the List Profane Illumination
8:55-8 HOME OFFICE NY Times A Second Mistrial for Gotta as the Jury
Deadlocks
9:56-7 Weddings Celebrations Caroline Wong, Brett McGurk
9:57-10 State of the Unions Mel Schneeberger, Christopher Robbins
10:02 Hallelujah and Namaste
10:03 Lower East Side Putting Her Her Best 1,000 Shoes Forward
10:04 Broadwayworld.com Join the World Record-Breaking Longest Kick Line in
Times Square, March 7
10:08 Brooklyn Woman, 79, Dies Under Whell of a City Bus
10:10 Anonymuos Sources is Not the Same as Open Source
10:14-15 The Silver is Antique, Though the Search Isn’t
10:19 Op-Ed Gale Norton Resigns
Monday, March 13, 2006

9:47-9 LIVING ROOM NY Times Acquittal in Killing Unleashes Ire at India Rich
9:49-53 A Studio Boss and a Private Eye Star in a Bitter Hollwood Tale

3:24 Nyer Pop Notes Subtle Charms

Tuesday, March 14, 2006

8:15-18 PATH TRAIN NYT Colleges Open Minority Aid to All Comers

12:52-7 NJCU DINING ROOM Supporters Voice Now Turns on Bush

10:10-11 PATH TRAIN NYT On the Web, Much Advice, And Some even Rings True
10:12 Baby Walkers Found to be Safer But Still Risky
10:14 Make Exercise Easier: Just Exercise More
10:18-19 Hoping Details Will Add Up in Student’s Final Night
10:23-5 1600 Sat Tests Escaped Check for Scoring Errors
10:25 Germs Begone

Wednesday, March 15, 2006

10:16-29 LIVING ROOM F. Kittler “There is No Software” 3 pages

12:31-5 HOME OFFICE Land of the Big Puts Too Big to the Test
1:49-52 Dying To Appear
Thursday, March 16, 2006

Friday, March 17, 2006

Saturday, March 18, 2006

Sunday, March 19, 2006

2:42-6 LIVING ROOM NY Times Hell’s Kitchen, Swept Out and Remodeled

Monday, March 20, 2006

3:23-5 LIVING ROOM COUCH The View From There: Beautiful and Doomed
3:25-6 Halstead Midtown Listings

11:03-34 HOME OFFICE 5 emails
11:34-45 Corcoran Report Year End 2005

Tuesday, March 21, 2006

2:32-43 HOME OFFICE Yahoofinance.com “MOGN”

3:32-5 COUCH NY Mag Books Off the Shelf: Colson Whitehead

9:05 DINING ROOM  NYT Airline Workers Are Left at Gate, Mourning a Perk
9:15-17 2 Years after Soldier’s Dath, Family’s Battle is with Army
9:18-22 NYU and Columbia to Receive $200 Million Gifts for Research
9:22-4 The Errors are Fatal, But Maybe There’s Hope
9:24-26 New Owner of Times Building to Turn Truck Bays into Shops
9:28-9 Librarian is Still John Doe, Despite Patriot Act Revision
9:30-3 Business Prepares for the Possibility of Avian Flue in the US

Wednesday, March 22, 2006

11:02-3 LR NYT Decanting Robert Parker
6:30-45 HOME OFFICE NYTimes.com Sussmann Volk, Restauranteur and Gadget Inventor, 80, Dies
6:46-7 Ann Calvelllo, 76, A Legend in Roller Derby’s Rowdy Rinks, Dies
6:47-9 Robert C. Baker, Who Reshaped Chicken Dinner, Dies at 84
6:49-51 Sidney Frank, 86, Dies: Took a German Drink and a Vodka Brand to Stylish Heights
6:52 W.J. Oswald, 86, Algae Miracle Worker, Dies
6:53 Ed Peterson, 100, Seedsman Who collected California Wildflowers

11:21-4 Corzine Proposes Increase Taxes and Cost Cutting
11:27 A Coyote is Spotted Roaming Near the Zoo in Central Park
11:28-30 Army Dog Handler is Convicted in Detainee Abuse at Abu Ghraib
11:31-41 Johannesburg Journal In the Jungle, the Unjust Junge, A Small Victory
11:43-6 Straight to Paperback: Literary Novels
11:46-8 Time to Make Lollipop a Museum
11:51-3 Where Have all the Supermarkets Gone

Thursday, March 23, 2006

7:40-51 LIVING ROOM Adopted in China, Seeking Identity in America
7:51-3 Roberts Dissent Reveals Strain Beneath Cour’s Placid Surface
7:54-6 Iraq Abuse Trial is again limited to Lower Ranks
8:10-13 Conviction for Abuse at Abu Ghraib Prison Again Focusses on Low Ranking Soldier
8:13 -14 The Joy of Being Blameless
8:15-17 To all the Girls I’ve Rejected
8:18 Dear Web KigL Hated the Shampoo, Loved the Soap

1:16 NY Times Currents Los Angeles A Vision of Utopia, Adapted as Shelter from the California Sun
1:17 Objects from a Master of Whimsy With a Wide and Long Career
1:18 A Brick Interior Wall is shedding a white powder. Is there a solution that will retain the natural look?
1:22-5 Let int eh Light. Sho Off the Tub. Who Needs Privacy?
1:27-30 Awaiting Verdict, Victim’s Family feels 2003 Killing Is Eclipsed Again
1:30-6 Club Bouncer Indicted for Murder in High-Profile Rape and Strangling
1:37-9 Mrs. Clinton says GOP’s Immigration Plan is at Odds with the Bible
1:38-43 A Coyote Leads a Crowd on a Central park Marathon

5:22-3 NY WATERWAY FERRY TERMINAL Coyote is Captured after howeler of a dog run in Central Park

5:27-32 FERRY Imette-Slay Indictment
5:33-5 NY Air has the natinos highest cancer risk
5:37 Sting Hot for Sex Parties
5:38 Natalee’s Last Photo

8:52 BUS Hepburn Gal to sue
8:53-9:16 Daniel Nettle Happiness, Chapter 5, 32 pages

10:47 HOME OFFICE 3 emails

Friday, March 24, 2006

12:45 HOME OFFICE 3 emails
Saturday, March 25, 2006

10:03-57 HOME OFFICE ebay wagner catimini jean bourget creative playthings kartell alessis danese bruno munari russell wright joe colombo mignelli dansk sterling zeisel fantasy
10:57-11:12 half.com
11:12-21 David Kaufmann Desperate Seriousness and Avant-Garde Misrecognition in Some of Stein’s Sentences 7 pages

3:25-7 HOME OFFICE Conran Design Guides: Tableware

10:25-11:03 HOME OFFICE David Kaufmann Desperate Seriousness 8 pages

Sunday, March 26, 2006

10:45-50 LIVING R NY Times Inherit the Wind; There’s Little Else Left
10:51-5 Searching for Dummies
10:55-6 In Club Land Neighbors Doesn’t Mean Nearby
10:56 Dark 2BR Loft? That’s Code for a Club
11:09 Over Budge and Overjoyed
11:10 Disco Balls and Scents Pink Elephant
11:11 Vows Dina Mandes and James Hayes Jr.
11:11-12 Weddings/Celebrations Naomi Fraenkel, James Altschul Jennifer Chung, Jay Wilkins Rickie Niceta, Thomas Lloyd Dara Rakowski, Jay Godfrey
11:12-19 Here’s an Idea: Let Everyone Have Ideas
11:20-21 The Construction Loan as an Owner’s Safety Valve
11:28-9 A GOP Split on Immigration
11:35-37 Schools Cut Back Subjects to Push Reading and Math
11:38 NY Times Mag Fun House
Monday, March 27, 2006

3:14-19 Mitchell London Foods NY Mag Up With Grups
3:20-3 Bathing Beauties
3:24 I want your text
3:25 Flush with cash
3:26 Della Femina on the Move

4:20-2 LIVING ROOM Bookforum Composing Herself (Barbara Guest (1920-2006))
4:25 Noted The Totality for Kids
4:29-32 Place Odyssey Peter Stamm’s fiction charts elusive geographies
4:32-4 Artforum What Does the Jellyfish Want?
4:37-40 Cross-Eyed Pontius Pilate by Roger Caillois
4:40 NY Times Pork that ‘s Good for the Heart May Be Possible with Cloning
4:41-3 Bush was Set on Path to War, Memo by British Adviser Says
4:43 Students with Grit and Courage are Awarded Times Scholarships

Tuesday, March 28, 2006

7:52-4 PATH TRAIN Little Brown Handbook chapter 16: Adjectives

12:07-16 NJCU FACULTY LOUNGE 3 student poems
12:16-33 5 student papers

2:47-57 NJCU OFFICE 4 student poems

8:53-5 NJCU CLASSROOM NY Times The Presidential Suite Mystique
8:59 Bill to Broaden Immigration Law Gains in Senate
9:05-6 Big Oil’s Big Windfall
9:52-10:01 PATH TRAIN Daniel Nettle Happiness Chapter 6, 4
10:01-12 Labyrinth Books Art and Architecture Sale Catalog

11:23 HOME OFFICE 5 emails

Wednesday, March 29, 2006

12:40-5 LIVING ROOM NY'er
1:30-6 SUBWAY Kenneth Koch A Change of Hearts 3 pages

4:10 BROWN CAFÉ Dwell Mag Modern in Traditional Houses

8:29-30 HOME OFFICE NY Times Nanny is Hit by Truck while Seeking Help to Save a Choking Baby
8:30-1 Arrest in Made in Killing of Vertaran Harlem Minister
8:32-4 Gravedigger’s Secret is Out, 20 Years Later, at Trial of 2 Ex-Detectives
8:49 Getting Textbooks Cheaper from India

Thursday, March 30, 2006

12:08-14 HOME OFFICE 8 emails

6:25-28 NY WATERWAY TERMINAL Senate Approves Lobbying Limits By Wide Margin
6:28-33 9/11 Tapes Revive Lost Voices, and Families Pain
6:33-36 As the East Vilalge Revives, a Church Withers
7:12-15 NJCU Violent Youths Threaten To Hijack Demonstrations in Paris
7:15-17 Seattle’s Shattered Rave Family Seeks Answers to Killings
7:18-23 Ex-Prosecutor in Terror Inquiry Is Indicted
7:23-27 Top Lobbyist in Congress Scandal Is Sentenced
7:27 Scans Show Different Growth for Intelligent Brains

8:05-12 Will Success at Gucci Be Sexy or Safe?
8:17-21 Upgrading the Road to Nowhere
8:23-5 Now It’s Easy To Back Up Data On A Network

9:02-7 PATH Look Until You Get It: Bonnard and the Art of Seeing
9:07-10 A Preacher’s Credo: Eliminate the Negative, Accentuate Prosperity

Friday, March 31, 2006

4:10-16 HOME OFFICE 6 emails
4:16-49 Nyer Being There Should Patients families see what happens in the emergency room?

Saturday, April 1, 2006

9:58-10:06 HK RESTAURANT NYTBR Elizabeth Bishop’s Rough Genius. Edgar Allan Poe and the Juke Box
10:08-18 Welcome to the Machine. Programming the Universe
10:19 These Fragments I have Shored: The Oxford Cento
10:20-35 NY Times Mag The Time Trap Is child care work or is it leisure?
10:36-8 Question for Michael Chertoff On the Homeland Front
10:39-40 Freakonomics Fillin the the Tax Gap
10:55 The Trash Isn’t Pretty, but Oh the Cans
10:56-7 Hal Coyote, 1, Known for Romp in Central Park, is Dead
10:57-8 Missing Student’s Blood is Foun in Trash Bin at College

9:50-2 DINING ROOM NY Times Art in Review Motore Immobile
9:53-5 Books of the Times Wonders are Possible. Alas, the Odds are Another Story
9:55-10 The Chinese Vanguard Is Blazing its Trails with Cameras
10:05-7 FBI Colleagues Help Ex-Agent Post Bail
10:07-12 Ground Zero Still in Limbo as Talks Fail
10:13-14 Mayor Calls 2 Main Ideas on Immigration Unrealistic
10:25-33 Stepping Onstage as a Waitress, She May Exit Met as a Star
10:34-43 911 Tapes Echo Grim Struggle in Towers Trapped in Smoke, Told to Stay Put
10:43-50 Disaster Defied Operators’ Training

Sunday, April 2, 2006

12:08-12 HOME OFFICE NY Times Publish-After-Perished Controversey
12:12- The Slow Fight to Save Chinese Artifacts
12:25 BATTERED WIVES’ PETS SUFFER ABUSE, TOO
12:26-8 Paradise Drenched: In Hawaii, Rained-In Tourists and Questions over a Dam Break

Monday, April 3, 2006

3:45-5:00 LIVING ROOM Nyer The Soundtrack of Your Life

6:21 HOME OFFICE Artforum Man Without Qualities Daniel Birnbaum, Secret Sharer
6:22-23 John Kelsey Stop Painting Painting
Tuesday, April 4, 2006

12:32-7 NJCU FACULTY DINING ROOM NYTimes Delay is Quitting Race and House, Reports Assert
12:37-42 An Immigration Debate Fueled by Family Ties
12:45-6 The High Court Punts
12:55-8 Developer on Eve of Guilty Plea is Discovered Slain at His Home
12:59-01 Deal Close on Apartments Near Cathedral
1:05-7 A Columbia Hangout To Get a Touch of Havana
1:08 A Cold Hard Explanation for a Biblical Feat
1:10-12 Siblings of Disabled Have Their Own Troubles
1:12-13 An Aching Jaw Leads to a World of Medical Uncertainty
1:14-17 A Last Note in a Chart Registers a Death

5:59-6:02 DINING ROOM Despite Criticism, Trailer for 9/11 Film Run
6:03 Sympathy for the Statuesque Newswoman
6:17-25 Living on Impulse
6:25 Running from a Runway Plane

Wednesday, April 5, 2006

11:02-13PM HOME OFFICE 4 emails
11:15-17 Details of Tangled Web Emerge IN Fatal Greenwich Stabbing
11:17 Families with Full Plates, Sitting Down to Dinner
11:18 A Partisan Leaves; Will an Era Follow Suit
11:19-21 Continuing Legal Troubles Apparently Left Delay Dispirited
11:22 Looking for Poetry in the Newsroom and Finding It
11:23 Napa’s Neighbors Make Good Cabs
11:23-5 Big Gains for the Wealthiest are seen From Tax Cuts on Investment Income
11:25 Village Voice Tara Donavan

Thursday, April 6, 2006

11:12-13 HOME OFFICE 4 emails
11:13-15 Windows or Mac? Apple Says Both
11:15-16 Tina Fey’s Brash Bid for Prime Time
5:55-6:16 NY Post New on the Market Urinals Come Home The Price is Right
7:00-8:45 NJCU CLASSROOM 5 student papers
8:55-9:19 BUS Daniel Nettle Happiness 34 pages

Friday, April 7, 2006

10:03-33 HOME OFFICE 8 emails

4:42-50 SUBWAY Senate Deal Set For Immigration, But then Falters
4:50-3 Cheney’s Aide Says President Approved Leak

Saturday, April 8, 2006

3:33-5 SUBWAY Blame and Uncertainty as Immigration Deal Fails

Sunday, April 9, 2006

11:10-12 LIVING ROOM An Extraordinary Quarter, but Why?
11:35-7 Foreign Index Funds Are Gaining New Fans
11:43-4 Mutual Funds Report
11:55-12:04 The Bjork-Barney Enigma Machine
12:04-5 The Stuff of Fiction
3:21-3 By Day, the Mayor; By Night an Item
3:23 Vows Campbell Brown and Dan Secor
3:24 Vera Lauder, Adam Bye

Monday, April 10, 2006

2:35-7 BRYANT PARK NY'er
2:37-9 NY Mag

9:52-8 HOME OFFICE NY Times Recalling the Failings of a Son Lost in Greenwich
10:03-6 Relieving the Power Grid, Dirtying the Air
10:07-14 A Murder Victim’s Child Disputes Junger Book
10:15-17 Idea for Da Vinci Code Was Not Stolen, Judge Says
10:18-20 After 35 Years, Unburdening a Guilt Heart
10:31-52 Annie Proulx Brokeback Mountain 8 pages
10:52 NY'er Subtle Charms
10:53 Acquisition.com Shrift
10:54-11:53 Proulx 48 pages

Tuesday, April 11, 2006

7:50-51 PATH TRAIN Stabilizing Today, Matt Lauer Extends Contract to 2011
7:58-8:02 At Berlin Biennial, Art Fits Anywhere
8:04-6 A New Fugue for Handicappers: Interactive and Unpredictable ‘Ameridcan Idol’
8:38 New Jersey Tribe Member Dies after Park Police Shooting at Back-Roads Party
8:39 BUS Retired Police Officer is Killed in Hail of Bullets at S.I. Mall
8:47-8 Retired Police Officers Shot; Wife is Held for Questioning

9:47-52 PATH Lawyers for Duke Players Say DNA Evidence Clears Them
9:57-9 Foreign Pros in College Tennis: On Top and Under Scrutiny
9:58 Zines in the Library Catalogue? Of Course
10:02 Vilgot Sjoman, Filmmaker Without Taboos, Dies at 81
10:11-12 Why Industrious Rats Put up with Lazy Ones
10:12-13 From Squeak to Syntax: Language’s Incremental Evolution

Wednesday, April 12, 2006

2:10 HOME OFFICE 4 emails
2:11-12 Deaf-Theater Troupes Reel From Federal Cuts
2:12-7:32 TurboTax 2004 TurboTax 2005

Thursday, April 13, 2006

5:59-6:05 NY WATERWAY Librarians Win As US Relents on Secrecy Law
6:05-7 Tycoon of Chinese Real Estate Is Leasing at Trade Center Site

6:18-24 LIGHT RAIL Run Windows and Mac OS Both at Once
6:27-31 Excuses from the Jury Pool: He’s Heard it All

Friday, April 14, 2006

8:55-9:20 PATH Alain Badiou The Inasethetic 5pages
9:40-10:10 LIVING ROOM Alain Badiou The Inaesthetic 4 pages

12:44-7 Treasurey Rate Signals Burdens for Borrowers
12:47-57 More Retired Generals Call For Rumsfeld’s Resignation
1:17-26 3 Deaths in China Reveal Disparity in Price of Lives
1:26-32 Debate Revives as 9/11 Dust is Called Fatal
1:33-6 From Faint Meows, a Frenzy Grows
1:37-38 Find a Penny, Pick it Up, Sell it for 1,000 Bucks

Saturday, April 15, 2006

3:20-3 LIVING ROOM NY Times Book Review The Belmont Strangler

Sunday, April 16, 2006

12:07-12 HOME OFFICE NY Times Final Struggles of 9/11 Plane Fill Courtroom
12:12- 15 Lawyers for Lacross Players at Duke Say They Expect Indictment in Rape Case
12:16 June Pointer, Singer with the Pointer Sisters, Dies at 52

Monday, April 17, 2006

12:57-1:21 Franco Moretti Graphs, Maps, Trees: Abstract Models for a Literary History 9 pages
9:47-12:22 HOME OFFICE Dave Eggers A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius 147 pages

Tuesday, April 18, 2006

8:08-11 PATH The Fire This Time: A General’s Report
8:15-16 Suspect Surrenders in Killing of 2 Year Old
8:17 Mystery of Man Gone 13 Years Ends in Brooklyn Court
8:27 Fiction Geraldine Brooks Poetry Claudia Emerson Criticism Robin Givhan

12:09-13 NJCU FACULTY DINING Mayor Overrules 2 Aides Seeking Food Stamp Shift
12:15-19 Turmoil at Village Voice: A New Editor is Awaited
12:19-22 In Coffee Throwing Cae, a Second Allegation Emerges
12:23-27 A New Crime Fighter, for $10 in Hay and Oats
12:31 National Archives Pact Let CIA Withdraw Public Documents
12:32 Lawyer Says Two Duke Lacrosse Players are Indicted in Rape Case
12:35 Rumsfeld Says Calls for Ouster will Pass
12:40 Nemo Beware: Fish Tank Can Be a Haven for Salmonella
12:40 Really? The Claim: Birth Order Influences Intelligence
12:45-7 A Slight Change in Habits Could Lull You to Sleep

2:21-23 NJCU OFFICE 3 emails

7:50-55 NJCU Academia Dissects the Service Sector, but Is it a Science?
7:55-8:01 A Farewell to Citigroup

Wednesday, April 19, 2006

3:14 HOME OFFICE NY Times Mi, A Name I Call Myself. And You Are?
3:18 Mayor Seeks to Lower A Barrier for Food Stamps
3:19 Europe, Too, Takes a Harder Line in Handling Terrorism Suspects
3:21-2 2 emails
3:25 Mad Cow Case is Found in Canada
3:26 A Non-Swinging Playboy Sets off a Furor in Indonesia
3:27-32 Despite Laws, Stalkers Roam on the Internet
3:33-46 MySpace is Unprofessional, but That’s the Point
3:47-8 Sprinkling in a Bit of Everything, Backward and Forward
3:38 Acquisition.com The Fiery Furnaces
9:29-31 Hotel Rooms Get Plusher, Adding to Maids’ Injuries
9:37-41 In Race for Ohio Governor, All Sides Agree on a Need for Change
9:46-49 District May be Losing Patience with Embattled Senator
9:53-6 Profit Soars; Google Stock Tags Along

11:54 Chicago O’Hare American Airlines Terminal WSJ Emerging Markets Bask in US Cash; Getting Late?
11:55 What’s A Pretty Woman Like You…
11:56 Art and Money The Rising Price of Cologne
11:57 Paper Founded by Sartre Finds Itself Trapped Between Being and Nothingness
11:58 Ooops! Mental Training, Crosswords Fail to Slow Decline of Aging Brain
11:59-12:02 Review Why We Can’t Get Along Identity and Violence by Amartya Sen
12:02-3 Design’s Next Wave Molo Design Softwall
1:16 -22 AMERICAN AIRLINES 3262 WSJ Sony, Lenovo Laptops Are Pricey, but Offer Lots of Features, Power
1:22-31 Suitable Attire?

Saturday, April 22, 2006

10:12 Seattle, WA Inn at the Market 3 emails
1:30-2 Alaska Airlines A Break for Code Breakers on a CIA Mystery
1:33-7 CIA Dismisses a Senior Officer Over Data Leaks
1:37-8 For 2.4$ 7 Racing Yachts Get Parking Spot
Katherine Hayles How We Became Post Human 15 pages

Sunday, April 23, 2006

11:21-3 LIVING ROOM NY Times Book R Poetry Chronicle
11:23-4 Cornell’s Image Patrol Wraps Itself in Ivy
11:24-5 VOWS Laurie Nehmen and Austin Stark
11:25-6 Colleagues Say CIA Analyst Played by the Rules
11:27-29 The Ultimate Luxury

Monday April 24, 2006

11:21 HOME OFFICE 3 emails
11:57-8 LIVING ROOM NY Times A Greener Way to Cut Grass Runs Afoul of a Powerful Lobby Agency's Secrecy

8:10-14 JEAN GEORGES menu

Tuesday, April 25, 2006

7:58-8:04 PATH TRAIN NY Times Filming Flight 93's Story, Trying to Define Heroics
8:04-11 Light and Space Reveal True Judd

11:35-9 NJCU FACULTY DINING NY Times Clubs Feel Sting of Police Raids
11:42-8 Three Quiet Brothers on Long Island, All of Them Related to Hitler
11:49-51 An Avid Walker, 61, Is Stabbed to Death in Prospect Park
11:51-5 Terror Case May Offer Clues Into Police Use of Informants
11:56-7 CIA Crackdown Seeks to Tighten
11:59-12:03 One Day, That Economy Ticket May Buy You a Place to Stand
12:11-15 Graffiti Back on Subway, Indelibly This Time
12:16-18 Defendant Gets 25 Years for Beating Gay Man
12:18-22 Girl is Rescued 2 Hours After Abduction
12:24-26 Forecast: Cloudy, with a 50% Chance of Sculpture
12:28-30 Books of the Times A Quintessential Superfluous Man, Trapped in Absurdity
Wednesday, April 26, 2006

9:30-10:10 DINING ROOM TABLE Post War and Contemporary Art Evening
Sale, Donald Judd: Selected Works from the Judd Foundation

10:12 HOME OFFICE NY Times Four Hawks, Two Nests, One Empty
10:36-39 Young Officers Join the Debate Over Rumsfeld
10:42 NY Times Education Life Everybody’s a Critic
10:43-55 ratemyprofessor.com
10:57-11:01 The Wallabee that Roared Across the Wine Industry
11:02 Police Arrest Man in Killin of Livery Cab Driver on SI
11:03 Food Festival in Chinatown Draws Thousands, but Chilly Rain Forces Early Closing

Thursday, April 27, 2006

12:45-6 LIVING ROOM NYT In Tapes of Subway Plot Sustect, A Disjointed Torrent of Hatred

2:27-9 HOME OFFICE NY Times Fired CIA Official Denies Role in Leak
2:37 Ants, Better with Dose of Humanity (and Humor)
2:40 After the Adoption, A new Child and the Blues
2:40-1 Sometimes the Truth is Not What Sets You Free
2:49 Body Found in Landfill is Believed to be Student
2:50-3 Developer Takes A Financial Deal for Ground Zero
2:54-5 First at Chernobyl, Burning Still
2:58 At Decision Time, Colleges Lay on the Charm
3:00 The Oyster is His World
3:03 Out of the Winter and Into the Weeds
3:04 Dinnerware With Corners
3:06-7 Film Review Three Stories of Love, Each Illuminated by an Inner Light
5:57-6:01 FERRY Grand Jury Gets Rove Testimony Over CIA Leak
6:01-3 Second Thoughts in Congress on Oil Tax Breaks
6:03-7 First, Idea, Plot and Characters. Then, a Book Needs an Author
6:07-10 Novelist Claims She Read Copied Novel
6:10-11 Chicago Prohibits Foie Gras


7:23-54 NJCU Dawn Patrol 5 pages
7:55-812 Louis Menand, Missionary: Edmund Wilson and American Culture

9:38-41 PATH Loners Broken Flowers and Grizzly Man

11:20-3 DINING ROOM The Death of Milton Rocana, Unseen, Nnoticed and Horrible
11:25-4 Property Taxes Rising Too Fast, Report Warns
11:25-9 New Rebuilding Plan Leaves Some Wondering What the Big Rush Is

11:58-12:02 HOME OFFICE NYT If You’ve Had Your Eye on the Louis Ghost Chair
12:03-6 Kitchen and Bath Forecast
12:10-11 She Who Controls Her Body Can Upset Her Countrymen
12:15 Rituals of Grief Go Online as Web Sites Set Up to Celebrate Life Recall Lives Lost
12:14-26 MyDeathSpace.com
12:31-2 New Tricks of a Browser Look Familiar

Friday, April 28, 2006
Saturday, April 29, 2006

9:33-10:47 Franzen Nyer My Bird Problem 9 pages

Sunday, April 30, 2006

2:10-23 Ebay Rooma Pro Elite
2:23 4th Airport Idea is Bback, but Cab Could be Costly

Monday, May 1, 2006

7:39 LIVING ROOM NYT Sharp Reaction to GOP Plan on Gas Rebate
7:40 New Microsoft Browser Raises Google’s Hackles

Tuesday, May 2, 2006

8:29-37 BUS Tenants Stuck as Apartments Become Condos
8:37-41 Making a Flophouse a Home, and a Decent One at That

1:26-29 NJCU FACULTY DINING ROOM NYTimes From Clinton, Lessons in Reaching Across Aisle
1:30-1 NY Gives Tax Break to Parents and Shoppers
1:31 Republicans Drop a Tax Plan After Business Leaders Protest
7-8:45 NJCU onathan Franzen My Father’s Brain 31 pages
8:58-02 NYTimes Engineering a Safer, More Beautiful World, One Failure at a Time

9:31-2 PATH  Mr Speaker I’d Like to Do the Waggle
9:32-4 Turning to Chickens in Fight with Bird Flu

Wednesday, May 3, 2006

4:23-4 LIVING ROOM The Village Voice Art Sale Away Donald Judd
4:24 Loving the Ironman Ghostface Killah

Thursday, May 4, 2006

1:58 SUBWAY NYTimes Request Stokes Debate Over Yale Student With a Taliban Past

10:43-5 DINING ROOM TABLE Bus
Driver Kills Wife, Mother-in-Law and then Himself, Police Say
10:47 Mystery Bidder Spends $95 Million on a Picasso
6:15 CHEF YU menu

10:10-12 DINING ROOM TABLE Earl Woods, Father of Tiger, Dies at 74
10:20-5 Anna’s Party: Silk, Satin and Pub Grub
10:25 Mr. Rotten’s Rocky Debut
10:26-7 Navigating Trader Joe’s, One Small Bite at a Time
10:34-5 Wireless for High End Speakers
10:37-8 Going Online On the Go: Options
10:40 Calling on the Net, No Laptop Required
Friday, May 5, 2006

11:31-8 HOME OFFICE NY Times Microsoft and Google Set to Wage Arms Race
4:45-6:10- Franzen How To Be Alone 24 pages

10:53-8 In the Hottest of Crimes, Trails are Often Cold

Saturday, May 6, 2006

5:02 HOME OFFICE NY Times It Really has been Tough to Make Money Lately
6:42-4 LIVING ROOM NYTimes A Literary Archeologist in the Land of Lost
Books
8:30-5 From Britain That Imperial Punk
8:37-8 Katy Schimert Art in Review Robert Boyed
8:39-40 A Literary Archoologist
8:40 AOL to add Free Phone to Instant Messaging
8:44-6 Going Online for Savings
9:02-5 Students are Concerned by US Plan to Sell Their Trees
9:05-10Study Points to a Solution for Dread: Distraction
9:10-12 As Test Taking Grows, Test Makers Grow Rarer
9:12-17 $100 Rebate Rise and Fall of a GOP Idea
9:17-21 Memorial’s Cost at Grond Zero Nears $q Billion
9:22-4 Getting Extremely Personal MI3
9:24-6 Defying Bush, Senate Passes Spending Bill
9:29-30 Film review Aw Shucks Cowpoke Rides the Range in Los Angeles
9:30 Film review To Art School, Majoring in Caricature
9:31-4 Film Review Family Ties and Australian History, Both Soaked in Blood
9:40-3 Film review Waiting for Winter to Follow Spring
9:41-2 Kiss Me Again
9:48 WSJ House Voyeurs, Click Here
Sunday, May 7, 2006

10:26 LIVING ROOM WSJ Where to Look for Cheaper Loans
11:40-5 NYT Money Changes Everything
11:45-50 The Entire Universe on a Dimmer Switch
11:50 The Least Affordable Place to Live: Try Salinas
11:51-Residential Sales Around the Region
11:51 In A 529 Savings Plan, the Number to Watch may be 2010
12:24-5 HOME OFFICE 3 emails

4:13-21 SUBWAY NYT Book R The Pin Factory Mystery
4:21-3 The Joy of Delusion

Monday, May 8, 2006

2:32-6 HOME OFFICE WSJ Females Don’t Always Go for Hottest Mate
2:50 NYT The Sick Seatmate: What’s Your Risk?
3:02-5 The Mystery of the Stock Price and the Strike Price
3:06 Mad About that Perfect Hat for the Summer
3:11 On The Menu, Rumors Greatly Exagerrated
3:12 Shedding the Fleece, Joining the Flock
3:13-14 Huggable, but Only for a While
3:15-16 Between Addiction and Abstinence
3:19-21 The Village Voice Film Repeat Performance Three Times
3:21-3 Love in Vein Clean
3:23-8 The End of Violence Lady Vengeance
3:29-30 Gypsy Amy Silliman
3:31 Michael Krebber
3:37-9 NYT Democrats Push for House in the Northeast
3:40-1 A Sergeant’s Death in Iraq Follows His Fiancee’s
3:44-8 Obituaries Louis Rukeyeser, Television Host, Dies at 73
4:05 NYTBR Treasure Hunt The Book of Lost Book
4:07-12 A Reporter’s Reporter A Writer’s Life
4:15-19 Tales from the Crit: For Art Students, May is the Cruelest Month
4:20 1 email
4:24-7 Forests in SE Asia Fall to Prosperity’s Ax
4:29-32 Up to Her Eyes in Gore and Loving It
4:37-9 Next Step for Counterfeiters: Faking the Whole Company
8:33-34 NYT Mag Shelf Improvement
8:35-8 The Birth Month Soccer Anomaly
9:23-4 In Internet Age, Writers Face Frontier Justice

Tuesday, May 9, 2006

10:59-11 LIVING ROOM WSJ Making the Most of your 15 Minutes
11:01-2 End of the Package Deal
11:06-7 Revenge of the Large Cap Stocks11:10-16 To Reduce Errors Hospitals Prescribe Innovative Designs
12:35-6 HOME OFFICE Google Video Gumball 3000 – 2005 Porsche Carrera GT wheelspin part 1 rallyevents.net 17 sec -
12:36-12:50 Steven Colbert Roasts Bush
12:53 Pepsi Bavarians Take on Professionals
12:54-1:06 Bush Impersonation CSPAN
1:52-3 NYTimes.com A Comedian’s Riff on Bush Prompts an E-Spat
1:53-4 Truthiness and Power (2 letters)
1:55 After Press Dinner, the Blogosphere is Alive with the Sound of Colbert Chatter

2:05-11 LIVING ROOM NYT Early Intensity Underlines Role of Races in Ohio
2:11-17 Exit of Spy Chief Viewed as Move to Revamp CIA
2:17-22 A Long Legacy of Frustration at CIA Helm
2:23-27 Rubbing Shoulders with Trouble, and Presidents
2:28-33 Kidnapped in Iraq: Victim’s Tale of Clockwork Death and Ransom
2:34-7 In a Dentist Shortage, British (Ouch) Do it Themselves
2:42-4 Mayor Chastises Foundation Over Memorial’s Costs
2:44-7 Trimming Down to a Less Costly Design at Ground Zero
3:03-6 A Gambler Sees Beyond the Jackpot
3:08-12 Recognize this Man? The Art World Doesn’t
3:13-17 A Minor Delight for the Awfully Patient
3:17-27 Water, Water for a Week, Nor Anything to Eat
3:27 Gunmen in Passing Car Kills Livery Cab Passenger in East Harlem
3:27-30 Obituaries Burt Todd, 81, Entrepreneur Who Dreamed Big, is Dead
3:31-3 A Chill is in the Air For Sellers
3:45-7 Autopsy Ties Boy’s Death to Boot Camp
3:47 new Recipe for Gasoline Helped Drive Up the Price
4:07 Google video Dumbass on skateboard
4:08 dildo
4:09 webcam girls gone wild
4:12 he just cant resist her breasts

Wednesday, May 10, 2006

9:45-50 LIVING ROOM NYT 2 Years Later, Slayings in Iraq And Lost Cash are Mysteries
10:04-7 A Resurgence in the Borx is Finally Putting the Grand Back in the Councourse
10:07-10 Rents to Rise at Least 3%, And Tenants Howl in Anger
10:10 But in London, The Foreigners are Us
10:12-14 Officers Posted at Train Tunnels are Now Riding Too
10:17 Brooklyn Man Confesses in Shooting that Killed Girl
10:21-5 A Portrait of the Party Girl as a Serious Young Artist
12:16-19 One Thing They Aren’t: Maternal
2:07 Poll Gives Bush Worst Marks Yet on Major Issues
2:08 Executives Take Company Planes As if Their Own

Thursday, May 11, 2006

1:40 LIVING ROOM A Mid-Century Knockoff from the Man who Designed the Original
1:41 Modular Kitchen Pieces with Custom Cousins—Henrybuilt 79 Grand Street
1:45-7 Belatedly, Stardom Finds a 20th Century Master
1:59-0 Killer Scattered Body Parts Through Bronx Neighborhood, Police Say
2:01-7 Tax Benefits to the Rich and Patient
2:08-10 Why the World Doesn’t Need Hi-Def DVD’s

2:45 HOME OFFICE Google Co-Op.com
2:46-7 Google Trends.com “ambient”
4:00 Yahooanswers.com “what is buckeye mart? when did it start up and go out of business?”

4:29:
From: drmark7@...  
Date: Wed Apr 7, 2004 3:24 am  
Subject: It was *40* Years Ago Today...

This was recently in our local newspaper (The Lancaster Eagle-Gazette) “40 Years Ago” column:

March 13, 1964:

The Buckeye Mart discount department store, 121 N. Memorial Drive, (Lancaster, Ohio) offered the album, “Beatle Mania” for 87 cents. It had Beatles hits performed by The Liverpools.

[The site where Buckeye Mart once stood was later converted into The Charlie Horse Palace Night Club and is now the Sheriff’s Office (!)]

* * *
April 02, 1964:

Local Restaurants advertised their menu offerings and specials. B-W Drive-In, 540 E. Main St, had “Spanish Hot Dogs” for 15 cents; Dairy Queen, 1150 E. Main St., had hot fudge sundaes for 24 cents; West Side Pizza Shop 323 Washington Ave., sold a large Pepperoni and mushroom pizza for $1.75; Boyer’s Restaurant, corner of Main and Cherry Streets, offered chicken and noodles with four side dishes plus cake and coffee for $1 and Burger Chef, 1105 E. Main St., was having the un-hamburger/non-cola offering of a melted cheese and large orange drink for 35 cents.

[Dr. M sez: Dig those crazy prices. Dairy Queen is still in the same location! Boyer’s was where The Bike Shop is now. I ate there with my grandma and grandpa when I was about 5. In 1977-78, this address was briefly Tumbleweeds Records, one of the last mom and pop record stores in town, where I bought many of my first rock albums. Buzzard’s Nest- part of a chain of record stores opened at Hocking Mall by K-Mart and put them out of business. The Burger Chef location is now Vanity Cleaners.]

Those were the days my friends, we thought they’d never end,

Dr. Mark

Questions?/Comments? * This Has Been e-mail From: "Dr. Mark" Hill * The Doctor Of Pop Culture /*/ drmark7@
Photos: http://photos.yahoo.com/drmark7
MY WEBPAGE: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/popmusicpopculture

Friday, May 12, 2006

4:15-17 HOME OFFICE What’s in a Murdoch-Clinton Alliance? Something for Both Sides
4:18-21 Protestors Object to McCain as New School Commencement Speaker
4:21-4 A Man in a Fishbowl, Marinated in Unreality
4:24 A $10 Million Gift to Slan-Kettering
4:25-27 Police Focus on Driver of a Slain Developer
4:28 Warhol and Judd Soar at $143 Million Sale
4:29 When the Professor is a Tough Grader and Your Dad
4:32-39 Champion (Microsoft) and Challenger (Google) Grapple for Supremacy
4:39 Restaurants Popular Act, Now Solo, Sings Italian
4:40 When Portrait Was Memory: A Matter of Lives and Death

Saturday, May 13, 2006

2:12-16 HOME OFFICE 4 emails

Sunday, May 14, 2006

5:56-9 HOME OFFICE NYT Emperor May be Naked, but Artist is a Hit
6:00-5 In Sukoku 9, Little Numbers Create a Big Challenge
6:05-6 The Windsurf’s Up On the Columbia River
6:10-13 Bush is Pressed by Lawmakers on Report of Phone Call Records
Gathered by NSA
6:14 Wal Mart Eyes Organic Foods, and Brand Names Get in Line
6:21-3 An Agency’s Worst Nightmare: Ads Created by Users “User-Generated Content”
6:22-4 Conversegallery.com
6:27-9 Google Shows New Services in Battle of Search Engines
6:30-4 Putting the Wire Back into Networking
6:37-8 Theft Delays Worldwide Cyclist after 44 Years and 355,000 Miles
6:39-43 Leaving the Wild, and Rather Liking the Change

7:56- 8:02 Higher Learning in France Clings to Its Old Ways
8:03-5 New Fears of Security Risks in Electronic Voting Systems
8:06-7 Priest Found Guilty of Nun’s 1980 Murder
8:07-13 Cannes Gold Turnishes in US
8:14-21 Go with My Blessing. And My Staff, while you’re at it.

10:18-19 WSJ Grandma the Packrat: New Approach Finds Pearls Amid Junk
10:18-19 The Biggest Fish on Wall Street? probably Not Who You Think
10:24-28 Hip to be Square: Why Young Buyers Covet Grandpa Cars
10:28-31 Degrees @ StateU.edu
10:34 Teflon Coated Cookware Owners File Suit Over Potential Chemical Dangers
10:35 Laptops for Klutzes
10:45 Designing Children Little Man
10:45-6 Organic Wines Make a Natural Progression
10:49 NYTimes H&M Names DutchPair as Designer for a Season
10:54 Art in Review: Olafur Eliasson

Monday, May 15, 2006

3:30-7 LIVNG ROOM NYT In Kentucky Hills, A Homeland Security Bonanza
3:37-45 Cheney Pushed US to Widen Eavesdropping
3:45-48 Avian Flu Wanes in Asian Nations it First Hit Hard

6:32-8 HOME OFFICE NYT Tracing Lung Ailments That Rose with 9/11 Dust
6:38-41 Bush to Unveil Plan to Tighten Border Controls
6:41 DNA Evidence in Duke Case Inconclusive
6:41-45 At Sentencing in '82 Murder, Confrontation and Anguish
6:49-51 Critic of No Child Left Behind Was Disinvited From Meeting
6:54-5 Baby Badly Hurt by Shaking, Prosecutor Says
6:57-8 Legal Saga Ends for Man Who Hired Wife’s Killer
6:59 A Night Out with Max Minghella
7 Vows Renee Bailey and Leathem Mehaffey
7:07 Everybody into the Pool
7:15 Fossil Called Missing Link From Sea to Land Animals
7:16-18 An Ambitious Lexus Takes on the Europeans
7:20 Dude, Here’s My Book
7:45-6 tuckermex.com katyjohnson.com

8:01-2 4 Harlem Boys Will be Tried as Juveniles
8:04 Jazz Lover Fiddling with Bass Causes Bomb Scare on East Side
8:06 Warhols of Tomorrow are Dealer’s Quarry Today
8:07 Teaching English, One Booklet at a Time
8:09 Gobbling Away Far From the Spotlight
8:29 Software Out There: Programming A Revolution Piecemeal
8:48-50 In Case of Disaster, Have a Backup Plan for your Computer

Tuesday, May 16, 2006

9:41-2 HOME OFFICE WSJ The Fastest Way to Get to the Airport: We Test the Latest Options
9:43-7 The Cycling Commute Gets Chic
9:48-54 Down the Yellow Brick Road of Overinterpretation
9:54-5 NYT Amazing Mysteries May 7-13
9:55-6 Intelligence Turf: A Guide
9:57-10:14 Langley, We Have a Problem
10:18-20 Russians Busy Making Shrouds, Are Asked to Make Babies
10:28-30 Will the Real Traitors Please Stand Up
10:32-3 NYT Mag Shelf Improvement Grocery Store generics that stand apart from famous brands—by design

12:14 WSJ In China, Maker of Plastic Christmas Trees Goes Hollywood
12:15-16 Working for a Boss Who Only Manages Up Can Be a Real Downer
12:18 Colleges Admit Few Students Off the Wait List
12:19-23 Care Varies Widely At Top Medical Centers
12:23-27 What’s In Store for Your Summer Vacation
12:28 Demand Slows for Mortgages
12:30 Will Melatonin Help you Sleep
12:25 County Kerry
12:35-40 NYT Authors Meet Fans Far From Bookstores, at Company Events
12:42-6 Inmate to be Freed as DNA Tests Upend Murder Confession
12:46-7 2nd Try was Bank Robber’s Undoing, Police Say
12:48-52 Deadline set for Wireless Internet in Parks
12:53 Bronx: Dead Man had Been Cleaning Fishing Tackle Committee Approves Shelter and Toilet Contract
12:54-9 After 20 Years of Delays, a River Park Takes Shape
1 Firefighters’ Lung Capacity Suffered after 9/11 Work
1:02-3 On the Runway : Spacewear Meant to Dazzle, Even in Zero Gravity
1:05 Link is Cited between Smell and Sexuality
1:13-16 On Some Flights, Millionaires Serve the Drinks
1:08-10 The Hot Potato of Business Etiquette
1:08 What not to Wear or Eat Overseas
1:50 This Monk is a Boldface Name
1:51 When a Good Ribeye is not a Bulleye

3:10-13 HOME OFFICE NYT Form Follows Function. Now Go Out and Cut the Grass

Wednesday, May 17, 2006

9:06 SUBWAY NYT Beyond I’m a Diabetic, Little Common Ground
9:06-7 Skiing Beyond Safety’s Edge Once Too Often
9:20-32 SUBWAY NY Mag The 9/11 Memorial Fiasco
10:20-42 SUBWAY NY Mag The 9/11 Memorial Fiasco

3:20-4 NY WATERWAY WSJ Historians and Fans are racing to Catalog Homes Sold by Sears
3:25-9 How the Internet is affecting what—and how—we watch
3:37 Out the Window Are Linux operating systems as easy as promised? We test them out.
6:24 LIGHTRAIL WSJ Nasdaq Drops to a New Low for the Year
6:25-7 What if Housing Becomes a Tortoise
6:27-30 Triplet Towers
6:31-4 How Apples’s Store Strategy Beat the Odds
6:35 Teen Angst: How the New Tax Law Could Hurt Your College-Savings Plan
6:46 NY WATERWAY Research Shows Fighting the IRS is Often Worth It
6:47 Caring for Wood Floors

7:03-5 Hopes, Saved on a Laptop
7:34-7 Building a Brand with a Blog
7:47-9 Federer-Nadal is Starting to Have that Frazier-Ali Ring

11:43-9 HOME OFFICE Google.com “avocado and bugs” “Hudson River Park”
12:01 A New Way to Keep Track of Talent
12:03 Askme.com
12:06-19 the office/nbc.com
12:57 turnitin.com

Thursday, May 18, 2006

9:46-52  LIVING ROOM NYT Light as Air
10:13-15 NYT Mag The Great American Smoke Out
1:11-19 HOME OFFICE WSJ When is a Baby Too Fat

1:19-22 NYT The Fever for Exotic Stocks
1:27-31 Yahooanswers.com “Does anyone have any experience with Lending Tree in nyc?”
1:31-2 Tolerance for a Racial Slur is a Test for Potential Jurors

2:37-9 Village Voice Books Matrix Reloaded The Totality for Kids
3:06 Art Leviatian Drawing Restraint 9

Friday, May 19, 2006
2:21-4:57 HOME OFFICE NYT Mag What Will Happen to Books
4:57-9 Apple, a Success at Stores, Bets Big on Fifth Ave
5:01-04 CIA Choice Says He’s Independent of the Pentagon

7:55-6  SUBWAY 2nd Field Season Fails to Find the Ivo Billed Woodpecker
7:56-8 Youth Who Killed at 12 Gets 30 Years for Violating Probation

Saturday, May 20, 2006

3:45-7 HOME OFFICE 4 emails
3:47 LIVING ROOM NYTBR What is the best work of American Fiction of the last 25 years

8:45-47 N SUBWAY Bklyn Bound Never Mind the Clip-On Ties, Geek Squad Can Fix Your PC

Sunday, May 21, 2006

2:06 SUBWAY NYT Mag The Architect, His Client, Her Husband and a House Named Turbulence

8:34- 38 HOME OFFICE NYT Where Jane Goes Without Tarzan
10:06-8 Rage is Afoot in New York, Or Should Be
10:09-11 A Hit and Run Accident Kills Two Children in New Jersey
10:12-14 No Sign Yet of Hoffa’s Body But FBI Cites Credible Tip
10:19 Sentate Passes a Bill that Favors English
10:31 And if It’s a Boy, will it Be Lleh?
10:34 Colleges Chase as Cheats Shift to High Tech
10:38 WSJ A New Tax Trick for your IRA
10:42-3 Their Income Up, US Rich Yield A Tax Windfall
10:45 O, Give Me A Home Where Prairie Dogs Roam, in Boulder
Monday, May 22, 2006

8:45-7 LIVING ROOM NYT No View, No Garden, Just a Wall
10:09-13 City Workers' 9/11 Claims Meet Obstacles
10:14-15 Bronx Restaurant Owner Dies After a Dousing of Lye
10:18 NY's Disaster Preparedness Falls Short, Study Finds
10:19 Gilbert Sorrentino, 77, Novelist and Professor
10:23-5 If You've Got a Pulse, You're Sick
10:24-5 The All American Pedestal Complex
11:02 Boite Cocktails and Chlorine The Hotel QT
11:03-4 Weddings/Celebrations
11:04-7 State of the Unions Ayun Halliday and Greg Kotis
11:11 After Century, Room and Board in City Still Sting
11:15 Admissions Officials Lament Practice of Signing on with More than One College
11:20 Graduates Boo McCain and His Host, Kerrey

Tuesday, May 23, 2006

12:13-15 LIVING ROOM NYT A Subway Nightmare Will Be the Focus of Yet a Third Trial
12:20-1 Finding Hate in a Whack on the Head
12:24-5 $44 Million Ferry Terminal is to Open in Weehawken Today

Wednesday, May 24, 2006

9:05-8 LIVING ROOM NYT In House Races, More GOP Seats Look Vulnerable
9:15-30 Misjudgments Marred US Plans for Iraqi Police
9:30-5 Rough Summer is On the Way for Air Travel
9:36 Ten CEO's Call for this CEO to be Canned
9:44-5 With $4 Billion, Columbia Raises the Fund-Drive Ante
9:45 Despite Pledge, Taxes Increase for Teenagers
9:52-4 We Care. But Why do We Care so Much?

2:20-30 SUBWAY FBI Raid Divides GOP Lawmakers and White house
2:30 In Shadows, Armed Groups Propel Iraq Toward Chaos

8:08-10 HOME OFFICE A Now-Common Attack and a Family Loses its Men
8:13-14 That After Dinner Speech Remains a Favorite Dish
8:16-17 Google Moves to Sell Space for Video Spots on Network of Web Sites
8:22-3 Ex-Officer Accused In Killing Had Arsenal
8:25-9 Stories in Heavy Brogue, Varnished with Obscenity
8:31-5 The Empire Built by ‘Idol’
8:36-7 Nigerian Monkeys Drop Hints on Language Origin
8:38-41 Insects: Beware of Clothing That Bites Back

11:40-1 Bird Flu Case May be First Double Jump
11:58-9 Two Women are Tied to Death of Homeless Men

Thursday, May 25, 2006

9:38-42 HOME OFFICE NYT Charge of Negligent Homicide For Boy, 8, in School Bus Death
9:42-3 Luster of 7 World Trade Center has Tattered Reminder of 9/11
9:45 Lost Star Heads for Jail
9:46-7 Is it just Lost Facial Hair? Or a Conspiracy?
9:49-50 Don’t Like the Ambience? Switch Floors? Sascha
9:51-8 Scientist at Work Thomas McGlashan A Career that has Mirrored Psychiatry’s Twisting Path
10:05 WSJ Charles Gibson is Named Anchor of ABC’s World News Tonight
10:07 Indisutrials Slip As Early Run-Up Loses Legs Late
10:08-9 When Nike Met Ipod
10:09-10 The Bar Code Gets a Hip new Life
10:20 Live from the Quad, Student TV on the web
10:23 mtvu.com “fresh produce”
10:24-27 youtube.com “m16” “hey”
10:28-32 Folk Label Hits Web with Beats, Croaks, Wails
10:33 Bear Ponders How Far Stocks Might Pull Back
10:34 Prospecting for Hidden Gems
10:40 New Domain Name .mobi could spur Wireless Web
10:45 Pay Grade Banking on Long Hours 185k for Investment Banker
10:47-8 Five Best These Books on English are word-perfect, says British Language maven David Crystal

11:39 NYT Mag Faux Logo Blackspot Shoes “cynicism is the new optimism”

4:20-51 La Femme: Could a 52 Year-Old Mother of Four be the Next President of France
6:05-9 The Village Voice Literary Supplement Installation Art Not Necessarily the News: Rebooting the serial novel
6:05-9 After Nature The World’s Most Dangerous Architect Has His Say
6:09 Mehta Fiction 1 page

Friday, May 26, 2006

3:23-5 HOME OFFICE Brian’s Belly.com Blue Velvet Pabst Blue Ribbon

Saturday, May 27, 2006

9:18-24 BURGERS & CUPCAKES Turning Cramped into Classy on an Even Tighter Budget

7:22-7 HOME OFFICE Filmtreat.com Kung Fu Hustle
7:27-9 NYT.com Fists Fly and Feet Spin in a Place Called Pig Sty
7:29-31 The Unreal Road from Toontown to Sin City

11:01-4 LIVING ROOM Mehta Fiction 1 page

Sunday, May 28, 2006

3:35-6 HOME OFFICE snopes.com Pain in the Glass. Ground Glass is a Deadly Poison.

Monday, May 29, 2006

3:50-55 SUBWAY Iraquis Accounts Link Marines to the Mass Killings of Civilians
6:46-50 On Your Marks, Get Set, Poeticize: 15 Minutes, a Computer, and Thou, O Muse

12:02-3 HOME OFFICE whitecolumns.org “Harrell Fletcher The American War”

Tuesday, May 30, 2006

12:27-30 LIVING ROOM NYT A State Challenger Works to Shorten His Long Odds
12:30 Driver in Crash that Killed 5 Was Feeling Ex-Boyfriend, Police Say
12:31 Woman’s Body Found in River in New Jersey
12:32-7 The Greener Guys
12:38-42 Poisonous Tree Frog Would Bring Wealth to Trive in Brazilian Amazon
12:45 Bacterial Evolution in the Yogurt Ecosystem
12:47 A More Poisonous Poison Ivy
12:54-5 A Little Sting can Become a Debilitating Injury
12:55-7 What’s in the Name? Researchers Suggest it’s Money
12:58 A Case in Point fo the Maxim Do No Harm
1:02 Rise in Rate of Twin Births May Be Tied to Dairy Case
1:02-6 Age is No Barrier to Lifting Depression’s Heavy Veil
1:12-13 NYTBR To Taste Everything Two For the Road
1:13-20 Will Work for Food Heat
1:25-45 Save These Books. Symposium.
1:45-7 Tales from the Trenches The Nasty Bits
2:07-9 NYTMag Can Bloggers Get Real?
2:20-5 The Ethicist Death Pays Off
2:24 Corps Issues
2:25-7 Vocabustretch
2:27-9 Free Advertising

3:19 HOME OFFICE Cataloging the 9/11 Archive
3:21 www.911archive.net
3:22-35 www.911archive.net/Google
3:38-9 American Living Abroad Get a Nasty Tax Surprise
3:50-2 Studios Turn Thumbs Down on Film Critics
3:53-6 Reality TV, Ripening in the Heat of Summer
3:57-8 Pays Bills with a Click? More Americans are Doing it and Banks are Loving It
3:59-4:02 Software to Look for Experts Among Your Friends

4:29-38 Unto the City The Wildlife Did Journey
4:33-5 That was No Wraith, That Was My Wife
6:33 timearchive.com Super Mario

8:23-27 Opening That Wallet for a Bicycle Built for You
8:34-36 Developers Try to Sway City on Complex at Garden Site
8:36-9 Greenwich Developer Leaves Most of His Estate to Widow
8:47 WSJ Got $50 Bucks? Fly To Fiji
8:53-5 NYT Maybe Brain Surgeons aren’t as Smart as You Thought
8:56-9 Military Expected to Report Marines Killed Iraqui Civilians

Wednesday, May 31, 2006

9:05-7 Fan’s Therapy: Today and Yesterdays
9:10-12 Panhandle Forecast: Hot, Noirish, at First, Sweeter Later
9:19-22 Friend Says Defendant Used Epithet in Bar Attack
9:25-7 Police Seek to Identify 3 Men Recorded in the Act of Using a Murderer Victim’s Credit Cards
9:31-4 WSJ Airlines Curb Bereavement Fares
9:35-7 A Public Garden of Delights on the Hudson
9:39-40 The Coming Rush out of Hedge Funds. Don’t Hold Your Breath

Thursday, June 1, 2006

12:03-5 CENTURY 21 Free Love, Hate and an Ambush at A Commune on Staten Island
12:07 A Jump in Shootings in a Hartford District
12:07-8 A Tower on Times Square Gets New Radio Equipment to Help Emergence Workers

1:12-15 PATH Don’t Hit on Me Mr. Goodbody
1:16-17 I Am So Excited About Crinkle Cotton
1:18 Renting Movies with a Box and a Beam

1:32-5 BUS Saks Fifth Ave Take a Step Back in Search of Its Future
1:39-40 In Paris Suburbs, Worrying Attacks by Youths
1:42- Clinton Opens Campaign with Salvos at White House
1:45 WSJ New Tools For Searching Blogs
1:47-8 BUS Boy, 16, Gets Mercedes, and Woman, 49, Faces Sex Charges
1:48-51 Neither Federal Officer Nor Gentleman, Women Say
1:54 Small Plane Breaks Apart Midflight, Killing Four

6:42-5 PATH TRAIN Copycats, or Inspired by Nature? Glass Artists Face Off in Court

Friday, June 2, 2006

12:21 HOME OFFICE 5 emails

Saturday, June 3, 2006

11:45-7 LIVNG ROOM NYT Questions for Lorraine Bracco
1:11-13 My Other Car is a Millionaire
1:42-3 HOME OFFICE Marie Antoinette’s Devotees, Including Bakers, Celebrate
1:47 ask.com
1:49-2:08 galatearessurection2.com Timothy Yu Reviews Asian American Poetry: The Next Generation
2:12 swoonrocket.com Bill Luomo comment/poem
2:15 ronsillimansblogspot.com Monday May 29, 2006
2:17-22 openreader.blogspot.com May 16, 2006 Pamela Lu
2:24 antimega.textdriven.com/antimega/2006/03/26/smart-goods-the-story-so-far “ambient devices”
2:41-2 nabaztag.com “Rabbit”
2:47 http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/publications/internetofthings/
2:52-3:34 “smart goods- the story so far”
3:35 http://nabaztools.sourceforge.net/nabazclapier-en.html “geek software” in “alpha” stage i.e. hack “rabbit”
3:33 abclocal.go.com 4 Men Questioned in Chelsea Beating Death

Sunday, June 4, 2006

1:46-7 HOME OFFICE Seeing Red and Loving It

8:48 Sarah Sze: Corner Plot
8:58 British Lecturers Protest Over Pay
9:01 Drug for Bone is Linked to Jaw Disease
9:03 Iraqui Accuses US of Daily Attacks Against Civilians
9:12 NASD Ends Case Against Quattrone
9:13-14 Asian Cars Won 40% of Market Last Month
9:14-17 Victim Recounts a Night of Beating and Racial Taunts
9:18-19 Martha Steward Paid $81,000; Now it’s $9 Million
9:20 3 Men are Charged in Murder of Financial Analyst
9:21-3 The New Chief Cook and Bottle Washer in Beard’s House
9:24 She and Her Graduation Robe Had to Come a Long Way

10:26-8 Widowers are eager for a Second Whirl
10:29-30 Seeking Reasons in Aftermath of a Crash That Took 4 Lives
10:31 Steve Mizerak, 61; Added Pop-Culture Celebrity to Billiards
10:54 MD*COFFER AMBIENT/READING 2X2 2BX 120VEL.
11:02-42 ambientdevices.com

Monday, June 5, 2006

8:25 LIVING ROOM Art in America The Biennial
8:52-8 HOME OFFICE NYT Digital Publishing is Scrambling the Industry’s Roles
9:05-8 Washington Journalist to Edit the Voice
9:10-12 Technology and Easy Credit Give Identity Thieves an Edge
9:14-7 War in Iraq Becomes the Deadliest Assignment for Journalists in Modern Times
9:18-21 WSJ Slumping Nine West Tries on Designer Shoes
9:22-6 Codes on Sites ‘Captcha’ Anger of Web Users
10:05-7 “
10:25-9 Fake Towns Rise, Offering Urban Life without the Grit
10:30-11:21 Hacker’s X-Box Game: Defeating Microsoft by Decoding Console
11:29 Sun Protection in a Pill

Tuesday, June 6, 2006

10:12-21 Tale of 5 Muslims: Out of Guantanamo and Into Limbo

10:40 HOME OFFICE NYTBR Oracle Bones by Peter Hessler Letter from China
11:12 WSJ A Question of Value Zippo Case Sparks Clash: Does China’s Low Valuation of Fake Goods Coddle Counterfeiters?
11:13-16 Estimates of Copyright Piracy Losses Vary Widely
11:18-19 A Russian Master of the Whodunnit
11:25-1:53 wikipedia.com Richard Dawkins, meme, Susan Blackmore, copyleft, open source vs. free software, derived works, open source software, collaborative fiction, mythadventures, tagged, theory of mind,
5:24-9 guardian.co.uk Can You Trust Wikipedia?

Wednesday, June 7, 2006

6:20-7 SUBWAY NYT Wie Wows Gallery but Misses Chance at Open
Thursday, June 8, 2006

HOME OFFICE NYT.com al-Zarqui Killed

3:37-56 ARTFORUM “Terry Eagleton reviews Zizek’s The Parallax View”
3:57-4:07 A 10 year Awakening from an Urban Nightmare
4:07-10 DNA Samples Link 4 Murders in Connecticut
4:10-13 Epithet has Many Meanings A Harvard Professor Testifies
4:15 Grandparents Hled in Death of Baby Boy
4:15-16 Rooms Streaked with Sunshine Even if it’s a cloudy Day

victoriassecret.com “yoga pants” “very sexy” “online Sale” “bras”
feature.com “artists” “lucky debelvue” “isabela kirkland” “jason “ben snead” “lisa beck” “howard johnson” “michael baniki” “wurtz”
overstock.com blobjects
half.com calvino zizek
amazon.com calvino
overstock.com calvino
nytimes.com “kwajelein atoll” a “missile defense” “cells that read minds”
wikipedia.com “anne treisman” “calm computing” “mark weiser” “severe tire damage” “ubiquitous computing” “butor” “nouveau roman” “cortazar” “hopscotch”
University of Alberta.com “hopscotch”
/tt.media.mit.edu/ “things that think”
google.com “steppenwolf RIP” “Hamilton Joe Frank and Reynolds”
heavy.com “because we all know t.v. sucks” “mating ritual” “Paris Sings” “Behind the Music that Sucks: Lindsay Lohan” “the gamekillers”

9:30-12
WSJ Slowdown Causes Condo Conversion
MacBook Laptop Lacks A Few Features but Has Lots to Like, Low Price
Changing the Light Bulb

ebay.com Thomas Germany cames child’s chair arabia Finland sarpaneva iittala
wirkalla  coco  child’s chair
halstead.com “property for sale”
WSJ A Six Minute Tirade on a Hong Kong Bus Rides into the Vernacular
water shaving showerheads

Friday, June 9, 2006

10:43-7 Narrow Victory by GOP Signals Fall Problems
10:47-51 HOME OFFICE NYT A Sea of Sand is Threatening China’s Heart
10:55 WSJ Inherit the Windfall: How to Retire on the Money Your Parent’s Leave Behind
10:54-5 A Dermatologist’s Skin Care
10:55-11:09 forums.macrumors.com “can I print history in safari”
11:09-11 Vespa’s Builder Scoots Back to Profitability
11:11-14 Colleges want for rah, Rah from Magazines

5:32-6 GOP Fails in Attempt to Repeal Estate Tax
5:36-8 What Happens when Inflation is Overstated?

Saturday, June 10, 2006

2:21 HOME OFFICE 3 emails

Sunday, June 11, 2006

11:20 LIVING ROOM NYT vows
11:21 Strung out on Love and Checked in for Treatment

3:15-18 SUBWAY Was Earning that Harvard MBA Worth It?
8:22-5 Libraries of Gracious Reading, for Members Only
8:25-9 Trading Places, and Saving a Bundle on Vacations
8:31-3 The Scent of a Co-Worker
8:35-9 After Long Hunt, US Bombs Kill Al Qaeda Leader in Iraq
8:40-1 Leading the Pack at 2AM
8:41-8 How Surveillance And Betrayal Led to a Hunt’s End
8:48-51 Zarqawi is Dead, but Weary Irquis Fear the Violence won’t Subside
8:51-4 Hollywood Stars Shine Down on Protest to Preserve an Urban Farm
8:55-6 Defiant to the End, DelayPats Himself on the Back and Bids the House a Torrid Goodbye
8:57-8 Going Once, Going Twice: 84 Boxes of Mystery Props
9:01-2 Regeneration: 50 Photographers of Tomorrow
9:03-4 Metropictures.com “louise lawler”
9:05-6 A job downtown for a banker with a broken heart
9:14-18 Suspect Fooled us, a Victim’s Sister Says
9:19-20 Operation Saves Mother, but a 330 Pound Baby is Stillborn
9:21-31 Saw a Deadhead Sticker on a Bentley
9:26-7 Mississippi Charm, with a New York Twist
9:28-9 A Beloved Wife Lives on in Memory, Through Roses
9:30-5 Taliban Surges as US Shifts Some Tasks to NATO
9:35-39 Three Prisoners Commit Suicide at Guantanamo
9:40 funnyjunk.com “my dog named sex”
9:41-9 Commutes of 1000 miles Grow a Bit Longer in Airline Industry
9:45 teachforamerica.org
9:49- 55 When a Risque Online Perona Undermines A Chance for A job
9:57-10:02 At the Site of Bombing attack on Sarqawi, All that is Left are Questions
10:05 In Texas Town, Patients and Providers Find New Prescription Durg Plan
Baffling
10:07-8 Clan Calls Death of Martyr a Blessing
10:09-12 In Test Program, Whole Foods Becomes a Lobster’s New Best Friend
10:25 WSJ In Echo of Murder, two $1 Million Gifts Stir School Protests
10:35 Police Ask: Got Milk Crates?

Monday, June 12, 2006

8:10-12 LIVING ROOM NYTBR Cool Britannia Junk Mail by Will Self
8:14-18 Clones Behaving Badly The Possibility of an Island by Michel Houlbecq
8:22-26 High Maintenance Sheetrock and Shellace by David Owen

10:24-5 DINING ROOM NYT A Ring Tone Meant to Fall on Deaf Ears
10:25-32 Prisoner’s Ruse is Inquiry Focus at Guantanamo

Tuesday, June 13, 2006

11:05-10 LIVING ROOM Buddhism with a New Mind-Set
11:24 Art Workshop Lesson: Make Mistakes
11:34-8 Homeless Man Goes on Trial in Hate-Crime Murder
11:45-7 Swaying, and Marching, to a Latin Beat
11:47-53 Frail and Ill, but Still Focussed on Global Health
11:56-7 Flora Gill Jacobs, 87, Dies; Opened Dollhouse Museum
12:12:06 For Lincoln Center’s Plaza, A Gracious Entry Point
12:06-9 On your Mark, Get Set, Create Something Arty
12:10-15 On Reality Meny: Bathos (Lightly Basted with Malice)
12:15-16 Sorrows Soothed with Happy Horns Cat Power Town Hall
12:04 Critics Choices New CD’s Regina Spektor Begin to Hope
12:05-16 Scratch a Workaholic, You’ll Find a Couch Potato
12:20-25 Pak Wins in Playoff; Wie Ties for Fifth
12:25-8 Two Streaks Enter French Final, but Only Nadal Leaves Intact

2:05-8 lulu.com Dots and Quotes Mega Life in the Midwest
3:05-9 NYTBR Inaction Heros Tom Lutz Doing Nothing
3:14-20 nytimes.com Tom Lutz “doing nothing”

6:06-8 Who’s Your Great Great Great Great Granddaddy?
6:08-10 tetondam.org
6:10-11 Lessons from Canada: Snooping Works

Wednesday, June 14, 2006

7:15-23 LIVING ROOM WSJ To Make A Point, an Army Officer Helps Iraqi Convict
8:25-7 WSJ The Best Car to Buy for Your Teen

Thursday, June 15, 2006

10:18-20 LIVING ROOM NYT Broad Economic Worries Drive a Global Sell Off
10:20-2 Downturn? What Downturn? Lehman Profit is UP 47%
10:30-32 David (Car) Has Better Chance against Goliath (SUV)
10:42-5 Not So Accessible
10:46-51 Gygory Ligeti, Central European Composer of Bleakness and Humor, Dies at 83

4:06-10 HOME OFFICE Stranger Stabs a Texas Tourist on the Subway
4:10-11 No Rove Charges over Testimony in CIA Leak Case
4:11-17 Hiding in Plain Sight, Google Seeks an Expansion of Power
4:21 Reno Suspect Is Also Sought in the Killing of his Wife
4:21 LI Keeper of Birds is Accused of Going After Neighbors’ Cats
4:25-6 Fishing Boat Capsizes in Rockaway Inlet; Three of the Four Aboard are
6:40-2 Inquiry into Reporter’s Finds Multiple Failures in Care
6:44 That Wild Streak Maybe it Runs in the Family

Sunday, June 18, 2006

LIVING ROOM NYT Mag 1:55-2 Daddy’s Forgotten Girl
2:03-6 Much Macho Questions for Jack Black
2:04-6 Logoloco
2:10-13 Heart Ache

Monday, June 19, 2006

5:54-5 For A Medical Student, A Shocking Lesson in the Real World

7:33-43 SUBWAY Marry This Year: In China, All Signs Point to Wedded Bliss
7:48-9 Small Stocks Bear Brunt of Fall

Tuesday, June 20, 2006

9:30-2 LIVING ROOM NYT Mickelson’s Gamble Pays Off for Ogilvy
9:35-7 Critics Choices Nelly Furtado Loose
9:37-9 In Topsy Turby City, Settling Down on Shaky Ground
10:50 NY Mag Luau in Tutus
10:52 Party Lines What was your worst experience waiting tables?
10:50-11:10 Last Seen on September 10
11:10-25 The Urban Etiquette Handbook
11:28-36 What Went Wrong at Astor Place
11:36-7 Market Research: Outdoor Space
11:37-9 Hamptons Holdouts
11:40 The Tool to Control Avocados
11:40 Bottle Service: A Brief History

1:05-7 HOME OFFICE Men are Better than Women at Ferring Out That Angry
Face in a Crowd
1:10-12 Breast Feed or Else
1:12-14 A Hidden Peril Lies in that Warm Moist Air
1:17-9 Murtha, a War Critic, Assails Rove over Speech
1:19 Airline Engine Breaks Apart, Defying Federal Repair Effort
1:21-3 Falsely Accused of Murder at Age 7, a 15 year Old is Back in Court on New
Charges
1:24-5 Library Phone Answerers Survive the Internet
1:33 A Flash Drive that Holds Your Computer
1:36-7 Closed by Order of the Cook
1:40-5 Weddings/Celebrations
1:45-50 WSJ The Apprenticeship of a Pot Boiler
2:05-7 Hadid A Diva for the Digital Age
2:10-11 Herr Bruno is Having a Picnic, But He’s No Teddy Bear
2:15-17 For Smart Bombs, Smarter Intelligence
2:17-18 A Fence with More Beauty Fewer Barbs
2:21 Cereal in the Bowl Not on the Floor
2:24 A Mosquito Magnet Looks for Relief
2:56 Zen and the Art of Classified Selling
2:57 How Britain Beat Houliganism
3:01-2 Bill Gates on the Competition
3:03-5 New Music to Your Ears
3:11-16 Jean Attali The Roman System, or the Generic in all Times and Tenses
3:33-39 Friedrich Kittler What’s New about New Media?
3:40-45A Common Parasite’s Strongest Asset: Its Stealth
4:30-35 Rem Koolhaas The Generic City SMLXL 10 pages
Wednesday, June 21, 2006

9:32-7 LIVING ROOM NYT Justices Divided on Protections Over Wetlands
10:19-21 US Says 2 Bodies Retrieved in Iraq were Brutalized
10:21-3 On Iraq, Kerry Again Leaves Democrats Fuming
10:24-6 Back to Earth After Taking Fall from Genghis’ Family Tree
10:27-9 Former White House Budget Aide is Convicted of Lying about his Ties to Lobbyist
10:30-2 A Legacy of the Storm: Depression and Suicide
10:34-6 Rekindling Idea Genes in a Cold Corporate Body
10:37-9 But Will it Play in Manhattan?
10:43-5 Condos Not Garretts in West Chelsea

11:52 HOME OFFICE NYT Perfect Vision, via Surgery is Helping and Hurting Navy

1:45-2:10 LIVING ROOM Plan to Move Madison Sq Garden Augurs Bold Change for Midtown
2:55-3:08 Murder Charges for 3 GI’s in Iraq
3:08-10 Pigeons May Coo but they Aren’t Cute, the Mayor Says
3:17 Per Amboy: Woman Who Jumped from Bridge Dies
3:25-32 Breast-Feed Or Else Letters

5:13-15 Corzine Gives In on Part of Tax Plan in Trade-Off for his Embattled Budget
5:55-9 A Sushi Pioneer Gets a Slinky Little Sister
5:59-6 It Feels like a Speakeast but Sake’s at the Bar Sakagura 211 E 43rd street
6:05-11 New Look a Memorial Lowers Cost
6:17-19 Stabbing Victim Leaves Hospital, Filled with Forgiveness
6:20-5 Sister of Man Whose Wife Died in Minivan Plunge Says Police Twisted
Words
6:25 A Graduate: So happy He Hugged the Speaker: 6:25-30 A Wild Ride (digitally): To the Rescue of a Sidekick

9:53-5 HOME OFFICE Finding New Passion After the Pain of Infidelity

Thursday, June 22, 2006

9:51-6 HOME OFFICE NYT News Media Pay in Scientist Suit
9:59- MySpace No Longer Their Space?
10:17-18 Simple Math for US: Victory is Only Option
11:05-10 The Ground Zero Memorial, Revised but Not Improved
11:10-12 Humble Celebrity and Eager Interviewer
11:17-21 Dress, Drive and Putt
11:24-5 Do you Really Need and $800 Custom Insole
11:25-35 Where a Comedian Does Her Serious Entertaining
11:39-40 The Effect of Moving 9/11 Names to Street Level
11:43-5 Pastor Says man Discounted Wife’s Talk of Suicide Before Bridge Plunge

Friday, June 24, 2006

2:34-48 Ngai Ugly Feelings 23 pages

Saturday, June 24, 2006

11:55-7 Dartmouth Alumni Battles Become Spectator Sport
12:47-8 Pataki and Lawmakers Near Agreement on Tax Break
12:49-51 Details of Drinking and Sex Emerge at Court-Martial of Cadet
12:59-1:12 Video of Ill Fated Uzbek Rising Offers Haunting Complex View
1:02-5 carnegieendowment.org The Andijan Uprising
1:13-15 8 US Servicemen Charged In Death of an Iraqi Civilian
1:16-21 Young People’s Web Postings Worry Summer Camp Directors
1:22-4 9/11 Memorial Version 2.0
2:37-42 Lord & Taylor to remain on 5th Ave
2:43-5 The Not So Good Earth
2:49-52 For Dealer, Stolen Maps Point Way to Prison
2:54-6 Witness Says Cadet Mader her Have Sex to Keep a Secret
2:58-9 Lawsuit by Ground Zero Workers Tests City’s Claim of Immunity
3:04 The Surprise in this Box? A Highway, Some Assembly Required
3:04-8 What Goes Down Drain Eventually Bobs Up Here
3:10 A Move to ban Aluminum Bats in New Jersey
3:12-16 Horror Stories from a Hot Kitchen “he loses himself, and the reader”
3:16 A man Child Who Has His World Under Control Click
3:17 The Hidden Blade
3:18 The Great New Wonderful
3:32-3 Jim Thorpe Pennsylvania

Sunday, June 25, 2006

5:55-59 LIVING ROOM NYT Women Have Seen It All on Subway, Unwillingly

9:39-47 DINING ROOM That Melon Tenderloin Looks Awfully Familiar
9:48-50 LR WSJ Baseball Confronts the Luck Factor
9:50-55 A Psychotropical Paradise Artificial Happiness Ronald Dworkin
9:56-10:03 As Worker’s Pensions Wither, Those for Executives Flourish
10:07-8 More Marketers Place Web Ads By Time of Day
10:08-11 Takin Off The Ritz—A Tad
10:11-14 Nike Takes Chuck Taylors From AntiFashion to Fashionista
10:15-25 What You Can Catch from the Waves
10:29 Big Deal Will She Keep Starck’s Interior?
10:25 Charging Ahead: Gadget Furniture
10:31-2 A Federal Style Gem that Outshines Gracie Mansion
10:35-40 British Filmaker’s Death in Gaza Continues to Resound
10:40-3 Human to Human Infection by Bird Flu Virus is Confirmed

10:47-9 NYT A Strange Loss of Face, More than Embarrasing

Monday, June 26, 2006

11:25-7 LIVING ROOM WSJ Warren Buffett Gives $30 Billion to Gates Foundation
11:27-30 Microsoft Wants Your Office Telephone
11:30-3 Managing
11:35-7 JetBlue’s Story Has a Familiar Ring
11:37 Bloggers Find Financial Support for the Sites
11:52-3 Some Rights Reserved: Advancing Flexible Copyrights

5:52-5 HOME OFFICE NYMag Amy Sedaris Gets Up In Your Grill
5:55-6 The Prolific Wackiness of Parker Posey

Tuesday, June 27, 2006

1:30-5 HOME OFFICE WSJ How Helpful are Consumer Electronics Help Lines?
1:37 NYTBR Zoo Story Kicked Bitten and Scratched
1:37-9 Inaction Heros Doing Nothing Tom Lutz
1:39 Mercedes-Benz: From Letters to Hrabal
1:41-3 The Video Game Goes Minimalist
1:43-50 The Skyline For Sale
1:56-7 Adventurers Change. Danger Does Not
1:58 thewashingtontimes.com everest climber left to die
1:57-2:02 USAtoday.com Everest Climber Says He did not know of dying climber
2:04-5 wtopnews.com Hilary Rips Climbers who Left Dying Man

Wednesday, June 28, 2006

11:25 HOME OFFICE 4 emails
11:25-54 Rem Koolhaas Seminar 15 pages

Thursday, June 29, 2006

12:52-6 A Prodigal Goes Back to School Strangers with Candy
1:05-7 Daimler Hopes Americans Are Finally Ready fo the Minicar
1:12-15 Demand for Midtown Office Space Pushes Prices Up
1:17 With a Cellphone as My Guide
2:46-50 When the Bike Path Crosses the Drivers’ Path
2:50-3 That Co-Op Next Door? Bill May Give Its Sale Price
2:54-7 Despite Protests Rent Board Sets 7.25% Increase
2:55-6 Woman Killed in Cliff Plunge is Mourned
2:59-3 Man Who Raped 2 Women in 1996 is Sentences
3:02-6 Flag Ammendment Narrowly Fails In Senate Vote
3:08-9 Bush Says Report On Bank Data Wqas Disgraceful
3:10-12 Breathaking Waste and Farud in Hurricane Aid
3:18-20 Colorado U. Chancellor Advises Firing Author of Sept 11 Essay
3:34-5 My Mother’s Wedding Dress
3:45-7 Lyle Stuart, Publisher of Renegade Titles, Dies at 83
3:57-8 Two New Services Try to Warn You About Sleazy Sites Scandoo Site Advisor
4:01-6 WSJ Memoir vs. Memoir
Friday, June 30, 2006

10:20-9 DINING ROOM TABLE NYT Justices, 5-3, Broadly Reject Bush Plan to Try Detainees
10:29-30 A Victory of the Rule of Law
10:35-6 VA Laptop is Recovered, its Data Intact
10:36-9 Stunned Campus Mourns its Chief, an Apparent Suicide
10:39 Boy Dies After Ride at Disney World
10:40-3 Court’s Ruling is Likely to Force Negotiations Over Presidential Power
10:59-11:01 For a Spot of Tea TheyOffered Balloons on a Cloudy Day
11:04-5 Stepping Off a Plane, Man is Arrested in ’01 Queens Murder
11:06 On a Shaky Day Agassi Shows Steadiness
11:11-16 Sadistic, Manipulative and so Very Stylish The Devis Wears Prada
11:20-1 Here’s Your Mirrored Ball, What’s Your Hurry? Madonna MSG
11:23-5 A Motley Crew of Spirits Recruit a Boy to be Savior The Great Yokai War
11:27 Boredoms “as artwork, architecture, and principally for activation” 77 DRUM
11:28 Two Spurned Architects Bite the Hand that Didn’t Feed Them

Saturday, July 1, 2006

11:27-9 LIVING ROOM GI’s Investigated in Slayings of 4 and Rape in Iraq
3:30-41 PENNSWOOD VILLAGE NYTMag Déjà vu Again and Again
3:41 Questions for Peter Handke
3:42-4 Admitting Free Work on Apartment, Krik Pleads Guilty to Accepting Gift
3:44-5 After all the Ups, A Lawman’s Life has Many Downs

Sunday, July 2, 2006

7:30-9 PENNSWOOD VILLAGE Oliver Sacks The Man Who Mistook His Wife for
Monday, July 3, 2006

10:03-14 LIVING ROOM Rem Koolhaas Lecture to Students 6 pages

Tuesday, July 4, 2006

9:56-8 HOME OFFICE TIME OUT The Road to Guantanamo, Two Drifters
9:58-10:04 nytimes.com O Fantasma, In the World, Two Drifters

10:31-5 TIME OUT Magnificent Obsession Joao Pedro Rodrigues mixes Sirk and skates in Two Drifters
10:40-2 nytimes.com The Marquis de Sade in a more Complex Guise
10:43-9 netflix.com “unhelpful” reviews

1:37-50 google.com “carol bove”
1:50-2:02 teamgallery.com “slater bradley” “banks violette” “carol bove”
2:02-6 zwirner.com “neo rauch”
2:27-2 Sitcom Given Up For Dead Hits the Web. It’s Alive
2:31-41 nytimes.com If it all seems familiar there may be a reason
2:47-52 Two Views of Terror Suspects: Die_hards or Dupes
2:52-6 Detainees May Test Reach of Guantanamo Ruling
2:56-05 A Top Senate Republican is Uncertain on Legislation for Military Tribunals for Terror Suspects

6:04-9 A Blog Mogul Turns Bearish on Blogs
6:10-14 A Gray Market in Furniture Spawns a Feud in Europe
7:23-4 Exhortation from Gourment: Eat, Drink and Buy Appliances
7:25-6 A Magazine Interview or an Ad? Read the Fine Print
7:29-36 A Search Engine that’s Becoming an Inventor
7:41 Couple Found Murdered in Their Home, Police Say
7:42-8 Airfares Made Easy (Or Easier)
7:49-50 I Got Millions for Writing This Article
7:50-6 The 12 Watches a Year Solution

Wednesday, July 5, 2006

9:45-9 LIVING ROOM NYT The Natural Dogs
9:49-50 No Stove, No Fuss and NO Pretentions Café Condesa 183 West 10th Street
9:54-9 At Germany’s Party, It’s Italy that Celebrates
10:14-15 A Southern Girl’s Dusty Diaries as a Window on the 70’s Miss American Pie
10:18-20 A Challenger Arises for King Sushi
10:20-8 The Internet Knows What You’ll Do Next
10:29-30 Ban on Wild Caviar is a Boon to California Sturgeon Farms

Thursday, July 6, 2006

12:02-5:42 HOME OFFICE Slavoj Zizek The Metastases of Enjoyment
6:28-30 WSJ Greenborder Traps Computer Bad Guys inside a Virtual Fence
6:30-2 You’ve Got Free Mail? AOL May Give Away service to Soe
6:35 Free, Legal and Ignored
6:36 UK Terrorists Terrorist to Be

Friday, July 7, 2006

12:10-16 HOME OFFICE NYT An Outcry Rises as Debt Collectors Play Tough
12:16-19 Origin Aside, Collyers’ Mansion is Code for Firefighter’s Nightmare

Saturday, July 8, 2006

2:07-12 HOME OFFICE The Reflections of a Hustler, 10 Years Wiser Jay-Z
2:18 Man Kills Himself and 4 Children
2:21 Internet Calling Pressures Bells to Lower Rates
3:30 Fredric Jameson Postmodernism and Space
3:49-$:42 Spot Check: A Conversation between R. Koolhaas and Sarah Whiting
8:13-24 Identity Thief Finds Easy Money Hard to Resist
8:24-33 Long Sleep Over, He Helps Reveal Brain’s Mysteries
8:33-43 Former GI Held in Four Slayings and Rape in Iraq
8:43 www.news14charlotte.com Ex-Soldier Charged with Rape, Murder
8:49-50 Europe Drawing Up Plans to Deal with Shoe Imports From Asia
9:34-7 Working on a Dream: Fine Wines in China
9:40-42 WSJ Large-Stock Managers Feel the Strain
9:45 VILLAGE VOICE Stuffy Schizo Matmos Uusitalo Herbert
9:48-50 NYT Tenant Badly Hurt in 3 Alarm Fire in Junk Filled Apartment
10 For $1, a Collective Mixing Art and Radical Politics Turns Itself into Its Own Landlord
10:01-6 On The Mississippi, A Vision Steeped in an Industrial Past Nouvel
10:11 Solving A Mystery of Life, Then Tackling a Real Life Problem A Conversation with Christiane Nusslein-Volhard
10:25 Prostate Cancer Decisions Often Based on Fallacies
10:31 Jump Start a Heart: The Simplified Approach
10:32-4 WSJ Streep Does a Stylish Turn as a Tyrannical Editor but Prada is a Fashion Don’t
10:35-8 Bring Me a Box of Target’s Finest Chardonnay
10:38-53 Did You Hear the One About …The Oxford Book of Literary Anecdotes
10:55-6 The Price is Right—Maybe
11:02 NYTBR Market Tested In Persuasion Nation

108
11:16-21 A Ringside Seat Reporting David Remnick
11:21- We Contain Multitudes Identity and Violence Amartya Sen

12:59-1:07 3 Held Overseas in Plan to Bomb Hudson Tunnels
1:07-15 General Faults Marine Response to Iraq Killings
1:30-3 Are there Enough Buyers to Go Around?
1:35 Luis Barragan, 34, Executive Who Updated 1-800-Mattress
1:41-3 Tail is Wagging the Internet Dog
1:44-5 Verizon Plans to Spin Off Yellow Pages Unit

Sunday, July 9, 2006

7:56-9 Ally Told Bush Project Screcy Might Be Illegal
7:59- 8:06 At Colleges, Women are Leaving Men in the Dust
10:20-5 Cracking the Russia Code

Monday, July 10, 2006

7:47- 9 HOME OFFICE WSJ Online Music
7:50-8:04 acquisition.com “Sugababes” “Gnarls Barkley”
8:04-6 After Delays Wireless Web Comes to Parks
8:09-11 greenmarketsnyc
8:11 The Battle for an Armory and Its Treasures

Tuesday, July 11, 2006

11:25-27 LIVING ROOM WSJ The Next Frontier Paternity Leave
11:27-30 Getting a Raise From the Boss
11:47-50 Cashing In On Its Chips

11:51-6:21 Considering Rem Koolhaas and the Office for Metropolitan
Architecture 177 pages

Wednesday, July 12, 2006

11:21-31 SUBWAY Blast Levels Town House; Inquiry Focusses on Owner
11:51-5 NY CIVIL COURT BUILDING WAITING LINE Blast Levels Town House
12:12:02 If Walls Could Have Talked, They Might Have Said Something Classified
12:05 The Day Disaster Arrived on East 62nd
12:19-1:10 NY MAG Some Dark Thoughts on Happiness
2:04-08 BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER Some Dark Thoughts on Happiness
2:10 The Look Book
2:11-14 A South Fork Story
2:15 NYT A Haitian Exile is Arrested, to His Compatriot’s Relief
2:21-6 Meth Users, Attuned to Detail, Add Another Habit: Identity Theft
2:27 Pit Bull of the House Latches on to Immigration
2:33-5 Century After Murder, American Tragedy Draws a Crowd
2:37-8 U.S. To Test Security Devices at PATH Station
2:39 Reappraising a Bridge and a Visionary

9:05-6 HOME OFFICE NYT Hey You Get Into My Cloud
9:08-15 For Short Stays, A Home Away from the Costly Hotel Furnished Quarters
9:16-17 Even at the End He Didn’t Get it
9:18-21 How Much is That Laptop? It Depends on the Color of the Case. And That’s Fair
9:21-26 The Not So Small Small Screen
9:28-9 Little Shift in Prices of Manhattan Apartments
10:07-11 Debating the Path of Cordtlandt Street
10:11-12 Queens: Two Die in Livery Car Crash Brooklyn: Woman Charged Over Building Plans
10:12-18 It’s an Auction Jim, But Not as We Know It
10:18-21 A Taliban Past and a Cloudy Yale Future
10:22-8 New York Fails at Finding Evidence to Help the Wrongfully Convicted
10:29-34 Feeling Boyish, in Shorts or a Suit
10:34-9 Elegantly Wrapped, in Search of Itself
10:39 11:57 Going to Lyon
12:04-7 Suddenly, Sand Bags and Potshots at Post 1
12:07-8 Avian Flu Tends to Kill Youths as in 1918 Wave, Study Finds
12:09-12 Last Stop Lhasa, Chinese Rail Line
12:13 Does this Goo Make You Groan
12:14 Sleater Kinney Bows Out
12:15 Dead Shark Not Aging Well
12:17 With a Coat of New Paint, Revealing the True Judd

Thursday, July 13, 2006

9:27-9 HOME OFFICE WSJ Court Says Prosecutors Pressure White-Collar Defendants Unfairly
9:30-9 In Bid to Boost Flagship Brand Heinz Courts a Golden Customer
9:39-47 At Apple, Secrecy Complicates Life but Maintains Buzz
9:50-2 How Many Computers Does it Take to Make Contact with ET's
9:52-5 wikipedia.com “distributed computing” “seti.hom” “floating point”
10:33-9 Downtown Goes Upscale
10:39 Out of College, Now Living in Urban Dorms
10:39-40 Don’t Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters
10:41- 4 For Joey Hot Dog, A World on the Wane
10:45-8 Let Us Now Praise Sort of Famous Men
10:49-11:12 Nabbing the Elusive Nickel
11:08-10 Collecting Signatures, and a Little Grief
11:18-20 Now You See It... The March of the Futons
11:20-21 Next Door to Protected Elegance, Lexington Avenue Urges, Me Too
11:29-30 Walk a Mile in My Shoes
11:42-5 When the Personality Disorder Wears Camouflage
11:45 His Hipness: John G. Roberts
11:45-8 Among the Ghosts: Heroes and Grand Plans
1:02-12 A. Davies Applied Economics “Computational Intermediation and the Evolution of Computation as a Commodity”
2:55-6 He Wasn’t Thinking Straight, So How do You Get Through?
2:59 Sleep Proves More Elusive Than Many Believe
2:59 Refining Vision Surgery for a Sharper Focus
3:00-3 Forget the Second Helpings. It’s the First Ones that Surprise You
3:35-51 Rogue Giants at Sea
3:45-51 wikipedia.com “munchen”
3:53-01 A Job with Travel but No Vacation

9:45-11:12 Franco Moretti Modern Epic 43 pages
10:12-12:12 Zizek The Sublime Object of Ideology 14 pages

Friday, July 14, 2006

10:11-1:07 HOME OFFICE wikipedia.com “ambient music” “idm” “richie hawkin” “oval” “warp” “bedbug” “richard brautigan”
12:26-1:07 brautigan.net
2:12-3:04 Lawrence Wright, The Life and Death of Richard Brautigan Rolling Stone April 11 ‘85

5:26-31 SUBWAY Bush Would Let Secret Court Wiretap Process
5:33-5 Ex CIA Officer and Husband Sue Cheney, Libby and Rove Over Leak
Sunday, July 16, 2006

11:25-5 Executive Pay: the 9/11 Factor
3:15-21 LIVING ROOM NYT The Minute When Everything Changed
3:29-37 Fleeting Pathos of a New York Minute

7:34-9 HOME OFFICE Where’s Bucky? Dragnet Yields Whimsy and Dread Upstate

Monday, July 17, 2006

9:25-10:11 LIVING ROOM Richard Brautigan Trout Fishing in America 32 pages

9:16-8 The Starsky and Hutch of West 74th Street
9:18-20 A Second Chance on the West Side
9:33-5 A Night Out with Nelly Furtado

Tuesday, July 18, 2006

10:16-21 LIVING ROOM NYT Just Another Face in the Crowd, Indistinguishable Even If it’s Your Own
10:23-4 Want to Improve Your Recall? Try Sleeping On It
10:25 Who Eats Whom?
10:48 Times to Reduce Page Size And Close a Plant in 2008

11-11:10 Maybe We Should Leave That Up to the Computer
11:13-18 GOP Senator Resisting Bush Over Detainees
11:18-28 Brainy Robots Start Stepping Into Daily Life
11:38-9 Wonder Where the
Fat Cat Learned to Eat
11:28-34 Homeless in City Face New Effort to Clear Streets
11:34-6 A Conflict that Will Stay Close to Home
11:43-5 Robert H. Brooks, 69, Owner of Hooters Restaurant Chain
11:45-7 Boy With an Allergy Wins in Battle Over City Trees
1:19-19 wikipedia.com “Robert Hecht-Nielsen” “confabulation” “hooters”

Wednesday, July 19, 2006

1:43-2:01 HOME OFFICE google.com askdrsears.com “coxsackie virus”
2:12-17 PERFORMING ARTS PHYSICAL THERAPY NYmag The Mommy Diaries

Thursday, July 20, 2006

8:49-50 HOME OFFICE Bortolami Dayan.com “My Mirrors Are Painted Black”
curated by Banks Violette
9:13-20 NYT Mag Reasons to Worry
9:20-1 The DJ Auteur
9:25-31 mediabistro.com Q&A: Chuck Klosterman

11:57- passim Zizek The Parallax View The Loop of Freedom
12:56-07 guardian.com “I realized Sylvia Must Have Known about Assia’s pregnancy”
1:07-35 salon.com the real sylvia plath part 1, 2

8:06-11 SUBWAY First Bush Veto Maintains Limits On Stem Cell Use
8:12-17 Accused Doctor Said to Have Faced Chaos at New Orleans Hospital
8:18 Like Having a Secretary in Your PC
Friday, July 21, 2006

10:12-43 HOME OFFICE Slavoj Zizek The Parallax View 4 pages

Saturday, July 22, 2006

10:42-5 LIVING ROOM NYT In Homes Without Power, Different Degrees of Suffering
10:45-7 What the Naïve Consumers Don’t Know Can Help You
10:47-9 Lawyer for Accused GI Says Confession was Forced

Sunday, July 23, 2006

11:32-5 Grease is the Word: Fill it Up with Fry Oil
11:35-40 Cheating the Broker

Monday, July 24, 2006

10:34-9 DINING ROOM NYT To Flee Or Stay? Family Chooses and Pays Dearly
11:15-25 LIVING ROOM Nyer Know It All
11:27-30 NYPOST Band Plays on For Peter the Cheater
11:31 Justin Time
11:32 WHO’s the Dad?
11:33 Namibia May Have Used Brangelina
11:30-45 NYMag The 101 Best Cheap Eats
11:45 A Glass of Wine, and a Pacifier Please
11:48-50 Playing to the Audience
11:55-6 Sea, Sun and Hungry Sex Miami Vice
8:14-15 Priest Is Killed by Minivan
8:15-20 New York Has Work to Do to Keep its Tap Water Pure
8:21-5 At Homeless Encampment Some Favor the Mayor’s Plan
8:28-9 WSJ Better Rates on the Web
8:30-3 Take Comfort: the Joy of Cooking Gets Back to Basics
8:36-7 New Headache for Homeowners: Inflated Appraisals
8:38-43 Internet Grocers Can Help You Avoid Supermarket, but is it Worth the Price
8:46-9 Of Poetry and Publicity Collected Poems Edith Sitwell
8:49-50 Central Europe on Two Beers a Day
8:51-5 Cracking the Neanderthal Code
10:49-51 Major Math Problem is Believed Solved by Reclusive Russian
10:51 Will the Boat Sink the Water
11-03 Grading Surgeons May Be Healthy Practice

Wednesday, July 26, 2006

10:36-42 SUBWAY Onstage and Off, Sole Debate for Spitzer and Suozzi is Fiery
10:42-4 Man Who Told Many Secrets Kept His Own
10:55-01 Blackout Area Has a History of Breakdowns
11:01-6 Twist on Famous Forumula: A Severed Hand in a Topless Dancer’s Jar
11:10-12 Near the End of the Line for the Powerless, Despair is Found
11:13-15 MTA To Consider Railyard Bid
11:15 In an Exchange of Zingers the Truth can Hurt

11:21-24 NY CIVIL COURT ROOM Talking the Taxi to Higher Heights
11:25-34 Sales Slow for New Homes and Old
11:26-30 TIVO is Watching When you Don’t Watch, and It Tattles
11:31-3 Teen People Will Close, but Web Site Will Continue
12:13-15 Costs of Competition Send Amazon Profit Down 58%
12:22-26 BROWN CAFÉ Celebrity Fatigue?
12:26-8 It May be a Long Time Before the Long Tail is Wagging the Web

1:52-7 How New Deadly Pocketknives Became a $1 Billion Business
4:15-20 PERFORMING ARTS PHYSICAL THERAPY WSJ How Do You Say No to a Yes Man
4:25-30 Still Sexy at 60?
4:30-1 After Bottled Water? Purified Ice Cubes

Thursday, July 27, 2006

10:46-7 HOME OFFICE WSJ Inner Caveman Returns to Bud Lite
10:47-51 London is So Dry It’s Planting Cactus in Place of Begonias
10:51-7 Nice Rats, Nasty Rats: Maybe It’s All in the Genes
10:57-8 Water Safety is a Summertime Essential
10:58-08 Celebrating Puzzles, in 18,446,744,073,709,551,616 Moves (or So)
11:08-11 A Hotel with 2 Kinds of Condos: Dear, and Dearer, Still
11:11-12 A Bear-Eye’s View of the Heat (Don’t Worry, It’s Cool)
11:18-19 Study of Songbirds Finds High Levels of Mercury
11:20-5 Crash Principals Still Await Payments for Their Work
11:25-6 Unabashedly Raunchy: Peaches
11:27-9 Flying with Children (Yours or Theirs)
11:31-5 Stem Cell Work Gets States Aid After Bush Veto
11:35 Huge Buyout of Hospital Group Highlights Era of Going Private
11:39-47 China’s Nomads trade Up for an Easier Ride
12:05 The Summer Uniform: Short, Sweet and Cool
12:10-12 In Sleek Fish Market Missing Romance of the Old Ways
12:11 Some Leeway for the Small Shoplifter

12:35-38 You’re Either on the Family Bus or Off Little Miss Sunshine
12:38-40 Tate Modern Announces Plan for an Annex
12:40-8 Creamy Healthier Ice Cream? What’s the Catch?
1:37- Options Expand for High-Speed Internet

Phineas Gage’s Story

Friday, July 28, 2006

10:45-50 Socialite’s Son Defends Care of His Mother
10:50-2 Mood Over Miami Miami Vice
10:52-7 Chicago Orders Big Box Stores to Raise Wage
12:12-4:23 Daniel Gilbert Stumbling on Happiness 124 pages

8:33-6 nypost.com last call
8:36-9 Newyorkdailynews.com Teen never had a chance

Saturday, July 29, 2006

10:53-7 The Fortune She Gave
10:58-11 Town Battling Illegal Immigration is Emptier Now
4:01-5 Brooke Astor’s Maine Estate Now Belongs to His Wife
4:05-10 A Teenager’s Last Steps on a Trail of Missed Chances
4:10-14 A Techno Minimalist for Anti-Minimalists Dominik Eulberg

Sunday, July 30, 2006

10:24-29 HOME OFFICE NYT Israel Halts Bombing After Deadly Strike
10:30-3 A Night of Death and Terror for Lebanese Villagers

Monday, July 31, 2006

Tuesday, August 1, 2006
8:09-11 LIVING ROOM NYT Sumemrtime Tug of War: Cool the Air, or Sweat It Out
8:11 Blackout Losses Exceed Con Ed’s Lmit, Survey Says
8:12-14 Newark Officer Fatally Shot Suspect in Custody, Police Say
8:14-16 Crackdown Makes the Pleasures of a Cultural Thing Rickier
8:50-2 Mother’s Companion is Usspected in Death of a 2 Year Old Bronx Girl
9:04-5 How Was Your Vacation? Humiliating
9:05-6 Say Hi to Your Mom Impeccable Blahs
9:06-8 Rick Ross Port of Miami
9:13-15 Name Dropper’s Boarding School Intrigue Special Topics in Calamity Physics
9:15-20 Into the Labyrinth The Keep 10:15-25 Men Not Working and Not Wanting Just Any Job
10:36-8 At 25, Media Fates Came to Call
10:42-5 Some in Santa Fe Pine for Lost Symbol, but Others Move On
1:58-03 WSJ With Planes Packed, Being Late Has Never Been So Expensive
4:50-2 A Former Astor Aide Tells How Spending Habits Changed
4:52-3 The Powedery Remanants are Gone, but the Stamp of Addiction Remains
4:53-4 Teenage Mugger Draws 22 Year Sentence in Murder of 15 Year Old for Ipod
4:55-5 Doctor Failed to Tell Agency of Girl’s Abuse

5:50-4 HOME OFFICE google.com “marisha pessl”
5:54-03 calamityphysics.com

9:37-8 The Mr. Moto Collection, volume 1
10:25-6 The Sadistic Blood Lust of an Attempt to Get Rich Quick
10:39- 40 WSJ Big Screen Miami Vice
10:42-4 The Lessons Learned from Red Green Wine
11:00-2 Tax Cheats Called Out of Control
11:06-8 What’s So Funny?
Wednesday, August 2, 2006
10:12-15 LIVING ROOM WSJ Vatican Ties Just Go So Far
10:15-20 SUBWAY NYT City Dims Lights as Heat Strains The Power Grid
10:20-42 BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL NYT No Problems are Reported as Power Use Sets Records
10:42-3 Checking up on those Trapped at Home
10:43-5 Generators Generate Love and Hate in Queens
10:52-5 Restored, an Emperor’s Lair will be Forbidden No More
10:58-11 Union Leaders Say EPA Bends to Political Pressure
11:01 Two Charged in Insurances Scams Now Charged in Killings
11:02-4 Washington Traffic Jam? Senators Only Elevator
10:48-51 Postal Service Finds a Friend in the Internet

11:23-12:24 LIVING ROOM Rosalind Krauss The Originality of the Avant-Garde
Notes to the Index

Thursday, August 3, 2006
1:26-45 LIVING ROOM OCTOBER Rosalind Krauss Bachelors
1:45-57 Thierry De Duve Marcel Duchamp
1:57-2:04 W.G. Sebald Austerlitz
2:04-19 CABINET MAGAZINE Ruins
2:39-40 Bruno’s Granddaughter Is Found in Times Square
2:41-3 Dismissed Butler is at Center of Astor Suit, Lawyer Says
2:45-50 Inquiries in Britain Uncover Loopholes in Drug Trials
2:52-5 Civilians Lose As Fighters Slip into Fog of War
2:58-9 Fight Over Evolution Shifts in Kansas School Board Vote
2:59-3 Rumsfeld, in Reversal, Agrees to Testify at Senate Hearing
3:01-3 With the Heat Full Blast, Inconvenience But No Disasters
3:04 With Dial on Broil, City Staggers Through Day
5:41-2 Patrick Meagher HOME OFFICE ANE Office Annual Report 2005

11:03 NYT 12 Israeli’s Die; Sheik Threatens to Bomb Tel Aviv
11:05 Nyer Cold Case
11:05-7 NYT.com Neighborhood Report: Midtown; An Appeal to Conscience in a Hit Run Death
11:07-14 google.com “douglas dibble” “wallace evelyn dibble”
11:14-33 google.com “kirsten westphal”
11:33-4 Nyer Cat’s Away Dept
11:34-5 Wikipedia “chicks on speed”
11:37-45 chicksonspeed.com
11:46-8 youtube.com chicks on speed wordy rappinghood
11:48-50 glamour girl
11:51-3 shoe velocity
11:54-6 we don’t play guitars
11:54-9 Chicks on speed live at sonarsound Tokyo 2004.10.09
12:04-8 Kaltes klares wasser

Friday, August 4, 2006

9:42-8 HOME OFFICE varnelis.net cathedrals of the culture industry a breif his-
tory of horizontality the centripetal city: telecommunications, the internet and
the shaping of the modern urban environment
10:41-31 Seattle Public Library OMA/LMN 32 pages
10:46-57 Hans Haacke Framing and Being Framed
10:47-9 printedmatter.org martin kippenberger
10:49-51 wikipedia.com “internet” “distributed networks”

Saturday, August 5, 2006

3-5:57 wikipedia world wide web network typology
11:30-3 wikipedia static electricity
11:03-23 Joseph Beuys Life and Works
11:23-46 Joseph Beuys Centre Pompidou

Sunday, August 6, 2006

9:43-07 HOME OFFICE NYT Facing Middle Life with No Degree and No Wife
10:07-12 New Voter Registration Stirs Debate in Ohio
10:13-15 Dead Zone Reappears Off Oregon Coast
10:15-16 Wanted: Youths to Help Disarm Weapons
10:18-19 The Summer Drink to be Seen With
10:19-27 My Other Vihicle is a Gulfstream
10:27-30 I Wore Shorts to work and they Laughed

Monday, August 7, 2006

9:13-18 LIVING ROOM WSJ Are Frappucino Wars Or Frugality To Blame for Starbucks’ Stumble
9:18-25 Vows
9:25-9 In the Summer, In the City, the Heat Changes a Tune
9:30-3 9/11 Commissioners Say They Went Easy on Giuliani to Avoid Public’s Anger
9:33 10 More Died in Heat Wave, Coroners Say
9:33-5 Theatre District Will Get Taller, If Not Richer
9:36-7 From Squeak to Chic
9:38-40 Tulips and Two-By-Fours
9:40 Unrealized Real Estate
9:43-5 As the Heat Rosee, the Hydrants Gushed
9:45-8 Toyota Drove to the Bank in a Ford
9:50-2 Is it the Drun or the Drink Doing the Talking
9:50-2 So English is Takin Over the Glove. So What
9:57-9 The Rich Spend Just Like You and Me
9:59-10 Old MacDonald Had A Produce Growing Coop

Tuesday, August 8, 2006

9:15-11:15 LIVING ROOM Guyton/Walker The Failever of Judgment
11:17-22 fiedrichpetzel.com Wade Guyton

Wednesday, August 9, 2006

9:37-45 SUBWAY NYT Lieberman Loses Senate Primary But Stays in Race
9:50-2 NY CIVIL COURT Lamont is Victor

12:12-5 BETH ISRAEL Pinned Under the Weight of Shattered Towers, and 9/11 History
12:15-17 Sattelite Film Review
12:18-25 A Face is Exposed for AOL Searcher No. 4417749

3:45-49 PERFORMING ARTS PHYSICAL THERAPY In New Jersey, Decorated Detective’s Life is Cut Short
3:49-52 On Amazon, All of a Sudden Everyone’s A Milk Critic

10:50-3 HOME OFFICE Diner Beware: Turisti Pay More in Roman Restaurants
10:53-5 Chinese Tech Buffs Slake Thirst for U.S. TV Shows
11:18-20 The Heroes of Housing are Those who Say No
11:21-4 Branches, Branches
11:27-8 After Bomb Kills Loved Ones, Life Turns Ghostly in Lebanon
Thursday, August 10, 2006

9:39-44 HOME OFFICE NYT After the Bomb Kills Loved Ones, Life Turns Ghostly in Lebanon
9:44-7 Hit On Bridge North of Tyre Isolates South of Lebanon
9:48-50 One of Two Charged in Serial Killings Proclaims His Innocence
9:51-4 CIA Contractor Goes to Trial in Abuse Case
9:54-8 DeLay Must Stay on Ballot After Court Rejects Appeal
9:59-01 Ohio Republican Tied to Abramoff Abandons Re-Election Bid
10:01-5 In Law’s Charity Has One Donor, Astor, and Few Public Details
10:05-10 Latrobe’s Fizzle is Newark’s Fizz
10:09-11 Murder Suspect Surrenders, Tired of Decade of Hiding
10:11-13 Daughter is Charged in Murder of High School Teacher in May
10:14-15 Head in the Clouds? Yes, and Proud of It
10:26-9 Call it Jeanetics: Pants Now Need their Own Specialist Scholars Jeans
10:46-7 Tale of the Tapeworm
10:48- Plot to Bomb Jets is Thwarted in Britain
11:01-3 Bloggers Drive Inquiry on How Altered Images Saw Print
11:24-27 WSJ In China 3500 Test the Waters of the Pearl River
11:29 Shopping Mall Masters
11:33-4 In New England, A different Kind of Fall
11:35 A Breakout Movement for BookShelves
11:36 a Head Start on the Future of High Def
11:37-9 Weighing A Switch to Mac
12:15-17 Apple Completes Transition to Intel Chips
12:17-19 AOL Removes Data on Vast Group of Web Users
10:57-11 Swell or Swill?
11:05 New Wifi Routers Aren’t Any Better than Last Year’s Gear
11:10-16 Homewners Start to Feel The Pain of Rising Rates
11:16 Hoarders Vs. Deleters: How You Handle Your Email Inbox Says A Lot about You
11:21 For Housing a Finger In the Wind
11:43-7 China Turns Out Mummified Bodies For Displays
11:48 Coke and Pepsi Try to Persuade Indians that Drinks are Safe
11:52-4 The Secret Garden of Ninth Avenue
11:53 Help! Mosquitoes
11:57 Brooklyn’s Bloom, a Sight (and Stench) Not to Be Missed
12:07-8 After Ten Years and Many Turns, Murder Trial Starts in Nashville
12:09- Is the TV Off? No, It’s Really on Standby, Using Current
12:13-15 The Many Voices of Wikipedia, Heard in One Place
12:16- Picture Tubes are Fading into the Past
12:31-3 Will Insulating with Straw Catch Fire?
12:36 Another Kind of Crisis Management The Change Function

Friday, August 11, 2006

9:50-1 The Customer Wants a Juicy Steak. Just Add Water
9:51-7 WSJ Outbreak of Rabies Mars the Comeback of Canines in China
9:57-00 Corporate Art Choice: Go for Bold Statement or Creepy Blandness?
10- 02 Apple Unveils New Computer
10:02-8 Famous, Online
10:11-12 A New Lease on Life for 529 Plans
10:12-14 Stuck in Phone Tree: Some Companies Try To Make Escape Easier
10:25-27 Want Fat With That?
10:36 New From Toyland: Gadgets that Chat
10:37-40 On My Space, Millions of Users Make ‘Friends’ with Ads
11:40-2 After the Flood, the Reckoning
11:59-Clinton, Unlike Lieberman, Dodges Political Peril For War Vote
12:02-3 At Least 10 Deaths in City Attributed to Heat
12:10-12 A Pop Star with Cheek. And Bite
12:11 acquisition.com lily allen
12:54 50 Guys All Trying to Look Like Bruce Lee
12:54-7 PBS FIRING of the Host on a Show for Children Draws Protest
1:03-5 GI Crime Photos May Be Evidence
1:07-8 Jason Rhoades, 41 Maker of Transgressive Installations
1:09-12 Let's Say Your Toilet Backs Up. How do you find a plumber?

2:05-5:12 Susan Buck-Morss The Dialectics of Seeing Natural History Historical Nature Ruin

Saturday, August 12, 2006

10:42-4 HOME OFFICE NYT Once Again the Tragedy You Can't Avoid
10:44 House of Sand
10:50-11:31 Terror Plot Foiled; Airports Quickly Clamp Down
11:31-4 Liquid Threat is Hard to Detect
11:34-5 It's Not Hard to Use Fluids to Cause an Explosion on a Plane
11:35-7 Scale and Detail of Plane Scheme Recall Al Queda

Sunday, August 13, 2006

8:20-23 LIVING ROOM NYT More Miata, Minus the Name
8:30-8 For Lack of Teachers, Students Are Turned Away from Nursing
11:47-9 Sizing Up People who Tell Us to Take off our shoes
11:50-12 In Vino Veritas?
12:02-5 Industrial Art Illuminates Life
12:02-15 Vows
12:18-20 Sweaty Artists, Wild Dancing. There's a Problem?
1:25-7 Possums are Playing Upside-Down Role in Florida Elections

2:25-4:53 Michael Truscello The Birth of Software Studies: Lev Manovich and Digital Materialism
10:21-3 Federal Panel Hammers Out Report on Recommendations to Shake Up Higher Education
10:25- San Franciscans Try Again to Suicide-Proof The Golden Gate Bridge

Monday, August 14, 2006

11:35-8 HOME OFFICE NY MAG Out of the Ashes Artifacts recovered from the ruins of ground zero
12:11-12:23 The Survivor’s Circle Eight who were there meet and compare lives
12:23-5 Two Men are Accused of a Hate Attack in Queens

Tuesday, August 15, 2006

11:12-17 ccn.com Jon Benet Killer
11:17-23 wikipedia.com jon benet

3:54-6:20 Matthew Fuller Behind the Blip 68 pages

Wednesday, August 16, 2006

1:05-6 SUBWAY Harlem Deli Worker Dies After Struggle Over a Box of Cereal
1:07-8 Ken Richmond, 80, Gong-Striker Familiar to Film Goers, Dies
1:09-10 For French Blacks, a Face on TV News is Only the Start
1:10-12 Verizon is Rewiring NY, Block by Bloc, in a Race for Survival
1:13-17 When Elevators Break Doown, City’s Enforcement Can Falter
2:45-9 Hezbollah’s Rockets Are Critical Issue for Negotiators
2:50-3 Hunters are the Least of the Grose’s Worries in Britain
3:05-9 Planned Tower would cap off Revitalization of Times Square
3:10-12 Four Die on Turnpike as a Flatbed Truck Slams into Cars
3:14-18 WSJ The Guard Dog Ate My Matisse
3:18-20 Money and Happiness: Here’s Why You Won’t Laugh All the Way to the Bank
3:21-4 Bees on a Plane are a Real Life Problem Vexing Some Pilots

8:59-9 PATH What are Web Surfers Seeking? Well, its Just What You’d Think
9:04-6 Charities Begin at Home
9:07-9 Until Recently Full of Prmise, Satellite Radio Runs into Static
9:09-17 Student Plagiarism Stirs Controversy at Ohio University

10:35-11:22 HOME OFFICE Matthew Fuller Behind the Blip 34 pages

Thursday, August 17, 2006

5:28-35 Arrest in Ramsey Case Present More Questions than Answers
6:20 HOME OFFICE Matthew Fuller Behind the Blip 42 pages

Friday, August 18, 2006

1:32-42 Inquiry Suggests Marines Excised Files on Killings
2:21-5:20 Matthew Fuller Behind the Blip 12 pages

Saturday, August 19, 2006

2:45-3:10 HOME OFFICE pcmag.com “laser printers”
3:10-4:21 wikipedia “bruno latour” “software” “interface”
7:33- 9:23 Katherine Hayles How We Became Posthuman The Materiality of
Informatics

Sunday, August 20, 2006

2:36-36 LIVING ROOM NYT Vows

7:21:51 HOME OFFICE 2:58-3:02 Freed from Guantanamo but Stranded Far From Home Bruno Latour The Powers of Fac Simimiles. A Turing Test on Science and Literature
7:55-7 NYT Call it Crazy? Seeking Science in Séance. Ghost Hunters
7:58-9 mpire.com “samsung 2010”
8:07-10 Accusations of a Hate Crime Expose Tensions
8:25-9 WSJ A Novel Way to Reduce Home Energy Bills
8:30-1 Hotels Step In to Fill the Toiletry Void; Crest at Avis Counters
8:31-3 Constant Vigilance: A mothers Struggle to Manage Her Child’s Diabetes at School
8:34-6 Keeping Frequent Fliers Flying Amind New Rules
8:38-9 In Literature, Lessons for Life The Things That Matter
8:40-2 A World Beyond Dial Up

10:01-03 Time Magazine, Hoping to Gain Readers, Shifts to Friday
10:03-8 A London Hedge Fund That Opt for Engineers, Not MBA’s
10:08-16 A Generic Drug Tale, with an Ending Yet to be Written
10:16-32 Advertisers Trace Paths Users Leave on Internet
10:18-26 aol “mirror site”
10:38-41 Where the Focus is Sharp but the Categories Blurry Elizabeth Dee
10:41-8 andrewkreps.com “peter coffin”
10:48-11 The road to Catharsis with Those 2 Immortals Kiki and Herb Alive on Broadway
11:04-0 We ask So Much of our Batteries These Days
11:04-5 Churning Out Ice Cream till the Sunday after Next
11:05-10 Vong
11:11 Lawman, Cleared of Shoplifting, Accuses Store of Damaging Career

Monday, August 21, 2006

1:42-2:07 LIVING ROOM NY'er John Lahr Petrified
2:07-10 Data Far and Wide
3:25 Paul Muldoon Hummingbird

12:21-3 DINING ROOM TABLE McCain Mines Elite of GOP for 2008 Team
12:23-7 Betting on the Bus Station as a Dinner Destination
12:37-9 You Can't Judge a Book by the Cover

Tuesday, August 22, 2006

10:08-15 HOME OFFICE NYT From Their Own Online World, Pedophiles Extend Their Reach
10:15-23 Pakistanis Find US an Easier Fit than Britain
10:24-26 nytimes.com Editorial Observer; The Television Has Disintegrated. All that's Left is the Viewer
10:28-31 A Police Car with Plenty of Muscle
10:31-4 Now the Music Industry wants Guitarists to Stop Sharing
10:50-6 Code Promotions, A Madison Ave Staple, are Going Online
10:57-07 The Tragic Drama of a Broken City, Complete with Heroes and Villains When the Levees Broke
11:09-15 Helping Fledgling Poets Soar with Confidence
11:15-12:16 AOL Acts on Release of Data
11:59 wikipedia “abdur chowdhury”
12:16-23 Rohaytn Will Take Lehman Post “I remember the first time I came into contact with them. I was carrying Adren Meyer’s briefcase into a meeting with Bobby Lehman in the mid-1950’s. They had six desks. I’ve always had a yen for them.”
12:25-5 wikipedia “rohatyn” “greenberg”
12:25 style.com “greenberg”
12:25-33 What Organizations Don’t Want to Know Can Hurt
12:34 Tower Records will Auction its Assets
12:34-57 Web Surfing in Public Places is a Way to Court Trouble
12:57-9 The Fame Motive
2:41-4 An Aging Wild Man Writes Again, Quietly
3:51-6 Political Trailblazer is Quick to Microphone
4:02 Britain Charges 11 in Plane Case; Bomb Gear Cited
4:03 Bomb Plot Shocks Germans into Antiterrorism Debate
4:04 Escapee Kills Two Before Capture
4:09 Postmark Could Help Prove Rare Stamps are Authentic
4:15-19 WSJ Judge Finds Wiretap Actions Violate the Law
4:43-5 Fisherman love Alaska’s Bird Creek, But So Do Grizzlies
4:45 Hard Disk Drive, Once a Behemoth Weighing Over a Ton, Hits 50th Year
4:52-4 Political Scientists Get More Scientific in Studying the Vote
4:56 Art with a Message: Buy This House
4:56- 03 Playing Harder to Get
5:00-2 google.com “rachel mcadams”
5:05-9 A Successful Vintner Pours His Pasison into Dynastic Dream
5:14- 15 Unlocking Your Inner Architect
5:15 sketchup.google.com
5:16 What Happens when an eBay Steal is a Fake
5:30-3 Directors Take Note: Samuel Beckett was a Micromanager
5:34-8 A Woman Fights to Unravel the Mystery of Her Rare Disease
5:51-2 Faces Too are Searched as US Airports Try to Pick Out Terrorists Before they Board
5:52 NYT Couples are Breaking the Racial Barriers Involved in Adoptions
5:56 Many Experts Fault Reasoning of Judge in Surveillance Ruling
6:02 Rents are Rising Rapidly after long Lull
6:05-6 Man Who Had His Wife Killed Gets New Sentence: Life
6:09 The You Tube Election
6:15-16 The Coldest Case
6:17-19 The Don Quixote of the Plumed Set
6:34-9 WSJ Hot Rod Haven: Speeding for Charity on a Utah Highway
6:39 Aiming for Diversity Textbooks Overshoot
8:20-3 Billiard’s Best Spin Doctors Vie in a Three-Cushion Zone
8:24 City Subways Put New Cars into Service as a Test Run
8:24-6 Plan for New Rail Station Appears Stalled Once Again
8:26 Out for a Chat on the Street, then a Fatal Bullet
10:05-11 Chicken Soup for the Street Fighter
10:11-16 The Trouble When Jane Becomes Jack
10:16-21 Fatherhood I now Learn is a Young Man’s Game
10:25-30 It’s Getting Easier to be Green
10:34-6 Ben Wood Our Man in Shanghai
10:40-3 Hazing Bares a Dark Side of Russia’s Military
10:43-07 Tracing British Terror Plots, British Watch, Then Pounce
11:09-11 Ping Pong Star Had to Spend a Week in a Cucumber Patch
11:12-17 A trader’s Train to Wall St, Connecticut
11:25-5 Web Sleuths Veryify Celebrity Profiles on MySpace
11:27-31 Olympics Imperal Historic Beijing Neighborhood
11:32-5 Yeah, They Torture Jeans. But It’s All for the Sake of Fashion
11:38-9 Let’s Hear it for the Lounge Act
11:40 It’s Hot. Drink Your Wheat
11:45-7 A Family Tragedy Unfolds Before Neighbor’s Eyes
12:02 Six Women, A Cave and Some Monsters

Wednesday, August 23, 2006

8:12 SUBWAY WSJ Sumner Redstone Give Tom Cruise His Walking Papers

Thursday, August 24, 2006
3:50-1 LIVING ROOM NYT Defying Law, A Foie Gras Feast in Chicago
3:52-4 Study of Test Scores Finds Charter Schools Lagging
5:5:10 Tempting Data, Privacy Concerns
5:10-15 Fired or Quit, Tom Cruise Parts Ways With Studio
5:17-19 Star Banker with Future, Emerges Free
5:19-26 Quattrone Deal Drops All Charges, Allows His Return to Wall Street
5:37-41 High Technology, Enthroned
5:33-6 Planting The Seeds
5:26-32 Housing Slump Proves Painful for Some Owners and Builders
6:05-9 For Hedge Funds Backing Cruise Could Be Risky Business
6:09 Disc Jockey’s Left Spinning By Couples Who Program Ipods for Wedding Music
6:14 Radio Daze
6:21-5 Lost in Translations
6:26 MTV Twenty Five Years of Pushing the Envelope
6:28-31 A Test for Alcohol and its Flaws
6:33-4 A Smithsonian of One’s Own In Flagrante Collecto

Friday, August 25, 2006

10:24-6 Free Sharpcast Service Lets You Synchronize Your Photo Albums
10:26-31 True Mystery: Who Sold Famous Batch of Vintage Comics
10:55-8 msn.com bummer of a summer

2:30-41 Small Colleges, Short of Men Embrace Football
2:41-51 A List Director to Disney: It’s Not Nice to be Snubbed “the puff book”
2:51-4 Harvard Divided Over a Study Room by Alvar Aalto
2:55 CSS cansei de ser sexy
3:02 Endgame Rules: Borrow Sample Multiply Repeat
3:27-30 WSJ Out of Line Why We’re Reluctant to Reprimand Other People’s Children

135
3:31-2 In the Land of Wrinkled Noses
3:36-9 To Avert a Fractured Fairy Tale, A Wedding Planner

4:23- Cory Arcangel Raphael Gygax Minimalize Mario
4:40-4 www.turbulence.org data diaries cory arcangel
4:53 Craig Dworkin Legion II
4:54-5 ubu.org “Walter Ruttmann” “Seth Price”

Saturday, August 26, 2006

1:37-40 HOME OFFICE NYT Top Charge Dropped but China Gives Times Researcher 3 Years

Sunday, August 27, 2006

10:35-49 villagevoice.com “personals woman 36”
10:53 weatherunderground.com

Tuesday, August 29, 2006

1:43-4 LIVING ROOM NYT Forget Legroom, What about water?
1:44-7 A Chef Turns his Wedding into a Five-Day Movable Feast
1:48-51 Picasso’s Other Muse, of the Sachshund Kind
1:52 -5African Languages Grow as a Wikipedia Presence

9:41-4 NYT Austrian Girl Describes 8 Years of Captivity and her Escape
9:55-5 guardian.co Kidnapped Girl Found Alive after 8 Years
10:02 Plane in Crash Nearly Made it Off Ground, Officials Say
10:03-4 South Dakota Plans its First Execution Since 1947
10:07 google.com “sirny” “elijah page”
10:09-17 hosted.ap.com Portrait of Elijah Page
10:17-19 RapidCity Journal.com New Governor puts Page execution on hold
10:19-21 SD Governor Hal الس Execution of Killer
10:26-30 A Man Who Looks in the Mirror and Smiles
10:41-2 The Math was Complex, the The Intentions, Strikingly Simple
10:44-9 Whispers of Mergers Set Off Bouts of Suspicious Trading

Wednesday, August 30, 2006

5:12-15 SUBWAY WSJ Consumer Demand and Growth Leave Dell Behind
5:16-17 Intimate aBetrayal: When the Elderly Are Robbed by Their Family Members
6:37-45 Despearte for a Cure

Thursday, August 31, 2006

9:47-52 Officials Reach California Deal to Cut Emissions
9:52-7 Google Man on Apple’s Board: Silicon Valley Fights Microsoft
9:57-10:01 Students’ Paths to Small Colleges Can Bypass Sat
11:42-4 LIVING ROOM Sharapova and Roddick Win With Style
11:44-5 Hingis Shows a New Silice in Her Return
12:37-41 Bulky Boxes Can Take GREAT PHOTOS

Friday, September 1, 2006

9:37-41 LIVING ROOM NYT The Last Summer
10:01-5 A New Wine Auction Tactic: Bottom Feeding
10:07-21 Wine Lover’s Nose for Fakery Leads to Famed Bottles
10:21-4 How Does Warren Buffet Get Married? Frugally, It Turns Out
Saturday, September 2, 2006

1:54-7 LIVING ROOM WSJ Housing Boom’s Dark Side
1:57-2 Estate Tax Plans Get Trickier
2:08-10 Who’s the Man? Dave
2:12-12 Race Wasn’t an Issue to Him, which was an issue to me
2:14 Is it over? Log on and See
3:31-41 VOWS

Sunday, September 3, 2006

7:50-1 nytimes.com Agassi’s Career Comes to a Close with a Loss
8:12-16 HOME OFFICE WSJ Deperate for a Cure
8:16 Mortgage Market Begins to See Cracks as Subprime-Loan Problems Emerge
12:20-24 Housing Complex of 110 Buildings For Sale in City

Monday, September 4, 2006

2:11-2:21 HOME OFFICE 5 emails

Tuesday, September 5, 2006

1:13-17 HOME OFFICE A Portrait of China Running Amok
1:17-38 New Web Sites Seeking Profit in Wiki Model
1:32-4 ehow.com
1:36-8 wikihow.com
1:39-40 Myspace Music Store is New Challenge for Big Labels
1:41-4 Tropper Shot in Manhunt Dies of Injuries
1:44-8 GOP Faces Peril of Losing House Strategists Say
Wednesday, September 6, 2006

2:17-22 SUBWAY WSJ A Comeback Story
2:26-8 Revisiting Executive Pay Law
2:29-32 Copper and Robbers: Homeowner’s Latest Worry
2:37-8 Big Banks on Campus
2:32-7 Trimming your Taxes: Why Roth 401k’s Often Beat Conventional 401k plans
2:39 Shopper’s Special Retail Stocks Now at Bargain Prices
2:41-3 We Watched Andre Agassi Grow
2:46-8 Snippy Things Folks Say About Your Home are Now Also Online
2:50 NYT This Can’t Be Love

Thursday, September 7, 2006

9:57-9 SUBWAY Roddick Returns just as Nadal Disappears
9:59-10:02 Discount Bus Companies Tangle Over Territory
9:53-5 DINING ROOM Equal Opportunity Offender Plays Anti-Semitism For Laughs
9:57-8 Publisher and Author Settle Suit Over Lies
9:58-10:01 He Could be a Contender, It Seems
10:02-3 A Rich Coat of Gloss on a Trajectory Spiralling Down
10:07-8 The Unpleasant Realities of a Family on the Edge
10:08 Nature on the Threshold
10:09-10 For Those on the Fence about Changing the Walls
10:14-15 Are there Windows that allow me to look out but nobody to look in?
10:20-5 Don’t Keep Your Data in One Stash
10:26-36 President Moves 14 Held in Secret to Guantanamo For Congress Two Votes Loom
10:37-9 Mrs Astor’s Guardian Says Son May Have Mishandled Millions
10:40 HOME OFFICE On Austrian TV a True Story of Captivity

Friday, September 8, 2006

8:16-22 LIVING ROOM Afghan Symbol for Change Becomes a Symbol for Failure
8:24-9 Kenya Killings Put Aristocrat in Racial Fire
8:29-31 To Give Children an Edge, Au Pairs From China

11:12-19 HUDSON RIVER PARK The Unsold Warhol
11:20-4 Blake has a Moment Federer Has the Match

2:47-51 LIVING ROOM Another Split at Viacom
2:51-5 Mortgages Grow Riskier, and Investors are Attracted
2:55 Producer of American Idol Adds Fashion to his Empire
2:56-3 Freedom Tower Alone No More at Ground Zero

11:01-8 HOME OFFICE After Years Behind Bars, Now a Life on the Run
11:09-12 Interrogation Methods Rejected by Military Wins Bush’s Support
11:13-17 Lawyers and GOP Chiefs Resist Proposal on Tribunal
11:17-19 Wedding off, Jilted Bride Turns Party into a Benefit
11:20 google.com “kyle paxman”
11:21 sandiegounion.com “she did good”
11:24-35 Covering Your Tracks in an Online World Takes a Few Tricks
11:35-7 Look Ma No Brakes

4:37-44 WSJ The Concierge's Secret Agenda
5:09-11 Hollywood's Amateur Hour

Saturday, September 9 2006

Sunday, September 10, 2006

11:07-10 LIVING ROOM NYT After the Winning Hand
11:10-20 VOWS
11:21-5 A Melange of Asian Roots and Shifting Identities11:37-8 Call if Brooklyn
11:41-1 Try to Remember
11:42-3 Tales Told in Tin11:50-3 Sharapova Captures Open Title
11:56-8 Flyweight Flashlights that Sip Power

Monday, September 11, 2006

11:34-40 SUBWAY WSJ Boundless Possibilities
11:44 Information Found and Shared
11:48-51 Return of the Cyclorama11:57-8 Blogwatch
11:58 STARBUCKS Where are they Now?
11:59-1205 NYT At Ground Zero, Towers of Forgetting

3:30-8 BROOKLYN COLLEGE Sebald Austerlitz 12 pages

8:52 SUBWAY NYT An Industry Based on a Simple Masquerade
9:00-5 Federer in a Class by Himself
9:12-17 Can Fashion be Copyrighted?

Tuesday, September 12, 2006
Wednesday, September 13, 2006

Thursday, September 14, 2006

Monday, September 25, 2006

5:39-6:20 Sebald Austerlitz 16 pages

9:07-12 SUBWAY NYT Scissor Sisters Ta Duh Ludacris Release Therapy
9:12-15 WSJ Luxury Fashion Lite

Tuesday, September 26, 2006

10:23-12:01 LIVING ROOM NYER David Remnick The Wanderer
12:02-4 Queda Operative, an Escapee in 05 is Killed in Attack

Wednesday, September 27, 2006

11:05-9 BROWN CAFÉ NYT New Campaign Ads Have a Theme: Don’t Be Nice
11:10-13 Newman’s Next Act
11:13-15 Pact Reached to Redevelop Far West Side
11:115-6 In the Marekt Finally a Mango with Great Flavor

3:21-7 LIVING ROOM NYT Forensic Skills Seek to Uncover Hidden Patterns of Elder Abuse

Thursday, September 28, 2006

2:46-50 HOME OFFICE WSJ Digital Music for Dummies
2:50-3 Moguls of New Media
2:56 myspace.com brookealley
2:57-03 youtube.com Evolution of Dance
3:07-9 The Mommy Drain
3:09 Efforts Mount to Cut Costs of Textbooks
3:10 A Fugitive’s Haven in Africa Turned out to be Anything But

Friday, September 29, 2006

12:10-46 pulsethebook.com Robert Frenay Pulse the Coming Age of Systemss and Machines Inspired by Living Things
12:26 slashdot.com news for nerds Agro Waste Oil Plant Starts Production posted by Cowboy Neal on Fri May 21, 04 12:58AM
12:28-1:08 futureofthebook.org McKenzie Wark Version 1.1 GAM5R 7H3ORY
1:23-53 futureofthebook.org "sophie"
2:52-9 sarahoppenheimer.com "projects" "data" "news"
2:59 yahoofinance.com “ihc” Independence Holding Co.

Saturday, September 30, 2006

7:12-15 LIVING ROOM NYT Pickers are Few and Growers Blame Congress

Sunday, October 1, 2006

10:07-8 LIVING ROOM NYT New Hotels in London: High Style, Low Cost
10:08-11 The Way we List Now

Monday, October 2, 2006
12:21-2 LIVING ROOM NYT Seth Price

Monday, October 2, 2006

8:52-7 SUBWAY WSJ After Engline Blew, Deciding to Fly On as Far as We can
8:57-9 Scratch n Sniff: Special Canine Unit Knows to Nose Scat
9:00-09 The Undateables
9:13-14 Finding Good Cheap Advice

Tuesday, October 3, 2006

1:43-6 HOME OFFICE WSJ Air Power
1:56-7 New Report that Senator Uttered Slurs
1:59-01 Judge Dismisses Murder Charge Against a Suspect in a 1990 Case
2:05-7 How a Google Search can Become a Security Threat
2:16-26 New Ideas for Building in the Face of Modernism
2:28-34 An Innocent Abroad, educed by a Madman
3:01 Wireless Networking May Soon Get Faster. Will Anyone Care
3:04-8 Is Hysteria Real?
3:10-11 Its Owner is Mourned but a Chinese Restaurant Goes On
3:13-18 Fortune’s Fool’s Why The Rich Go Broke
3:19-20 The Best and Worst in Executive Pay
3:25 A Battle on the Lower East Side
3:25-31 Chorus Line Returns as Do Regrets Over Ifie Stories Signed Away
3:33-5 In China Children Learn Class Minus the Struggle
3:38 Vico Magistretti,85 Furniture Designer Dies
3:39 ebay "magistretti"
3:48-52 WSJ What Independent 529 Plans Get You when Junio Applies to College
3:53 Beneath the Dow’s Surge, Investor’s Find a Mixed Bag
3:58 Blown Away by the ’03 Bourdeaux

4:48-5:24 SUBWAY NYER Atul Gawande The Score

144
The Mystic Word

Wednesday, October 4, 2006

9:17 LIVING ROOM NYT A Small belated Step for Grammarians
9:18-21 Records Confirm CIA Chief Warned Rice on Al Queda
9:50-4 Pressure Grows for Republicans Over Foley Case
9:54-9 Police Investigate 03 Death After Charges Against Nurse

3:21-7 yahoofinance.com “genentech” “embraer”

Thursday, October 5, 2006

4:14-16 HOME OFFICE NYT Coliseum Books to Close by Year’s End
4:17-19 Paris isn’t New York or Milan: Vive Le Difference
4:19-20 Subversion as Entertainment or Putting the Put On
4:21-4 Hastert Fights to Save His Job in Page Scandal
4:25-6 Bloomberg is Set to Take Reins of 9/11 Memorial Foundation
4:28-35 The Counter as Altar L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon
4:39-41 WSJ A Doggie Bag Sil Vous Plait
4:41-51 dcr.com “nikon d80”
4:56-8 The Shifting Calculus of Buying a Home
5:01-6 Global Sludge Ends in Tragedy for Ivory Coast
5:08-11 The New Ipod Ready For Battle

Friday, October 6, 2006
12:30-2 yahoofinance.com women’s retail cold sector snap mu ann “speculate” “maya”
2:29-35 Book 2.0 chronicle of highereducation july 28, 2006
2:37 villagevoice.com edit me!
2:39-41 The Book is reading You publishersweekly.com

Saturday October 7, 2006

Sunday, October 8, 2006

1:22-6 HOME OFFICE google.com “shingles”
1:27-32 nih.org “shingles”

Monday, October 9, 2006

Tuesday, October 10, 2006

6:06-8 SUBWAY NYT Injecting a Bold Shot of the New on the Upper East Side
6:09 Slide Show at the Tate Modern
6:11 A $3 Water Purifier That Could Save Lives
6:12-18 The Last Word on the Last Breath

Wednesday, October 11, 2006

12:17-19 HOME OFFICE WSJ Rethinking Recess
12:19 Engineering Food at Level of Molecules
12:20-2 Man is Forced onto Highway and Hit by a Car in Brooklyn

7:55-6 LIVING ROOM City Acts to Add Low Cost Homes
7:56-7 A Cross Cultural Saga Wins the Booker Prize
7:58-9 Iraqui Dead May total 600,000 Study Says
8:03 In Minnesota, Voters Tune Out Scandals and Infighting to Focus on Issues
8:40 WSJ Louis Vuitton Tries Modern Methods On Factory Lines

8:02-6 HOME OFFICE An Analyst Questions the Self-Perpetuating Side of Therapy
8:12-14 Friends for Life an Emerging Biology of Emotional Healing

8:19-23 Farmhouse Called Home is a Home to History Too

Thursday, October 12, 2006

Friday, October 13, 2006

Saturday, October 14, 2006

10:45-9 LIVING ROOM NYT Upstate, a Snowstorm Kills 3
10:50-9 Everything You Wanted to Know about Bedbugs but Were Afraid to Ask

Sunday, October 15, 2006

11:23-9 LIVING ROOM NYT From Crime to Arrest, by Way of Computer
11:30-1 The Proletariat and the Parking Lot
11:32-8 Vows
11:38-40 Wooly Mammoths

Monday, October 16, 2006

10:34-45 HOME OFFICE NYT Wallflower at the Web Party
12:41-3 Competition Fails to Cut Electricity Prices
12:44 A Razor Sharp Profile Cuts Into a Mile-High Cityscape
12:46-7 Works by Johns and de Kooning Sell for 143.5 Million
Tuesday, October 17, 2006

6:12-13 HOME OFFICE NYT With You Tube, Graduate Student Hits Jackpot Again
6:14 Barnaby Furnas
6:16-17 Childhood Cancer Survivors Face Increased Risks Later

7:55-8 A Journalist’s Revelations, in Life and Death
8:07-11 You’re a Slow Reader, Congratulations
8:20-3 The Reluctant Star: Kushner in America, and in Action
8:23 Emily Haines Yo La Tengo
8:25 WSJ Amid Rising Costs and Criticism, Some Colleges Cut Back Merit Aid

Wednesday, October 18, 2006

2:21-4 LIVING ROOM NYT Drinen LI Driver Convicted of 2 Counts of Murder in Limo Crash
2:24-6 Ruling Opens a Door for Thousands of Ground Zero Lawsuits
2:26-8 Curb Your Enthusiasm: Why Investors Often Lag Behind the Market Indices
2:28-9 As Couric Stays in Third, CBS Stresses the Positive
2:30-3 Dinner with Dawn as a Chaser

Thursday, October 19, 2006

1:21-3 LIVING ROOM NYT Glorious Food? English Schoolchildren Think Not
1:24-6 Do you have any ideas for cooling a Loft?

Friday, October 20, 2006

4:45-9 LIVING ROOM ID MAG Belgium Muscles In

Saturday, October 21, 2006

3:19-23 HOME OFFICE WSJ From Hongda to Wumart, Brand Names in China
Have Familiar, if Off-Key Ring
3:23-5 Jesper Just
3:39-40 Commuter Conformity is Out for a Metro-North Majority
3:43 Traffic Stopper: Pizza for less than a Buck

Sunday, October 22, 2006

10:21-4 LIVING ROOM NYT Marie Anotinette: Shopper, partyer, victim
10:24-9 Vows
10:50-2 On a Coveted Green Space, Tensions at Play
11:59 WSJ How to Make Paypal Your Friend
12:20-6 NYT The Last Straw
11:52-5 WSJ The Prix Fixe is In
12:43-5 Girl Was Not Molested by Neighbor Her Angry Father Killed, Police Say
In a Sea of Cheap Wines, a Standout Cabernet
A Portrait of an Artist Both Loved and Hated
A Journey Through Forest and a Sense of Regret Old Joy
Hiding in Not So Plain Sight Freemason’s
Korean Fried Chicken with Beer and a Beat Restaurant Forte Baden Baden

Monday, October 23, 2006

SUBWAY Swingers How Flirty are the city’s playgrounds?
High Rise Eats Tenement
Buying by the Numbers
Taking Inventory Grand Street

In Deregulation, Power Plants Turn Into Blue Chips
Panamanians Vote Overwhelmingly to Expand Canal
Hard Drinking College Town Struggles to Curb Drownings
As Chinese Pine Away for Lucky Trees, Illegal Trade Grows
A Secret Divide on Republican Turf

Tuesday, October 24, 2006

Yahoofinance.com Fidelity netbenefits.com Troweprice.com
KITCHEN 3 poems Kate Jaeger
2 poems Emily Philquist

HOME OFFICE WSJ The Secret Life of an Informant
Where to Roll the Nest Egg
ARMS Control for Borrowers
In San Francisco, Red-Light Denizens Fight To Stay Seedy
nih.org Lyme Disease eczema
10:56 google.com spinach e. coli
10:58 WSJ Berkshire Might be a Bargain at $100,000
10:58 yahoofinance.com berkshire hathaway b

Wednesday, October 25, 2006

3:02-12 SUBWAY/BETH ISRAEL NYT Bug Guy Tries Tiny Chassis: Taking Jabs Lightly
3:12-17 Small Car Nation
3:17-22 The Sporty British Look, by Design
3:22-5 Compact Cars May Not be Brawny but They Are Getting Safer
3:28-31 Requiem for a Store's Crying Classical Department
3:31 Two Kinds of Light on the Hudson
3:32 Calls Increase From Both Parties for Hevesi to Step Down
3:32 WSJ As Shoplifters Use High-Tech Scams, Retail Losses Rise
3:33 NYT Puff the Magic Perservative: Lasting Crunch if a Bit Less Scent
3:49 SUBWAY Trader Joe's Wine Shop at Union Square

Thursday, October 26, 2006

1:15-2:15 DINING ROOM Jared 3 poems
5-6 Scott 3 poems

Friday, October 27, 2006

1:12-2:21 yahoo.com speculate Fidelity retirement
2:21-3:12 fidelity.com domestic funds

9:43-6 yahoo.com Economic Growth Totters to 1.6%

Saturday, October 28, 2006
11:37-8 yahoo.com keeping romance alive with kids

12:38-41 LIVING ROOM NYMAG So Funny it Hurts
12:41-8 The Value of a New York Dollar
12:48-54 What’s a Little Money Between Friends
12:55-8 The Spending Diaries
5:22 SUBWAY NYT An Evolutionary Theory of Right and Wrong
10:21-5 DINING ROOM One for the Ages: A Prescription that May Extend Life

Wednesday, November 1, 2006

12:28-31 PERFORMING ARTS PHYS THERAPY NYT At Last a Digital SLR that Won’t Break the Bank
4:09-10 A $700 Million Hedge Fund, Down from $3 Billion, Says it Will Close
4:12-13 The Colone is Phasing out Trans Fat from the Menu
4:18-20 Tapas: Its Not About the Commitment
4:23-6 Gifts from the Matrix

3:21-4:06 HOME OFFICE Yahoofinance.com troweprice.com POMIX PREIX TRVLX AFL EMITF
4:34-5 That Noise? That Stuffed Ferrett? Sounds Out of this World
5:26- A Star’s Unusual Role: Indie Publishing Mogul

5:33-4 thisnext.com
5:43-4 Tailoring Ads to Email Users, Google Has Some Poor Fits
5:44 latinasongrind.com
5:50 WSJ Home of the Range
5:52 New Ways to Trade Travel Secrets Online tripmates.com gusto.com realtrav-
el.com
tripadvisor.com

Thursday, November 2, 2006

5:56-7 HOME OFFICE NYT How Can I Muffle the Noise from a Neighboring Apartment?
5:58-6 Living in Zen: The Spa Life, 24/7
6:00-2 Democrats Push to Counter GOP in Turnout Race
6:13-14 WSJ Focussing on Binoculars
6:16:20 Sending the Baby to a Shrink
6:20 zerotothree.org

6:44-8 SUBWAY With Iraq Driving Election, Voters Want New Approach

Friday, November 3, 2006

1:02-16 LIVING ROOM Flash Fiction Forward Dave Eggers Accident Lydia Davis
The Cats in the Prison Recreation Hall Grace Paley Justice—A Beginning John Updike Oliver’s Evolution David Galef My Date with Neanderthal Woman

1:22-5 HOME OFFICE NYT Uptown or Downtown? The Whitney’s Identity Crisis

1:33-5 From Kazakstan without a Clue
1:51-2:00 youtube.com happy slip Morning Meest You Choob Love at First Sight
4:11-17 boratonline.com

5:30-2 NYT Where the Boys are at Least for Now, The Girls Pounce
5:32-6 WSJ In Some Places, US Money Isn’t as Sound as a Dollar
5:36-7 Struggling Ford Looks to Get a Lift from Slumping Volvo’s New Models
5:47 NYT the TV as Furniture
5:48 Working Mothers Find Some Peace on the Road “no bed-times to bird dog”

154
9:21-4 LIVING ROOM NYT A 30th Race to Honor Runner 5754
9:24-9 In Brusing Virginia Senate Fight, Women May Make the Difference

Saturday, November 4, 2006

4:51 HOME OFFICE NYT Dice Thrown Will Never Annul Chance Bellwether
Peter Coffin
4:55-7 Study Suggests SIDS is Linked to Brain Defect
4:57-9 Banks Take a New Tack on Mortgage Lending
5:01-7 WSJ Rewriting the Rules of Fiction
5:08-13 The Bard in a Tempest The Shakespeare Wars
5:13-7 Digging UP Cheap Overseas Fares azworldairports.com zuji.com opodo.com

Sunday, November 5, 2006

7:21-3 Marathoners Who Rest Better in New Jersey
7:23-7 Prospect of a Job Lures, Then Frustrates, Thousands
7:37-8:46 Sniper Attacks Adding to Perif of US Troops
8:46-52 As Vote Nears, Parties Prepare for Legal Fights
8:52-5 Senator’s Tie to GOP However Reluctant, is Working Against Him In Rhode Island
9:05-10 In Missouri, a Final Rush to Find Votes in Senate Race
9:10-12 A Reddder Kind of Democrat in a Close Montana Contest
9:17-20 Harmonizes with Wolves
9:25-8 From Star Power to Blood Sport, Tennesee Senate Race Has it
8:06-9 HOME OFFICE WSJ With Insults for All: In Irreverent Borat: Idiocy Has Never Looked Smarter
8:09- A Cult Worth Joining
Monday, November 6, 2006

10:53-7 LIVING ROOM NYT Photographs of an Episode that Lives in Infamy
10:58-11:02 Wearing Their Hearts on Their Hard Hats
11:03 High School Girl Abducted in a Freudian Hall of Mirrors
11:10-18 Online Player in the Game of Politics
11:22-27 Newspapers to Test Plan to Sell Ads on Google
11:28-32 As Drug Prices Climb, Democrats Find Fault with Medicare Plan
11:39-40 Man Found Beaten to Death in his Home in Queens
11:43-4 For the Intrepid, There Comes a Tide


8:47-50 In Less than Three Hours, Armstrong Learns Anew About Pain and Racing
8:50-6 SUBWAY Pacesetters Drop Out, Maybe for Good, After Another Half Day on the Job

Tuesday, November 7, 2006

12:44-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Lost Boy of Sudan Searching for a Land of Milk and Honey
12:46 Intrepid’s Move Ends Mired in Failure and Mud
12:47-8 Actress’s Death is Ruled Murder, and Worker in Building in Charged
6:03 Candidates Make Exhausted Dash for Finish Line
6:03 Check Indiana for a Preview
6:05-8 For Democrats, Even a Big Gain May Feel Like a Failure
6:09 Big Bonuses Seen Again for Wall St

Wednesday, November 8, 2006

156
Thursday, November 9, 2006

12:27-41 LIVING ROOM NYT New Mosaic of Democrats is Challenge for Leaders

1:15-2:20 DINING ROOM Jared 3 poems

2:23-4 LIVING ROOM Democrats Take House
2:24-8 State by State Ohio

5-6 DINING ROOM Scott 4 poems

6:21-2 LIVING ROOM The Golden Torso

10:23-6 HOME OFFICE NYT Too Close for Comfort
10:39-45 Actress was Killed by Hanging Not Blow to Head, Officials Say
10:48-9 She Likes to Show off New York from the Waterline
10:55-11:05 Democrats Turned War into Ally
11:14-16 orchard47.org
11:16-17 High On Grass
11:18 2 emails
11:21-4 Rumsfeld Resigns; Bush Vows to Find Common Ground; Focus is on Virginia
11:23 cnn.com Ed Bradley of 60 Minutes dies of leukemia
11:26 nih.gov leukemia
11:27-9 cnn.com Democrats Bristle at Bush's push to confirm Bolton
11:29-34 Rumsfeld Resigns
Friday, November 10, 2006

11:30-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Could Be A Pollock; Must Be a Yarn
11:31-8 Her Next Job: First Lady of New York
11:31-8 WSJ Where to Find a Famous Look
11:40-2 WSJ Where to Find a Famous Look
11:43-5 like.com
11:46-7 Religious Voting Data Show Some Shift, Observers Say
11:47-8 Democrats Turned War into an Ally
11:49-1 Facing the Music after a Bruising Makes for Alluring Theatre
12:02-5 Facing the Music after a Bruising Makes for Alluring Theatre
12:02-5 Orientalism Reclaimed
12:14-15 A Graphic Trend American Born Chinese
12:20 Five Best
12:20 Tales of a Horseman in the Not so Wild West The Willow Field
12:20-7 A Latin Epic for the 21st Century The Aeneid
12:20-7 Owner and Dog Undone Over a Fence Unseen
12:20-7 $491 Million Sale at Christie’s Shatters Art Auction Record
1:02-3 Illness Brings Family to US, then Splits It
1:02-3 WSJ Outcome Shakes Up ’08 Calculus For McCain, Clinton and Others
1:02-3 Hefty Democratic Fund Raising Vies with Clout of Incumbency
1:02-3 The Dimensions of a Pioneering Strategy
1:02-3 Home Prices Keep Sliding; Buyers Sit Tight
1:02-3 Honey, I’m Thinking of Having an Affair; Therapists Advise Confessing
1:02-3 Temptation
1:02-3 In Clubs and Online, Hobbyists Embrace the Joys of Picking
2:08-17 Living with Love, Chaos, and Haley
2:08-17 Basic Chic From Japan. But Will it Sell?
4:31- HOME OFFICE wikipedia.com Eliot Spitzer
4:32 Iron Fists Inside French Gloves
5:07 NYT MAG Cyber-Neologogliferation

Saturday, November 11, 2006

1:110-15 LIVING ROOM NYT The $38,500 Closet

Sunday, November 12, 2006

2:14-19 HOME OFFICE WSJ Buzz in W Texas is About Jeff Bezos and his Launch Site
2:20-6 A Way Cool Strategy: Toyota’s Scion Plans to Sell Fewer Cars “event marketing” “branded entertainment”
2:26-31 Animals Seem to Have An Inherent Sense of Fairness and Justice
2:31 Everything Old is New Again “TV’s oldest and most unstable genre—game shows”
2:33 At Starbucks, Coffee Comes with New Décor
2:34-6 A Fashion Shift in Mutual Funds Large Cap Growth
3:03-5 h&m.com viktor & rolf Men Women
3:05 A New Dawn for American Zinfandel
5:02-9 For Incoming Democrats, Populism Trumps Ideology
5:11-21 Entrepreneurs See A Web Guided by Common Sense
5:32-3 Woman, 37, Charged with Killing Her Husband
6:11-18 WSJ What’s Inside Your Suit

Monday, November 13, 2006

5:14-15 SUBWAY NYT Portfolio Housecleaning with the IRS in Mind
5:15-18 A Struggle Over Dominance and Definition
5:18-24 GOP Worries About Effects of State Losses
5:26-31 Fresh of the Farm in Montana, a Senator to Be
5:31 Leaving the City for the School and Regretting It
8:37-9 WSJ Shopping Site Offers a Way to Raid a Celebrity’s Closet
8:48-55 Trolling the Web for Free Labor, Software Upstarts Are New Force
8:59-02 Avatars at the Office
9:03 So Many Hits, So Few Sales

Tuesday, November 14, 2006

5:45-59 HOME OFFICE metacritic.com William Gaddis The Cold War

Wednesday, November 15, 2006

8:23-11:47 HOME OFFICE google.com “small and ludic” “out of boredom and laziness”
1 .. my own poor choices, no longer able to think of much else to do, despite having plenty to do, I fall back to the computer out of boredom and laziness. ...
andfam.net/kimblog/archives/ cat_questions_from_readers.html - 24k -
2 Samsung NV7: initial impressions. Part 1: Other Digicams Forum ...

I wanted something small, need not be slim-line. Something I could share with my wife, who wants to turn it on and shoot, small enough for the purse.
forums.dpreview.com/forums/ read.asp?forum=1001&message=20570961 - 32k –
Panik-Design Alessi - Stefano Pirovano – Watches
…concave crystals, Stefano Pirovano’s 1000 series is a representation of the designer’s research, focused on creating small, ludic and sensorial objects. ...
www.panik-design.com/acatalog/ Alessi___Stefano_Pirovano___Watch_1002.html - 23k - Cached - Similar pages
3 TRADEMARKS
dispensers for party favours (small ludic devices); dispensers for streamers and of confetti (small ludic. devices); peashooters; jokes and conjuring ...
Thursday, November 16, 2006

11:29-31 HOME OFFICE 4 emails
11:31-4 lulu.com
11:34-41gvdgallery.com malerie marder tim davis aida rulova
12:41-5 Embracing Koolhaas’s Friendly Skyscraper

5:03-7 parkett 2005 Seth Price Real Cheating
5:12 Techniques of Today Bennett Simpson on Bernadette Corporation (Sept 2004)
5:15- Project Description Pedestrian Cinema
http://www.bernadettecorporation.com/contents.htm
5:21 Electronic Arts Intermix.org Seth Price Bernadette Corporation
5:32- Digital Video Effect: Editions Seth Price 2006 12 min, color, sound
5:33-44 printed matter.org “seth price”
5:45- Seth Price Décor Holes

Friday, November 17, 2006

HOME OFFICE 3:21-4:39 Seth Price Journalistic Approach to Dance Culture
Journalist Approach to New Jack Swing Early Video Game Soundtracks

Saturday, November 18, 2006

LIVING ROOM 7:27-9 NYT MAG Born to the Manor Domains The Earl of Pembroke
7:30-8 Word Freak

Sunday, November 19 2006

8:24-9 HOME OFFICE wikipedia.com “bruno latour”

10:53-7 LIVING ROOM Irena Makaryk Ed. Encyclopedia of Literary Criticism
“Lacan”

Monday, November 20, 2006

11:11-19 LIVING ROOM NY MAG Are We There Yet The Hamptons Cabarete
Dominican Republic  Antigua Guatemala, Roatan Island Honduras Oaxaca
Mexico Big Sur California Barnard Vermont Reykavik Iceland
11:19-23 The Best Hospitals
11:23-6 Great Room Hiding in Plain Sight
11:26-31 Breeding The Bjorn Identity Baby in Tow a new mom confronts her Ex-
Best Friend and Very Last Guy
12:37-9 Truly Heartbreaking Dave Eggers What is the What

2:27-31 WSJ That Sermon You Heard on Sunday May Be From the Web

9:07-8 HOME OFFICE NYT A Pynchonesque Turn by Pynchon
9:19-21 Schools Slow in Closing Gaps between Races

Tuesday, November 21, 2006

12:28-32 BETH ISRAEL As Victim Dies, A Mystery Grows in Westchester
12:33-7 Intrepid Has Not Moved but the Bill Has Risen to $60 Million
12:37-9 Call Lead FBI To a Stolen Goya, In New Jersey
12:41-2 A Flashy (But Temporary Answer) to Nature’s Call in Times Sq
12:45-51 From the Stage to the Screen, History Worth Repeating
12:51-5 Watch That Spce: The Oracle of the 17th Floor
12:55-01 An Antarctic Ecosystem Shows Signs of Trouble as a Tiny Worm Turns

5:10-16 NYER Of Human Bondage Casino Royale
5:16 NYMAG Somebody Does it Better

Wednesday, November 22, 2006

11:21-4 LIVING ROOM Rising Above the Image of a Rodent With Wings
11:34-5 The Sartorial Meets the Biological
11:47-8 Free Software as Lure to Upgrades Microsoft Office Live Office Accounting Express
11:54 No Grunting Theye Said, and He Was at the Gym

Thursday, November 23, 2006

HOME OFFICE WSJ Why Your Train is Late, Most of aAll, When Autumn Leaves
Start to Fall

Friday, November 24, 2006

11:54-7 LIVING ROOM NYT A Chalet So Pale, Snow Would Blanch
11:57-9 Coming Late to a Call to Arms
11:59-12:04 You’re Not Alone
12:04-9 Barbarians at the Modern

12:36-40 In Web World, the Rich Envy the Super Rich
12:46-51 Free AOL Stuff Courtesy of Bubble 2.0
12:53-1 A First Amendment Scholar, Dogged by Free-Speech Fights
8:30-7 WSJ Dishing About Your Family
8:42-3 Building for Beauty The Architecture of Happiness
8:46-8 amazon.com alain de botton “the art of travel” “how proust can change your life: not a novel
8:50-3 Robert Altman, Director With Daring, Dies at 81
8:57-9 googlevideo.com Seinfeld’s Kramer Michael Richards Racist Tirade
9:04 A Rogue Cinematic Player Steeped in the Art of Ambiguity “nothing is more artificial than an ending”
9:08-10 Richards Tries to Explain His Rant at Comedy Club
9:10-12 A Love that Tries to Conquer All, Including Past Lives The Fountain
9:12-15 Murdoch, Accustomed to Risks, Retreats from One

Saturday, November 25, 2006

7:23-9 LIVING ROOM NYT London Riddle: A Russian Spy, A Lethal Dose
9:38 What we Talk About When we Talk about Brands

Sunday, November 26, 2006

7:47-9 LIVING ROOM NYT Curators Wanted: Must Love Art and Travel
7:49-50 Capturing the Whiff of a Repellant Hero
7:51-3 Police Kill Man After a Queens Bachelor Party
7:54 Questions and Tears after A killing in Queens
8:21 In This Rogue’s Gallery, Photographs are Just the Start
8:23-4 Forging a Coffee Chain Just a Few Links Long
8:29 The Mysterious, as Well as Something Stranger Bat For Lashes
8:30 For the Podcaster in the Field Samson Zoon H4
8:31-4 Yours Truly the E Variations
8:35-6 As Many Software Choices as Languages to Learn
8:36-8 What's Online Virtuous Calories are Still Calories
8:38-40 Donald Wilson, 82, Pioneer of a Database, Dies  Lexis Nexus
8:41-2 Can’t Judge an E Book by Its Screen? Well, Maybe you Can
8:43-57 An Engineering Magician, Then Presto He’s an Architect “defy the regimented logic of the industrial world and embrace the fundamental discontinuities of everyday life” “architecture has been confined too long within the Cartesian Logic of compartmentalized space” koolhaas: “Instead of making unsober forms, we became interested in making unstable engineering behind sober forms.”
8:51-3 artistsspace.org
8:53-6 flickrdelusions lastest photos Serpentine Gallery Pavillion 2006
10:11-14 On a New Jersey Transit Line, 2 Deaths and a Bizarre Link
10:15-22 Authorities Identify one of Four Women Found Dead in a Ditch aNear Atlantic City
10:23 Estranged Son Visits Parents’ Home and Finds Skeleton Instead of His Father
10:26-30 Attention Holiday Shoppers: We Have Fisticuffs in Aisle 2
10:30-5 When Recycling the Presents, Beware the Gift of Gaffe
10:35 Here’s to the Benefits of Red Wine but don’t Advertise Them
10:46-51 On Saturday, They Rested
10:55-7 In The Grip of Nature’s Own Form of Birth Control
10:57-11 Vows
11:05-15 Broken Lives and Victims in Shadow of Taj Mahal
Monday, November 27, 2006

2:00-2:55 BROOKLYN COLLEGE Emily Philquist 7 poems
3:35-9 Armed with Internet Bargains, Travellers Battle High Airfares
3:39-41 For Rare Few, Taste is in the Ear of the Beholder
3:48-52 Thinking Past Location in Finding Space
3:53 Logitech z 150 Speakers
3:54-6 Steam Train Maury, 5 Time Hobo King, Is Dead at 89
4:02-7 So Close to the Glitter of Atlantic City, A Corridor of Death for Four Women
4:07-9 A Life Gone Off Course, Then Violently Cut Short
4:12-14 Bigger Push for Charging Drivers Who Use Busiest Streets
4:17-19 Given a Reprieve Balloons Fly Again, Barely
4:21-4 The Air is Free and Sometimes So are the Phone Calls that Borrow It
4:26-9 The Empire’s Sun Has Set But James Bond is Forever
4:20-49 WSJ Seeking an Edge, Big Investors Turn to Network of Informants
4:29-52 Peaceful Swiss Army Tries to Give Lessons in Corporate Warfare
4:51-2 Phyllis Cerf Wagner, 90. Socialite and Collaborator with Dr. Seuss
4:57-8 Big Upset: Small Stocks’ Gains Defy Experts
5:02 Life after Vista: Can Microsoft Retool for the Web
5:02-4 Gap’s Crucial Christmas
5:07-9 Going for the Bronze: Young Chinese Flock to Beaches, Salons to Get a Tan

Tuesday, November 28, 2006

5:40-6 HOME OFFICE googleimages.com cerith wyn evans
5:46-6:07 artforum “best of 2006”

7:11-15 SUBWAY NYT 50 Shots Fired and the Experts Offer a Theory
7:15-18 8:25-9 Very Rich are Leaving the Merely Rich Behind
11:33-5 LIVING ROOM Three Sent for Radiation Tests After Death of Russian
Ex-Spy
11:43-7 3rd Woman is Identified Among 4 Victims in Ditch
11:47-9 Bebe Moore Campbell, Novelist of Black Lives, Dies at 56
Wednesday, November 29, 2006

4:44-5:04 SUBWAY Trader Joe flyer

1:24-32 HOME OFFICE mocadetroit.org

Thursday, November 30, 2006

1:17 HOME OFFICE NYT Mysery Illness Hospitalizes Former Russian Leader
1:18-20 Billionaire Ally of Dead Spy Issues Statement
1:21-2 British Inquiry Widens with New Traces of Radiation
1:41 WSJ Its Enough to Make You Laugh
1:41-9 Arlo Guthrie’s Alice is Alive—and Glad to be Remembered
Tim Ryan Arundhati Roy and David Barsamian
2:02 wikipedia.com “roy”

Friday, December 1, 2006

12:20-4 SUBWAY NYT History for Sale; Needs Work

3:01-4 LIVING ROOM WSJ Dollar’s Decline Boosts Overseas Returns

4:53-5 HOME OFFICE adelaide morris new media poetics
4:55-8 alibris.com mark b.n. hansen
Saturday, December 2, 2006

10:57-9 LIVING ROOM NYT Finding that One Buyer in a Million
10:59-11 Nature Getting the Blame for Costly Orange Juice

Sunday, December 3, 2006

10:27 DINING ROOM NYT VOWS Jay McInerney Anne Hearst
10:28-9 Polonium, $22.50 Plus Tax
10:30-2 Repulsed but Watching all the Same
10:32-5 Chateau in the Sky
10:35-8 For Owners of Club In Police Shooting Case, Years of Raids and Suits
10:39 One Less Winter Shock Warm Bathroom Floors

5:27-34 HOME OFFICE NYT MAG The Dealer The Curator The Collector
5:40-4 NYT MAG Composing a Life Questions for Tan Dun
7:28-30 Modern Love I Couldn’t Let Go of Him Did it Make me a Stalker?

8:47-8 WSJ It’s the Publicity that Counts
8:49-9:03 Elephants Have an Achille’s Heel and It’s Their Feet

Monday, December 4, 2006

3:33-06 LIVING ROOM NYT Next Chairman for Intelligence Opposed War
3:41-9 Supporting Boys or Girls When the Line Isn’t Clear
SUBWAY 4:44-5:10 NYMAG

Tuesday, December 5, 2006

1:47-52 HOME OFFICE msn.com Rescue in the Wilderness
1:52-5 Electronica to Mash-Up Kinky Peaches Kudi Goldfrapp
1:55 yahoofinance.com speculate
6:27-30 wikipedia "tan dun"

Wednesday, December 6, 2006

12:13-18 HOME OFFICE msnbc.com Distraught rescue crews come up just short
12:25-35 Man Lost Seeking Help for Family is Found Dead
12:38-40 Green Onions Identified as Source of E. Coli Cases
12:41 Adding up Drive Capacity
12:42-4 More Camera, More Style, Modest Price
12:44-7 Loved his New Novel, and what a bibliography

Thursday, December 7, 2006

10:27-34 HOME OFFICE The Discipline Tool Kit: Successful Strategies for Every Age
10:34-6 Toddler Discipline
10:44-9 LIVING ROOM NYT Mies in Miami
10:49 Loved the Look Made the Latches
10:49-51 NYTBR Woman Worrier American Genius Lynn Tillmann
10:51-7 Lynne Tillmann “Weird Fucks”
10:57-9 Matthew Sharpe The Lost Father 3 pages
12:44-52 NY MAG Thomas Pynchon vs. the World
12:55-1:20 NYTBR Dream Maps Against the Day Thomas Pynchon

2:40-6 In Glittery Atlantic City 4 Walked Deadly Path

Friday, December 8, 2006

12:20-3 HOME OFFICE ZAGAT SURVEY “La Gigot”
5:20-4 LIVING ROOM NYT WalMart Fires Star and Ad Agency She Chose
10:20-6 KITCHEN Dave Eggers What is the What 15 pages
10:26-7 NYT Expansive Vistas Both Inside and Out ICA Boston
10:27-32 Ambitious Theme in New Home for Modern At Super Vision

Saturday, December 9, 2006

9:02-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Women Unafraid of Condo Commitment

Sunday, December 10, 2006

11:03-10 LIVING ROOM NYT A House Divided: Uncivil War on E 73rd St
11:10-21 When Winning Feels a Lot like Losing
11:21-3 Yes You Can Swim in Cleveland, Before the Brown Water Freezes

Monday, December 11, 2006

4:03-24 SUBWAY NYT MAG The Year In Ideas
4:45-5:20 BROOKLYN COLLEGE 4 student papers on Juliana Spahr

Tuesday, December 12, 2006

11:19-21 HOME OFFICE NYT Radiation Detected in Italian who Met with Russian Spy
11:23-4 Woman Gets 30 Year Sentence for Fatal Beating of Daughter
11:31-2 outside.in com
11:33-5 restaurantgirl.com
11:35-6 So This Manatee Walks into the Internet
11:36-8 Socratic Dialogue Gives Way to Powerpoint
10:29-32 Bricks or Professors? A University’s Choice
10:32-6 Slater Bradley don't let me disappear
11:13-16 These Services Make Backing Up Your Files Safe and Inexpensive  Mozy Carbonite
11:17-22 What Color is Your Poinsetta
11:22-4 Clash of the Gift Wrappers
11:24 Batter Jump Starters without the Cables
11:29 O Christmas Tree How Costly are your branches?
11:34-6 Digital Cameras Get Flashy
11:36-40 Philips Pushes Energy Saving Bulbs Why this Bright Idea is a Hard Sell
11:54 HIV Risk Halved by Circumscision US Agency Finds
11:54 Small Town Judge’s Personal Justice Stirs Concern
11:58-07 Study Questions Colonoscopy Effectiveness
12:08-10 WSJ Old Year’s Resolutions
12:12 A Subject Predicated on Good Gramma Sister Bernadette’s Barking Dog

Friday, December 15, 2006

11:42-6 HOME OFFICE NYER Blighted
11:42-9 acquisition.com lilly allen artic monkeys rachel fuller goldfrapp

3:19-21 Protectors Too Gather Profits from ID Theft
3:21-7 Water Bills are So Flawed City Can’t Collect Millions
3:28-34 In New Twist on Tuition Game, Popularity Rises with the Price
3:34-8 WSJ When Celebrities Fear Sting of Publicity Whom Do They Call?
3:45-9 With Strokes, Knowledge is a Lifesaver
3:49-For Getting Baby to Sleep, Sticking to a Plan is What Counts

5:45-6 wikipedia “david hume”
5:47-55 plato.stanford.edu “david hume”
Saturday, December 16, 2006

8:42-6 LIVING ROOM NYT The DJ Who Moves the Movers and the Shakers

Sunday, December 17, 2006

8:47-9 LIVING ROOM NYT Late in Life Finding a Bonanza in Life Insurance
8:12-14 SUBWAY NYT MAG The Year in Ideas
9:36-9 David Kallick and Elizabeth Dyssegaard’s APT Chinese America

Monday, December 18, 2006

10:40-54 LIVING ROOM WSH The Atlas of the New Money
10:56-11 New Last Minute Tax Cuts

8:43-6 google “guy de cointet”

10:42-11:59 ebay “danish modern” child’s chair creative playthings eva zeisel russel wright dansk flatware dansk ihq jhq dansk teak ititala richard hutten matali crasset droog marcel wanders hackmann

Tuesday, December 19, 2006

12:12:24 LIVING ROOM NYT Brands for the Chattering Masses
12:21-4 A Mouse on a Mission in the Document Maze
12:34-5 High Schools Crack Down: Dance Nice or Not at All
12:35 Plan to Raze Home Prompts Belated Outcry
12:45 A Push for Affordable Housing
12:48-50 Rarely Win at Trivial Pursuit: Embassy Door Opens
12:59-07 The Mathematician as Shape Shifter
1:10-12 How Profits Launch from Platforms Invisible Engines
1:12 This is Your Brain on a Strong Brand: MRI’s Show Even Insurers Can Excite
1:18-24 Eyeing a Billion Tea Drinkers Starbucks Pours it On In China
1:15-16 When Marketers See Double
1:22-4 Protecting the Private Side of Yoko Ono’s Life
1:25-6 Black White and Read all Over

2:59-01 wikipedia phenotype richard dawkins

Wednesday, December 20, 2006

7:42-6 New Dispute Over Firing of Publisher
7:46-50 Provocative Retail Chain is Acquired
7:48 Ebay is Expected to Close its Auction Site in China

5:14-19 ANDREW SCHMID DDS NYT To Do List: Wrap Gifts: Have Baby
7:02-7 SUBWAY Napa Sparkle to Make a French Nose Twitch
8:42-4 HOME OFFICE Lunch Menu: d’Amato, Koch, Clinton, ’08
8:48-50 WSJ Exotic Markets Survival Guide
8:52 NYT Architects Honor Vietnam Memorial

12:00-2 WSJ In Great Britain Fish Culture Clash: To Eat or Release
12:08-10 Leftist Politics Scampers Through Paris on Playful Paws The Case of the Grinning Cat Chris Marker
12:11-11 A Plague Infects the Land as Passion Vexes Hearts The Painted Veil
12:12 Fanfare for the City Ham

Thursday, December 21, 2006

Friday, December 22, 2006

LIVING ROOM NYT Path Tunnels Said to be Vulnerable from Bombing

Saturday, December 23, 2006
9:01-3 LIVING ROOM NYTBR The Lost Boy What is the What

7:21-9 SUBWAY NYT The Year in Culture Film Here’s to the Ambitious and the Altman’s Pan’s Labyrinth L’Enfant Little Miss Sunshine Three Times Little Children The Aura Marie Antoinette Ahalf Nelson The Queen

8:28-36 HOME OFFICE NYT Rebrand Us Every One
8:36-47 pentagram.com .mas

Saturday, December 23, 2006

9:16-18 LIVING ROOM NYT Driver in Brooklyn Shot after a Confrontation
9:18-20 Money Just Doesn’t Buy Fun the Way It Used to, an Expert in the Field Contends
9:20-1 Kelly Asks to See Report on Tunnel Security as Pataki Urges Action by Port Authority
9:27-9 A Reprieve in Connecticut for a Large Modernist House
9:26-31 LIVING ROOM Many Lads, But No Arrests in Killing of Four Prostitutes

Sunday, December 24, 2006

Monday, December 25, 2006

11:10-12 LIVING ROOM NYT The Agent of her Own Unravelling

Tuesday, December 26, 2006

10:35-51 LIVING ROOM NYT After Years of Agony, Death Turns Assaults into Homicides
10:54-5 Behind a Kind Gesture, a Mother’s Story
11 Devious Butterflies, Ful-Throated Frogs and Other Liars
11:21-30 Nanny Hunt Can be a Slap in the Face for Blacks
Wednesday, December 27, 2006

3:20-32 HOME OFFICE google.com johanna burton cheyney thompson janet ozzard google.com
3:32-6 mediabistro.com Janet Ozzard
3:37-44 andrewkreps.com “cheyney thompson” quelques aspects de l’art Bourgeois: La Non-Intervention Press Release
3:44-49 janwinckelman.com “matthew brannon”
5:12-15 A Death in the Family

Thursday, December 28, 2006

10:31-6 LIVING ROOM NYT Invitation to a Showdown
10:39-49 Quick, Do you Know your BMI?
10:48 A Modernist Icon Translated as a Chiar Pavilion Chair
10:49 Because Toddler Arent The Only Ones Who Break Things
11:03-10 High Design Makeover for an Old Italian Firm
11:11-12 Alessi Extra Ordinary Christmas
11:45-9 Children of Differing Visions 11:49-58 Gowns Hair Spray and the Texas Dip: Debutante Season

Friday, December 29, 2006

12:39-40 cnn.com Bill Miller’s Streak of Beating the Market Comes to an End

Saturday, December 30, 2006

625-9 BATHROOM Is it Design? Art? Or Just a Dutch Joke?

Monday, January 1, 2007
8:33-7 LIVING ROOM NYT From Father To Son, Last Words to Live By
11:20 SUV Kills Boxer 28 In a Dispute Outside a Bar
11:25-8 Wave of Development, Cleared for Takeoff 11:22- Like it Or Not, City’s Lack of Snow is a Rarity
11:24-7 In Los Angeles Trying to Atone for Water Sins
11:32-7 Another Grim Milestone for US
11:41 US Questioned Iraq on the Rush to Hang Hussein

Tuesday, January 2, 2007

12:12-36 writerresponsetheory.org Excel and artbooks: the daily drawings of Danielle Aubert
1:15-35 dextersinister.org

Wednesday, January 3, 2007

3:35-58 LIVING ROOM Bruno Latour We Have Never Been Modern 9 pages
7:46-56 SUBWAY Bruno Latour We Have Never Been Modern 2 pages

Thursday, January 4, 2007

10:21-6 LIVING ROOM NYT Ancient Messages, Hidden in a Dusty Bottle from Long Ago
10:37-8 Soho Bounces Back as a Fashion Center
10:40 MOMA to Gain Exhibition Space by Selling Adjacent Lot for $125 Million

12:47 VILLAGE VOICE The Village Voice Film Guide 2006
12:48-52 Music and Food? The Pros Step in
1:01 A Man Down, a Train Arriving, and a Stranger Makes a Choice
1:01-12 A Surprising Secret to a Long Life: Stay in School
1:12-18 Google Answer to filling Jobs is an Algorithm
1:20-4 A Princeton Maverick Succumbs to a Cultural Shift
1:24-5 Home Prices Fall Just a Bit; Brokers See Soft Landing
3:21-5:23 Latour We Have Never Been Modern 21 pages
10:45 HOME OFFICE For Budget Minded Hipsters, Rooms that Economize on
Space
10:46 A Bar Stool that Can Disappear Inside or Out
10:46-8 Room to Improve My Kitchen Cabinets are Scuffed Should I repair or
Replace them?
10:56 A ThinkPad Tablet Tries to Find its Place in the Sun
10:57-11:45 Eric Laurier and Chris Philo x-Morphising: review essay of Bruno
Latour’s Aramis, or the Love of Technology 9 pages

Friday, January 5, 2007

9:50-8 LIVING ROOM NYT Construction Worker one Day, Subway Hero the
Next
9:58-9 Jurors in Drunken Driver Trial May be Queried on Verdict
10:16-19 With Ad Deal, Insurer Wades into Bridge Traffic
10:20-3 The Building that Wouldn’t Go Away
10:24-6 In Shift, Director for Intelligence in State Dept Post
10:27-9 The Ugly Death of Saddam Hussein
10:29-31 WSJ Find it On the Web Watch it On Tv
10:32 Flat Panel TV Jam
10:34-8 Pursuing a Tractor, Mr Gall Recovers His Family’s Past
10:39-40 Making the Most of 2007’s Tax Breaks
1:50-544 Laurier and Philo x-Morphising Bruno Latour Whare are the Missing
Masses? Sociology of a door.
5:44-6:01 Charles Bernstein Girly Man
8:35-8 google.com seth price
8:38-9 distributed history.com “print”
8:39-40 freepatentonline.com Using distributed history files in synchronizing
databases
9:10-12 onestarpress.com
9:45-6 NYT Burgeoning Geometries
9:46 Ivan Navarro
9:49-52 Looking for the Next Google
9:50 powerset.com
9:52 Something Wiki is Coming to the Web Search Market
9:57 wikipedia "serena altschul"
10:10- In World of politics Clinton Adviser Stays in Shadows

Saturday, January 6, 2006

8:25-7 LIVING ROOM NYT First Baby of 2007? Toy Chain’s Prize Runs Afoul of the Immigration Issue
8:27-9 Camera Sees Officer Fishing for Restaurant’s Lobster, Authorities Say

Sunday, January 7, 2006

10:44-6 DINING ROOM NYT As Prices Rise, Housing Groups Face the Need to Alter Tactics
1:46 A Pretend Web Romance, then a Real-Life Murder
10:46-8 Sizing up Snowfalls or their Absence
10:48-9 In Reversal, Toys R Us to Give 3 Prizes for First Baby in 2007
10:50-6 A Father’s Grief, A Father’s Rage
11:02-5 The Imperial Presidency 2.0
11:08-12 Attack of the Zombie Computers
11:12 Breakfast is Late so Business is Good
11:15 Playlist Pop Ambient 2007 Laura Gibson

Monday, January 8, 2007
11:05 HOME OFFICE NYT With Mild Winter, the City Revists Fall Fashion and the Record Books
11:21-4 NYTBR Postcards from the Edge The Goldfish Went on Vacation
11:25-6 Overabundance
11:27-31 How I spent my Summer Vacation: Now a Major Motionless Book
11:31 What’s Online Copyrights and Congress
12:02 WSJ Egyptian Girl Dies of Bird Flu
12:06-10 Remain
Silent? Some in Custody Spell it All Out

Tuesday, January 9, 2007

9:42-10:01 LIVING ROOM NYTMAG Knowing Noreen
10:01 Retronyms

10:32-41 SUBWAY Bruno Latour Where are the Missing Masses? Sociology of a Door 4 pages

11:28-9 LIVING ROOM WSJ Doctor’s Orders Ways to Work Exercise into a Busy Day
11:34 Using Accupuncture to Ease Chronic Pain
11:34 The Best Funds of 2006
11:37-40 The Continuing Saga of Everyman’s Library
11:42-5 Great Expectations Juice up Apple’s Trade Show
11:45-8 Business School Shortage: Professors
12:01-4 NYT Democrats Push for Changes to No Child Left Behind Law
12:02 Where they Stand on Iraq
12:07-8 All is Not so Bad in the State of Denmark
12:07-10 Always Revealing, Human Skin is an Anthropologist’s Map
12:17-20 Momofuku Ando, 96, Dies; Invented Instant Ramen
12:33-7 Elder Care Costs Deplete Savings of a Generation
12:50-3 Shares Bought in the Dark

180
Wednesday, January 10, 2007

1:27-34 SUBWAY NYT Inside an Empire, the Power Shifts
1:34 To Find Hotter Funds Go with the Winners and the Losers
1:35 Flavored with Flame and Stone
1:34-7 WSJ The Tax Hit You may Not See
1:37-9 Apples Iphone: is it Worth It
1:49-50 BETH ISRAEL 114th STREET After Years of Effort Voice Recognition is Starting to Work
2:12-14 SUBWAY VILLAGE VOICE Power Professionalism and Perversity: the 2006 Art Scene

Thursday, January 11, 2007

11:12-16 LIVING ROOM NYT What is the Best Way to Clean Leather
11:16 New Vacuum Promises Power without Heft
11:17 Residential Sales
11:21-4:42 Shierry Webern Nicholsen Exact Imagination, Late Work on Adorno’s Aesthetics 45 pages
3:21-4:21 Walter Benjamin A Little History of Photography

4:32-5:43 Roland Barthes Camera Lucida
5:54-9 Kasia Houlihand RB’s Camera Lucida

11:09 HOME OFFICE Critical Shopper A Whole Lot of Thinking Going on Various Projects

Friday, January 12, 2007

2:47-3:10 HOME OFFICE David Porush The Soft Machine 23 pages
3:10-14 William Burroughs Naked Lunch 12 pages

8:45-9:12 Bruno Latour The Power of Facsimiles A Turing Test on Science and Literature
9:12 wikipedia Burroughs Calvino
9:12-34 Italo Calvino If On A Winter’s Night 2 pages Invisible Cities 2 pages
9:39 stanford encyclopedia of philosophy “alan turing”
9:48 wikipedia oracle machine turing test turing

Saturday, January 13, 2007

7:48-9 LIVING ROOM WSJ Wielding Knives and Homing Office Teamwork Skills
8:12-14 BTW, if you need info about C4ISR Read this ASAP
8:14-18 Why you shouldn’t feel sorry for Michele Wie

Sunday, January 14, 2007
8:12-14 MOM’s HOUSE NYT Come to our Club or Not Whatever
8:14-16 Vows Rebecca Whitney David Mandel

Monday, January 15, 2007

11:12-16 NJTRANSIT Mark Wigley Network Fever 2 pages
Tuesday, January 16, 2007

11:42-42 HOME OFFICE Martin Jay Downcast Eyes The Denigration of Vision in twentieth century French thought chapter 5 Sartre-Merleau Ponty and the Search for a New Ontology of Sight” Margaret Coehn Profane Illumination 4 pages

7:43-59 Second Hanging Also Went Awry, Iraq Tape Shows
7:59 Buyers Scarce Many Condos are For Rent

8:23-53 readerofdepressingbooks.blogspot.com tao lin
8:54-7 And for the Best on the Red Carpet
8:57 Bollywood Romance
8:58 The Golden Globe Awards
10:43-11:10 tao lin
11:29-40 melvillehousepublishing.com

Wednesday, January 17, 2007

2:10-12 SUBWAYWSJ Cutting your Capital Gains Tax Bill to Zero
2:12 Now A Chicken in Black
2:13 Yes Tofu Yes Dessert and Yes Hell’s Kitchen
4:42-5 BETH ISRAEL TIME OUT New York Critics
5:11-19 SUBWAY Richard Posner the Little Book of Plagiarism 8 pages
9:14-21 Richard Posner The Little Book 12 pages
Thursday, January 18, 2007

10:40 LIVING ROOM NYT A Muscular Design in Marble: Pull up a Chair. Now Pull Harder
10:42 Taking Power, Sharing Cereal
10:45-6 Gracious Home Ad Electrolux Vacuums
10:45-6 Brooklyn Artist, Held Hostage, is Beaten to Death
10:47-9 Antiques Dealer Sues to Bar Homeless from Sidewalk
10:49-51 Death 31 Years After Shooting Leads to a Murder Indictment
11:05-7 With arrest of DJ Drama, The Law Takes Aim at Mixtapes
12:15-20 Purging Bloat to Fashion Sleek Software
12:22-3 Supermodel Pleads Guilty to Hurling P Hone at Maid
12:25 What $1.2 Trillion Can Buy
12:56-7 HOME OFFICE WSJ Despite Slow Start to 2007 Overseas Shares May Pick Up
1:26-7 Killer Tries to Make Abortion the Issue
1:56-2:08 NYT Out of Bounds Within Limits
3:21-5:45 Posner A Little Book of Plagiarism 90 pages

Friday, January 19, 2007

10:29-32 LIVING ROOM NYT When the People Make a Case That a Man Deserves to Die
10:32-3 Courtroom Brought to Tears By Slain Detective’s Widow
10:35-48 Ordeal by Appliance: Weekend Home Tales

4:10-11 google.com “dash snow” “ryan mcginley”
4:11-17 dashsnow.com
4:17-21 ryanmcginley.com
Saturday, January 20, 2007

8:12-15 LIVING ROOM NYT The Home that You Can’t Call Your Own
9:35-40 ANDREW SCHMID DDS Town and Country
10:29-32 SUBWAY NYT

Sunday, January 21, 2007

7:57-9 LIVING ROOM NYT The Sound and the Fury
7:59-8 Stroke and Scram
8-12 VOWS
10:21-5 Psycho Analyst False Self Linda Hopkins
10:25 Lonely Hearts They Call me Naughty Lola
10:26-7 The Measured American

Monday, January 22, 2007

2:01 HOME OFFICE freeculture.org “Nelson to Speak on Monday”
2:11-27 legalaffairs.org lawrence lessig “how I lost the big one”
2:27-32 washingtonmonthly.com Patent absurdity Godon Silverstein
3:30-7 the becker-posner blog

Tuesday, January 23, 2007

11:25-12 LIVING ROOM NYT Making Sense of Time, Earthbound and Otherwise
12:01-3 Eye on the Sky
12:03-15 Do You Believe in Magic
12:17-19 An Old Remedy is New Again
Wednesday, January 24, 2006

11:43-7 LIVING ROOM NYT Barons Before Bedtime
11:48 Stand in the Place Where You Work
11:49 Residential Sales

Thursday, January 25, 2006

8:23-9:12 Temporary Urban Spaces 32 pages

Friday, January 26, 2007

10:35-6 LIVING ROOM NYT Bloggers Take on Radio Hosts
10:36 Boys and Girls Use Social Sites Differently
10:40-5 As Time Inc Cuts Jobs, One Writer on Britney May Have to do
11:35-42 You May Kiss the Chef’s Napkin Ring
11:45-6 Dear Graydon
11:47-12 As Her World Turns, Lonelygirl15 Sees New Thrill
12:03-7 Biotech Psoriasis Drugs Hit a Cost Ceiling
12:07-20 Once at Cotillions Now Reshaping the Cityscape
12:20-36 Anywhere the Eye Can See, It’s Now Likely to See an Ad
12:39-40 The Shifting Business of Renting Movies byt eh Disc or Click
12:42-56 Some Complain of Class Divide in Chinese American’s Charity
12:56-1 An Unthinkable Crime Till Someone Thought of it
1:01-4 Cracking Down on Mixtape CDs
1:07-10 Tennessee Court Orders Return of Girl, 7, to Biological Parents
1:10-12 Bogus Reporter is Real Mets Fan, Is Punished for Faking Press Pass

Saturday, January 27, 2007

7:47-9 LIVING ROOM NYT More Rumors About His Party Than His Deals
10:12-14 A Guest Encounters Happiness, And a Bit of Babyland
10:15-17 Up These Stairs You Walk with Keith Haring
10:17-20 Best Seller Big Bang: When Words Started Off to Market
1:30-6 WSJ All the Right Moves Walter Tevis the Queens Gambit
1:37-42 How Match.com Found Love Among Boomers
1:42 NYT Williams Shocks Sharapova to Win in Australia

4:25-9 Richard Ohmann Selling Culture 12 pages
7:10-17 SUBWAY NYTBR Hart Crane’s Bridge to Nowhere

Sunday, January 28, 2007

8:32-5 LIVING ROOM Not Ready to Wind Down
8:35-7 Vows
8:37-9 Williams Routs Sharapova to Finish Comeback
9:47-50 After Times of Grief and Doubt, A Tennis Ace us Hungry Again
10:31-2 Tech Stocks are Back with Caveats

10:32-7 24 Rolls of Toilet Paper, a Tub of Salsa and a Plasma TV
10:51-4 WSJ The New Blackberry Addicts
11:10-17 Rehabilitating Robert Moses
11:17-19 Lucinda Williams Playlist Dorfmeister: Los Madrid

Monday, January 29, 2007
10:01-8 KITCHEN NYT With a Trademark in its Pocket, Levi’s Turns to Suing its Rivals
10:09-17 LIVING ROOM WSJ Can a Re-Engineered Kleenex Cure a Brand’s Sniffles
10:42-4 The Prince, in the City, Dribbles and Scores
10:47-9 Friends Proclaim Innocence of Actor Going on Trial in Dancer’s Killing
10:49 Hollywood Monster Rampage Art Vs Egos
10:49 Girl’s Friendship: Renewed Choreographically

5:02 BATHROOM NYMAG Blinded by Whitney’s Light
5:02-11 Even Bitches Have Feelings

10:40-6 NYT Courts Turn to Wikipedia, But Selectively

Tuesday, January 30, 2007

12:34-7 HOME OFFICE wikipedia “charles dickens”
12:37- 1:13 Steven Marcus Dickens from Pickwick to Dombey chapter 1
1:21-4:21 Richard Ohmann Selling Culture Tan Lin Wikinovel Theory and Practice of Good Cooking Ambient Stylistics

4:37-51 LIVING ROOM Artforum Miranda July 1000 Words
4:51-3 Frances Richard Cheyney Thompson
4:53-5 Martin Herbert Pablo Bronstein
5:01-9 Facts and Fiction Franco Moretti the Novel Volume 1 Volume 2
6:10-15 Jonathan Arac Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 15 pages

Wednesday, January 31, 2006

7:11-14 STRAND BOOK STORE Ben Marcus Notable American Women 2 pages
Thursday, February 1, 2007

10:20-11:11 Fredric Jameson Postmodernism and Consumer Society Postmodern American Fiction A Northon Anthology
2:22-32 HOME OFFICE CABINET MAG Measure for Measure: An Interview with Anne Chaka
2:32 Greg Jones Make Model Mark
2:33-5 Shadowplay: Four Artist Projects
2:55-3:27 Lytle Shaw Plotto’s Pharmacy Tan Lin ditto
3:32 Jonathan Beller Paying Attention
3:33 touchstonelive.org
4:10 google.com “aizen lin” “attention theory of value”

Friday, February 2, 2007

11:21-2:54 HOME OFFICE Jonathan Flatley chapter 2 “affective mapping” glossary of affect 52 pages
4:33-9 readerofdepressingbooks.com
4:39 lulu.com Noah Cicero Treatise Preview
4:40 welcome to the social zune.net welcome to zune Love is in the air duets are better than solo acts music vido radio wickedg Gill Open Book Capture/Release
4:41 largeheartedboy.com
4:44-8 amazon.com Camera Obscura Let’s Get Out of this Country Come Back Margaret Dory Previn The False Contender If Looks Could Kill I Need all the Friends I can Get Razle Dazzle Rose Scott Indie Pop Yo La Tengo I Am Not Afraid of You and I will Beat your Ass Sometimes I don’t Get you The Room Got
Heavy Mr Tough Black Flowers The Race is On Again Waatch Out for Me Ronnia
The Wearkerst Part Song for Mahila
Point and Shoot The Story of Yo La Tengo

9:27-30 Girl Leaves Girl, Meets Boy and Then Meets Boy’s Girl Puccini for Beginners
9:33-6 Warhol’s Anointed Starlet, Drowning in the Glitterati
9:37 Dark Days Follow for hard Hitting Career in NFL

Saturday, February 3, 2007

8:11:25 Sanneh Playlist Sophie Ellis-Bextor Linda Sundblad 20-7 35-8 LIVING ROOM NYT Young Buyers, Prepared and Fearless
11:01-11 NYTMAG Brew Tube
11:14-23 NYT The Case of the Missing Moviemakers
11:25 NYT MAG On The Run Questions for Bill Richardson
11:25 To Focus on Race Sometimes you Focus on the Explorer
11:26 Simpson Transcript Describes Murder
11:27-9 Science Panel Says Global Warming is Unequivocal
11:30-1 NYTBR American Dream Deferred Man Gone Down
11:57-9 Cellphone Envy Lays Motorola Low

Sunday, February 4, 2007

8:07-12 LIVING ROOM NYT Sharp Bites
8:12-17 11:19-20 Gimme Tax Shelter
10:51-6 Developers Set to Make Far Wes Side Much Taller
10:47-51 A Moment in Court and Impact That Lingers
10:52-4 Clubgoer Dies in Fall Down Elevator Shaft
11:06-10 Second Story Story
11:01 For a Gang of Exiles Not just any Dive Will Do
11:22-8 Smokestacks in a White Wilderness Divide a Development Debate
The Complex, Contradictory Robert Moses

Monday, February 5, 2007

10:21-4 LIVING ROOM Roy Kuhlmann Dies at 83, Designer for Grove Press

11:08-13 HOME OFFICE For 9/11 Families New Sorrow in Fight Over Grandchildren

11:18 WSJ How to Protect Your Private Information NYER Cartoon On The Internet No One Knows You’re A Dog

11:49-51 Help, We’re Drowning in a Sea of Shows

11:51-3 Young Designers Go for a Grown up American Look Alice Roi

11:57-8 Koons Plans Dangling Engine (Smokin)

11:59 Five Women Sentenced to a Horrible Fate: Domesticity Arlington Park Rachel Cusk

12:15-22 BOOKFORUM Boxcars, Shostakovich, and the Poort William T. Vollmann Talks with Bookforum

12:22-5 wikipedia William Vollmann

12:25-7 Detectives’ Killer Breaks Windows in Jail

Tuesday, February 6, 2007

4:54-5:54 HOME OFFICE NYT Daunted by the Subway? Try it in a Wheelchair

5:56- Life of Renowned Length Comes to a Close at 114

10:15-55 amazon.com the dead beat thievery corporation vito acconci gregory volk ereland oye

12:25-7 Detectives’ Killer Breaks Windows in Jail
Wednesday, February 7, 2007

9:20-10:50 HOTEL INTERCONTINENTAL. Thomas Beller Numismatics of the
Suensual, Calculs of the Image: The Pyrotechnics of Control Marie Laure Ryan
On Defining Narrative Media Image and Narrative

Thursday, February 8, 2007

10:53-8 LIVING ROOM NYT Homeless man Found a Place on East 21st
11:11-7 The New Immigrant Dream: Arepas as Common as Bagels
11:29-12:03 Drawing Lines Across the Sand
12:04-10 How Do e See Red? Count the Ways
12:14-52 A Small Part of the Brain and its Profound Effects
12:56-9 After Okuce Search Angels Brace for Fight1:01-2 A Nashville Near Star
Downsizing for a Night
1:02-5 Arts Groups Seek Plums in a New Budget Pie

Friday, February 9, 2007

12:25-31 HOME OFFICE NYT Overseas Calls Made Cheap if not Easy
12:32- Hoaxes and Heteronymity: An Interview with Kent Johnson
12:37-40 amazon.com "stewart home" wikipedia “neoist”
12:40-8 “elective affinities” http://www.thing.de/projekte/7.9%23/affinities.html
12:53 luther blisset

Saturday, February 10, 2007

7:54-7 LIVING ROOM NYTMAG Letters Unhappy Meals
9:43-9 The Restaurant Mogul’s Retreat
5:23-7 netflix candy somersault little miss sunshine cavite red lights
5:32-40 HOME OFFICE NYT After 371 Years, Harvard Plans to Name First Female President
5:40-5 After 28 Years, Princeton Loses ESP Lab, to the Relief of Some
5:45-7 TV Official Quits Over Ad Stunt
5:48 shopping.com lite brite toys
7:54-9:02 nytimes.com “real estate”
10:22-5 and baby breaks the budget

9:17-24 Failure to show, a crime in itself, has day in court
9:31-2 NYTBR Web of Spies The Unbinding
9:32-4 The Man Show Us Guys
9:37 Forget Gimmicks Buyers Want Numbers
9:38-43 Why Did we watch: the answer isn’t pretty
9:43-7 Brimming from a Ray of Light, the Glare of Elusiveness
10:13-15 NYTBR Fear Itself Wish I could Be Here
10:19-29 davidlehre.com Myspace the Movie
10:38-41 A Brutal Sport is Having Its Day Again in Russia
10:42 Judge Imposes Death in Murder of North Dakota Student
10:46 google.com dru sjodin
10:48-9 In a Buttoned up Frame of mind anna sui Maria Cornejo Proenza Schouler
10:55 Confessing my sins in a banner ad
11:01 If Leonardo had made toys
11:05 youtube wowwee’s dragonfly filmed at half speed
11:08-10 what they design real womean wear

Sunday, February 11, 2007

8:47-02 LIVING ROOM NYT Murder They Wrote
9:02-4 On the Street Customer is Always Right
6:13-16 DINING ROOM Winning a Jackpot, Facing the Ultimate Loss
6:19-20 Long Treated as Volunteers tips Only Supermarket Baggers Take up Fight for Hourly Wage
6:21-4 Michael Hurson, 65, Artist with a Whimsical Streak, Is Dead
6:25-9 Noir Lite: Beer’s Good Time Humor Turns Black
6:31-2 Four Reasons for Your Portfolio to See thee World
6:34-7 Off to the Audit Shoebox in Hand
6:37-43 Keep Your Priorities Straight, but Factor in Taxes
6:43-9 A Guide to the Gift Tax for the Very Generous
6:49-53 Tax Help Software: Two Test Drives

10:45-53 HOME OFFICE Once Around the Block, James, and Pick Me Up After My Nap
10:54-11 At Libby Trial Russert of NBC Gives and Gets

11:11-13 You’re Cool but can you swing the rent
11:17 WSJ Hollywood Hires Bloggers
11:18-19 Here’s a Tip Ignore Advice on Sector Moves
11:25-35 Posing as Family, Sex Offenders Stun Schools and the Neighbors
11:50-4 What they Keep for Love

Tuesday, February 13, 2007

10:10-12 LIVING ROOM WSJ London Parents Scramble for Edge in Preschool Wars
10:13-27 Nobody’s Home
10:27-11:29 Say it With Text
11:29-31 Googling Dad’s Assets
11:43-5 Market Full of Posies Flower Confidential
11:45 A Runway A Makeup Artist Gets her big Break
11:46-51 US Air Marshall Service Navigates Turbulent Times
11:59 EMI Mulls Lifting Online Music Restriction
12 Playboy Archives Go Digital
12:05 Spit’s Out as Beijing Primps for the Olympics
12:06 NYT Across the Great Divide: Investigating Links Between Personality and Politics
12:17-52 Big Media’s Crush on Social Networking
12:50-8 Testimony in Libby Trial Would Carry High Risk 12:53-5 Reining in Desires Proves Complex at Best
12:58 Disaffection, Manifestoes, and Plenty of Originality Brian Reyes, Daryl K, VPL
12:58-02 The No Name Brand Behind the Latest Flat Panel Price War
1:03-8 Home Depot Taps the Weepy Part of Reality TV
1:08-12 Intel Prototype May Herald a New Age of Processing
1:12-15 French Contender Makes her Presidential Case
1:29 WSJ How to Prevent Airline Miles from Vanishing

3:10-13 HOME OFFICE NYT Wizardry at Harvard: Physicists Move Light
3:15- http://www.deas.harvard.edu/haulab/

Wednesday, February 14, 2007

10:47-50 LIVING ROOM NYT A Film Festival as a Showcase for the Wacky, the Naughty and the Oh So Deep

Thursday, February 15, 2007

LIVING ROOM WSJ 9:25-39 Heartwarming Soccer Story Kicks Off Hollywood Fight
9:26-8 Investors Take Heed The Bond Market is a Muddled Affair
9:55-7 The Miniaturization of Projectors
9:55-02 Achools Act to SAHort Circuit Spread of Cyver Bullying
10:05-8 A New Push to Put a PC in the Kitchen
10:07-11 Doctors Learn to Say I’m Sorry
10:15 Life after Loss: Lessons from three Who Survived
10:17 New Flourescent Light Bulbs Aim for More natural Look
10:21-3 Goole Defeat in Europe May Spur Other Lawsuits
10:25-6 How Good are Zillow’s Estimates
10:32-5 Libby and Chenyney Will Not Testify Says Defense
10:37-40 Sperm Donor Ends His Anonymity
10:44-5 Gunman Kills 3 Members of Investment Firm and Himself
10:45 IN A Case of Space, The Falcon Has Flown Again
10:48-50 Google Said to Violate Copyright Laws

11:12-2:20 Joan Didion the Year of Magical Thinking 89 pages
11:25-46 By Wine Besotted: A Fantasy Fulfilled
11:37-9 After Killing, Suspect’s Calls Stopped, Prosecutor Says
11:43-4 3.5 Million Dollar Ticket May Fade to 0.00
11:47-12:05 So Naughty So Nice Red Velvet Cake
12:05 He Cooks She Stews It’s Love
4:22-5 HOME OFFICE NYT The Turntables that Transform Vinyl
5:30 http://jdeanicite.typepad.com/i_cite/badiou/index.html badiou buzz
5:30-40 wikipedia badiou
5:44-49 killfee.net quintana roo dunne

Friday, February 16, 2007

9:53-9 LIVING ROOM NYT Think Small
9:59- Jury Convicts Actor In Killing of Dancer, 21

9:37-53 yahoofinance.com “speculate”
Saturday, February 17, 2007

3:22-5 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Diary/Blog
3:25-9 Mayor Relents, Forgiving Tickets on Iced In Cars

Sunday, February 18, 2007

1:43-9 HOME OFFICE email
8:37-41 interportchicago.com

Monday, February 19, 2007

8:11-18 HOME OFFICE NYT Do They Still Want Their MTV? interstitial content
disintegration of mass
8:18-25 New Weapon in Web War Over Piracy
8:31-6 What Surrounds A Legend? A 3000 Pound Gild Frame
8:45-57 In Twist for High School Wrestlers, Girl Flips Boy
9:07-13 Deal Ends Case Against Ono’s Chauffeur
10:23-26 Donors Sweetened Director’s Pay at MOMA Prompting Questions
11:02-4 Psst! Ask for Donor 1913

Tuesday, February 20, 2007

9:17-26 DINING ROOM NYT In the World of Life-Saving Drugs, a Growing
Epidemic of Deadly Fakes
9:26-33 Battling Epilepsy and its Stigma

9:44-51 HOME OFFICE Build-Free Pollution. Or is It?
9:56-9 Avoiding and Audit: It’s All in the Details
9:59:02 3 Climbers and a Dog are Rescued after a Fall
10:04-6 After a Rampage, Trying to Grasp What Led a Son to Kill
10:15-18 Viewers Fast Forwarding Past Ads? Not Always
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10:20-2 1000 Dogs and Cats Killed at Shelter
10:25 Cold Case Classics: Cars Stolen Long Ago Find Their Way Back

Wednesday, February 21, 2006

2:12-3:15 Jonathan Flatley ms. Freud on Melancholia and Loss Shadow and Precipitate Transference or Affects in Psycholanalysis

Thursday, February 22, 2007

12:42-8 LIVING ROOM NYT For Youths, Grim Tour on Magazine Crews
12:48 Shielding the Powerful
1:13-18 After 9/11, More Find Medical Help
1:18-19 W A History Department Bans Citing Wikipedia as a Research Source
1:19-21 In Milan Raf Simons Sends a Message to Paris
1:31-5 Present at an Empires Corrupted Birth
1:35-40 Colorful Photographs of the Inanimate That Run the Alphabetical Gamut
1:38-2:01 When Meals Played the Muse
2:04 More than Just a Sequel to a Noodle Bar Momofuku Ssam Bar
8:45-8 katygrannon.com

Friday, February, 23, 2007

Saturday, February 24, 2007

Sunday, February 25, 2007

8:12-9:10 LIVING ROOM njcu.edu SBR application
Monday, February, 26, 2007

Tuesday, February, 27, 2007

12:10-2:11 nea.com Grants to Individuals Literature Fiction Tan Lin Logo Novel
Music excerpt from Wikinovel Ambient Stylistics

11:21-12:02 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Alain Ducasse excerpt from Wikinovel

Wednesday, February 28, 2007

7:15-7:45 NYU TORCH CLUB Tan Lin Alain Ducasse excerpt from Wikinovel
Controlled Vocabularies

Thursday, March 1, 2007

12:31-3 yahoofinance.com speculate
12:33-5 2 emails
12:33-5 HOME OFFICE msn.com Forbes Lists Hollywood’s Richest Young Stars
10 Women who Make Us Cringe Britney Spears Lindsay Lohan Marabel Morgan
Caitlin Flanagan Sheila Jeffreys Bratz Dolls Phylis Schafly Ann Coulter Linda Hirshman Paris Hilton

12:54-510 Amazing Women You’ve Never Heard Of An Eldon
12:55-6 wikipedia “dan eldon” “Jon turteltaub” google.com

Friday, March 2, 2007

11:12-1:21 nea.com Grants to Individuals Literature Fiction Tan Lin Logo Novel
Music excerpt from Wikinovel Ambient Stylistics

Saturday, March 3, 2007

7:54-7 LIVING ROOM NYT Visions That Flaunt Cartoon Pedigrees
4:26-31 SUBWAY WSJ Avoiding New Risks in your Portfolio

Sunday, March 4, 2007

2:20-3 LIVING ROOM US Reviewing Safety of Children’s Cough Drugs
10:37-9 HOME OFFICE Killing Highlights Risk of Selling Marijuana, Even Legally
11:10-17 Long Iraq Tours Can Make Home a Trying Front

Monday, March 5, 2007

7:10-19 yahoofinance.com speculate maya watch list 1

Tuesday, March 6, 2007

2:05-10 HOME OFFICE nytimes.com Libby Guilty of Lying in CIA Leak Case
2:10-17 yahoofinance.com

Wednesday, March 7, 2007

4:22- HOME OFFICE yahoofinance.com
4:23-5 The best and worst 529 Savings Plans
4:25-33 savingforcollege.com Intro to 529 Plans

Thursday, March 8, 2007
11:01-2 LIVING ROOM NYT Downhill in a Front Row Seat
11:02-5 How to Bottle a Generation
11:10-12 Our Lives Put on DVD’s with Ease
11:14-17 The Hard Drive as Eye Candy
11:18 For Bluetooth Headset, That This Century Look
11:19 A Palm Size DVD Camcorder and a Handful of Ambition
11:20 Load up the Files for the Move to Vista
11:27-30 A Rarely Seen Side of a Rauschenberg Shift
11:25-6 Out of Jail Out of Options Out on a Limb Con Ed Klein
12:07-18 NY BBQ
12:22-7 Serving You Tonight Will be Our Lawyer
12:27-33 Trans Fat Fight Claims Butter as a Victim
12:32-8 Built for Speed, but Looking for Love
12:43-5 The Expanding Empire of an Adventurous Baker
12:45-8 Rustic with a Dash of Sophistication
12:51-5 Libby, Ex-Cheyney Aide, Guilty of Lying in CIA Leak Case
12:55-1 A Judgment on Cheney Is Still to Come
3:16-20 The Libby Jury
3:20-4 Members of a Sympathetic Jury Describe and Emotional but Inevitable
Conclusion

11:55-12:04 Denial Reopens Wounds of Japan’s Ex Sex Slaves
12:04-7 No Calm After Libby Verdict with To and Fro on a Pardon
12:07-11 Next for the CIA’s Least Secret Officer: A Quieter Life
12:11-12 Sex Offender Guilty of Rape and Murder of Florida Girl
12:12-25 A Chinese Orphan’s Journey To a Jewish Rite of Passage
12:26-30 A Post 9/11 Dream Turns into a Struggle to Fill Tables
12:32-5 An Art Gallery in the Lobby
12:57-01 Hunting a Killer as the Age of Aquarius Dies

Friday, March 9, 2007
Saturday, March 10, 2007

9:44-50 HOME OFFICE NYT For Newcomer, Cash Alone is No Key to Art World
9:52-6 Social Networking’s Next Phase
9:57-01 WSJ Mmmm Warm Flat Beer
10:06-8 Chinese New Year Is Giving Thumbs a Major Workout
10:20-6 Its Squawk Box Meets Saturday Night Live
10:21-6 wallstrip.com “pork” “the wallstrip dating game” stock culture meets pop culture
10:28-3 NYT Confessing my sins in a Banner Ad
10:33 levis.com
10:41-5 WSJ Are You Overinsured?
10:47-9 The Dark Side of Charisma
10:51-09 email danielle aubert
11:09-12 In Secret 96 Tape, Dommed Woman Tried to Bargain with Kidnapper

Sunday, March 11, 2007

8:10-12 HOME OFFICE nytimes.com movies now playing
8:11-12 netflix.com the lives of others the host
8:22-4 macspeech.com google.com ilisten charles moore revies ilisten
11:54-04 google.com laSane Weinstein
12:05-9 NYT Living the Rothschild Tradition
12:10- Start up Aims for Database to Automate Web Searching
12:11-7 wikipedia.com semantic web
12:27-31 Lotto Makes Sense, Even For Losers
Monday, March 12, 2007

11:45-1:24 Wade Guyton Color Power and Style Yilmaz Dziewior The Beautiful Surface of Resistance Scott Rothkopf

Tuesday, March 13, 2007

11:42-3 HOME OFFICE ikea catalog page 116
11:44-52 Fredric Jameson
11:52-6 The Fredric Jameson reader
12:123-1:47 Wade Guyton Color Power and Style Yilmaz Dziewior The Beautiful Surface of Resistance Scott Rothkopf

Wednesday, March 14, 2007

8:20-45 ASIAN AMERICAN WRITERS WORKSHOP Gertrude Stein Tender Buttons Dan Farrell Last Instance

Thursday, March 15, 2007

10:55-7 2 LIVING ROOM NYT Auxiliary Officer Among 4 Killed in Village
10:57-9 Suspected Leader of Attacks on 9/11 is Said to Confess
10:59-11 A Week Showing the Routine Risks of Police Work
11:12-17 Better Vision without Looking Your Age
11:17-22 One Number for All Your Phones
11:26-31 Journeys to the Distant Fields of Prime
11:31-7 What’s So Funny? Well Maybe Nothing
11:38 Epic of Human Migration is Carved in Parasites DNA
12:12-15 WSJ Twain’s Roughing it in the World of Commerce Ignorance, Confidence and Ilthy Rich Friends
12:18-20 Maine is at War Over Ice Fishing and the Fly Guys
12:19 Not Irish But Maybe it’s For the Best
12:18-20 Sniffing Out Fraud in the Bottle
12:31-2 Latex, Vinyl or Soap
12:34-49 Mistakes Made on Prosecutors Gonzales Admits
12:49-50 Politics Pure and Cynical
12:54 The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears
12:55 You Don’t Love me Yet
12:56-1:05 In a Charge of Plagiarism, an Echo of a Father’s Case
1:24-7 Let 10000 Young Artists Bloom

3:34-44 ARTFORUM Sven Luticken Black Bloc, White Penguin 3 pages
4:12-6 wikipedia.com bourriaud
4:12-17 amazon.com post production relational aesthetics

Friday, March 16, 2007

11:12-6:09 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Wikinovel Ambient Stylistics 107 pages
10:43-6 msn.com The Worst First Date Moves
10:59-05 Wives United by Post NFL Trauma
11:20-6 ARTFORUM Sven Luticken Black Bloc, White Penguin 2 pages
11:31-6 Bennett Simpson Public Relations Nicolas Bourriaud Interview
11:36-40 http://www.stretcher.org/archives/i1_a/2003_02_25_i1_archive.php
Nicolars Bourriaud and Karen Moss

Saturday, March 17, 2007

8:42-9:15 LIVING ROOM NYTIn Heart of Village, 4 Lives Intersect in a Chain of
Violence
9:38-40 Real Men in Blue, Who Really Bleed Red
9:41-04 Hostile Filmmaker with a Resume of Failures
10:04-8 Tears for the Loss of her Alfre, the Who Had Todo Todo
10:08-10 For Officers in the Aftermath, A time for Vigilance, Relfection, and Sorrow
10:15-18 Auxilary Officers Know the Limitations, And the Dangers When They Volunteer
10:12-15 Two Unlikely Crime Fighters Victims Volunteered for Risk
10:22-27 You’ve Read the Novels (Now Read the Footnotes)
10:28 Rove is Linked to Early Query over Dismissals
1:50-4 A Slain Officers Mother Tells of her Sad Intuition
1:59-2 Greenwich Reels After 3 Killings in its Midst
2:02-5 A Short Intense Career Marked by Vibrant Color
1:54-8 Greenwich Village Gunman Saw Himself as Slow to Anger, His Email Says
7:52-6 modernartoxford.org events future home exhibitions seth price and kelley walker
7:56-9 google.com seth price continous project mediated memories Personal Cultural Memory as Object of Cultural Analysis Jose Van dijck
8:02-4 afterartnews.com
9:32-9 google.com seth price bettina funcke
9:39-43 fiabackstrom.com Seth Price Not Making Sense 3 pages
9:43-8 Thirty One Works by Ben Kinmont
10:13- ARTFORUM Bettina Funcke Displaced Struggles

Sunday, March 18, 2007

10:37-40 LIVING ROOM NYT There’s More than Meets The Eye
10:50-4 Buying with Help from Mon and Dad
10:54 A Glimpse of What Soho Used to Be White Street Habitats
11:08-14 Look at Me, World! Self-Portraits Morph Into Internet Movies
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11:20-9 Facing Life with a Lethal Gene

9:53-10:02 HOME OFFICE
http://www.cs.uu.nl/people/leen/GenreDev/GenreDevelopment.htm Leon
Breure Development of the Genre Concept
10:12-18
11:03 staples.com staplers heavy duty staplers

Monday, March 19, 2007

9:47-10:33 yahoofinance.com ebay emitf sbux cy

Tuesday, March 20, 2007

9:22-5:34 Tan Lin wikinovel ambient stylistics

Wednesday, March 21, 2007

2:12-15 LIVING ROOM NYT Film Has Two Versions: Only one is Julie Taymor’s

6:30-9:42 ASIAN AMERICAN WRITERS WORKSHOP 6 poems

9:50-6 DINING ROOM TABLE NYT Ousted Prosecutor Had Strategy Disputes
9:57-10:04 The White House and Congress Seeem Headed Toward a Familiar Collision
10:07-14 Gonzales Bowed to Politics a Former US Attorney Says
10:50-7 Bush in Conflict with Lawmakers on Prosecutors
11:10 Sensing Shift in Bush Policy, Another Hawk Joins Exodus
12:05-8 Family Hearth Moves to the Backyard
12:08-13 Star in New Role, Gore Revists Old Stage

Thursday, March 22, 2007

11:12-5:48 Tan Lin wikinovel ambient stylistics

Friday, March 23, 2007

2:55-6 nytimes.com reign on me
2:56-8 Maximum Sentence Imposed in Killing of Dancer

Saturday, March 24, 2007

5:30-41 youtube.com James Brown Gives You Dancing Lessons Bay Area Night Life  Sex Night
5:41-2 J Guide Stanford Guide to Japan Information resources Intoroduction to Noh and Kyogen
Japanese Arts Council
5:46-8 http://www.hoshi.co.jp/jiten/nohqt.mov noh movie

Sunday, March 25, 2007

4:12-5:58 Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made by Hand

Monday, March 26, 2007

Tuesday, March 27, 2007

10:13-6:10 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made by Hand
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4:43-6 Takiko Beyer on Gertrude Stein

Wednesday, March 28, 2007

10:41-7 HOME OFFICE NYT Much Wider Use of MRI’s Urged for Breast Exam
10:47-52 Back from the Dead, Teenager Casts Light on a Shadowy Game
11:20 Behind Newark Foreclosure Data, Ruined Credit and Crushed Hopes
11:24 Mayor Defends Spying by Police Before GOP Convention
11:24-5 A Police Chief on Fire Island Is Accused of Beating a Tourist
11:25-8 On the Road to Self-Discovery, Korean Jail was a Pothole Brother Once
Cell Cullen Thomas
11:40-5:54 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand
5:23-58 Ilisa Lam Tamiko Beyer Jennifer Tsuei Jean Sung Sooyoung Lee papers
on Gertrude Stein’s Tender Buttons

6:30-8 Asian American Writers Workshop Juliana Spahr Fuck You Aloha I love
You 5 student poems

Thursday, March 29, 2007

3:42-5:42 HOME OFFICE Seth Price Dispersion wikipedia public sphere, kluge,
negt, habermas
5:21-7 sparknotes.com Habermas
5:33-6 amazon.com Kluge Alex Galloway Protocol: How Control Exists after
Decentralization

6:05-16 Sarat Maharaj An Unknown Objectin Uncountable Dimensions: Visuals
Arts as Knowledge Production in the Retinal Arena

Friday, March 30, 2007

10:11 flavorpill.com Kelly Walker Seth Price Burlesque At Least Its Pink Fashion
Green is the New Black
10:40-4 emails

Saturday, March 31, 2007

10:09-14 slate.com The Kids are Alright
10:24 spikegallery.com
10:35-11:07 google.com "derrida archive"
11:08-14 Nicolas Bourriaud Post Production 23 pages
11:21-2 NYTMag The Mind Reader

Sunday April 1, 2007

Monday April 2, 2007

2:30-5:40 Seth Price Dispersion Décor Holes

Tuesday, April 3, 2007

3:32-9 ART IN AMERICA Charles Harrison Review Return of the Real
3:31-6 ARTFORUM SCENE AND HEARD Matthew Wang Copy Cats Seth Price/Kelley Walker at the Kitchen
3:37-42 Seth Price/Kelley Walker Freelance Stenographer

Wednesday, April 4, 2007

6:30-9 4 student poems

Thursday, April 5, 2007

10:45-1:10 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Ontological Hysterical Text 3
1:38- 5:57 Seth Price Dispersion Décor Holes Grey Flags Real Cheating New Jack Swing
4:43-7 ARTFORUM Anthony Huberman on Dexter Sinister
4:47-50 Hannah Feldmann on Rudolf Stingel

9:33-9 Tim Griffin Please Recycle On the Art of Kelley Walker
11:35-41 Tan Lin Ontological Text 3

11:41-52 ARTFORUM Johanna Burton Subject to Revision

Friday, April 6, 2007

10:23-42 HOME OFFICE ARTFORUM

Saturday, April 7, 2007

10:37-41 HOME OFFICE RCCS Resource Center for Cyberculture Studies Review
1 Jason Lesko Protocol: How Control Exists after Decentralization by Alexander Galloway
10:41-3 Steven Shaviro http://www.shaviro.com/Blog/?p=290
White Paper Review Protocol by Alex Galloway Oriignally published on Furtherfield

Sunday, April 8, 2007

11:09-12  HOME OFFICE Galloway Protocol Review
11:29-40 www.art-themagazine.com Galloway, Thacker: The ghost in the network
11:40:12:04 VILLAGE VOICE Ed Halter This is Freedom
12:08-10 Domenico quaranta.net Interview with A. Galloway

Monday, April 9, 2007

12:57-02 HOME OFFICE Anne Helmond Protocol Argument paper
1:02-7 A. Galloway Fonts and Phrasing

6-9 MAYA LIN STUDIO Ontological Hysterical Text 3

Tuesday, April 10, 2007

White Paper Review Protocol by Alex Galloway By Dyske Suematsu Oriignally published on Furtherfield.org
1:07-13 Dyske Suematsu Television isn’t the Problem
1:52 wikipedia.com manuel Castells alain Touriane

5:22 ***** wikipedia.com john law actor network theory ehtnomethodology harold garfinkel large technical system thomas p. hughes Rescuing Prometheus: Four Monumental Projects that Changed the Modern World Michel Serres

what does it mean that M. Serries aggregated in 1955 after having studied philosophy
what does it mean for a non poet to write a book of poems and how does that affect the distribution of stylistic effects in any given place or time?
what does it mean that the Yugoslavian peace agreement was signed in Dayton Ohio not in Brussels?
Wednesday, April 11, 2007

7:55-8 LIVING ROOM Imus Struggling to Retain Sway as a Franchise
8:17-25 Columbia to Receive its Largest Gift, $400 Million for Student Aid
8:18-20 Buildings Called Key Source of City’s greenhouse Gases
8:25 New York City Water Rates Expected to Rise 11.5 Percent
8:42-56 A Word of Advice During a Housing Slump: Rent
9:26-30 Chaos at the Line Where Performer and Audience Blur
9:31-4 Sorting Through the Wreckage of a Love Most Foul
9:34-7 To Study Wine, Buy and Drink
9:40-50 Two Bodies Found in a Town Where These Things Don’t Happen
9:47-9 Simple Ples are American Style

Thursday, April 12, 2007

10:45-8 LIVING ROOM NYT The Headmaster of Fashion
10:48-9 He’s Not My Grandpa He’s My Dad
10:49 Sure It’s Ugly if You Can Get it

Friday, April 13, 2007

12:21-3 Corzine is Critically Injured in Car Crash on Parkway
1-5:43 HOME OFFICE Turbotax 2006

Saturday, April 14, 2007

1-4 MAYA LIN STUDIO ontological hysterical text 3

Sunday, April 15, 2007

10:24-8 LIVING ROOM NYT The Designer Who Liked Models
10:28-9 Fire the Wheel and of Course Mop Slippers
10:32-6:10 Turbotax 2006
Monday, April 16, 2007

1:15-21 HOME OFFICE nygmag.com The Lone Don by Jonathan Colemen
1:21-8 4 email

11:120-2:10 Turbox 2006

Tuesday, April 17, 2007

1:58:2:15 Just Feist, Just Wait
2:22-7 A GumshoeAdrift, Lost in the 70’s
2:27-9 Cartoons with Heart and a Little Bit of Mandarin
2:56-8 Explaining Movies By Jumping Right Inside Them

312-46 HOME OFFICE nytimes.com Virgina Gunman Identified as a Student
Roomates Describe Gunman as Loner Interactive: Massacre in Virginia. Victims
of Shooting are Remembered. The Lede: The Day After. Video: The Sequence of
Events in Blacksburg Video The Shooting Updates: Shooter/ Security
Hospitalized Sudents The Scene Drumbeat of Shots, Broken by Pauses to Reload

4:44-6 Bounty from New Directors Offers a Festival of New Surprises Reprise
Trier Congorama Falardeau

Wednesday, April 18, 2007

Thursday, April 19, 2007

11:12-5:43 HOME OFFICE sourceforge.com vlac ffmpegx
www.danslagle.com/mac Problem: importing Windows media or Importing Real
movies
Friday, April 20, 2007

2:45-59 HOME OFFICE NYT In Reversal of Course, Justices 5-4 Back Ban on Abortion Method
2:59-04 Laws Limit Colleges’ Options When a Student is Mentally Ill

3:23-7 www.committee100.com Conference 2007
3:26-47 youtube.com feist mushaboom 1234 broken social scene carwash major label debut fear eyed boy

Saturday, April 21, 2007

Sunday, April 22, 2007

10:42-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Did Somebody Say Indiana Jones?
3:35-8 SUBWAY NYTBR Black Mountain Breakdown Ed Dorn Way Out West

Monday, April 23, 2007

Tuesday, April 24, 2007

10:02-12:42 iMovie Getting Started pdf

Wednesday, April 25, 2007
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9:43-12:34 HOME OFFICE 21 emails
2:21-4:21 neen.com futurephysics.com 4 emails

7:56-8 yahoofinance.com apple profit surges 88 per cent

8:15-17 NYT Paste on the Brush Not on the Sink
8:17-21 The iPod and the Vacuum Tube Sing a Warm Duet
8:27-29 Where Delivery is a Mainstay, A Rebellion Over Pay
8:29- IN Challenge to Survey Low-Wage Workers, Researchers Pursue Snowball Sample

10:09-10 IRS Audits Middle Class More Often, More Quickly
10:10-13 Email innovator Plans to Enlist in the Wireless Campaign of the Patent Wars

Thursday, April 26, 2007

12:34-7 Getting Territorial Out in the Hall
12:37- Stowaway Sleepers

8:20-7 LE BERNADIN menu wine list

Friday, April 29, 2007

Saturday, April 28, 2007

2:43-8 CHEF YU menu
10:43-5 newsweek.com jessica lynch interview I’m no Rambo

Sunday, April 29, 2007
Monday, April 30, 2007

10:34-7 LENOX HILL HOSPITAL NYT An Actress with Doubts, But not About Directing
10:37-9 Comrade’s Shot Killed Tropper In the Catskills
10:39-41 Vudu Casts Its Spell Over Hollywood
10:41-3 Under Fire, Alec Baldwin Lashes Back
10:43-6 A Case of Rough Play, or More, That Turned Fatal in Queens

11:50-1 A Vestige of the Past Shuts Its Stalls
11:51-3 Disease Drove Sex Attack, Defense Says

8:13-14 etrade.com mortgages

Tuesday, May 1, 2007


Wednesday, May 2, 2007

8:34-12:54 HOME OFFICE Peter Shapiro Turn the Beat Around The Secret History of Disco 137 pages

Thursday, May 3, 2007

11:13-18 SUBWAY Feeling Warmth, Subtropical Plants Move North
11:18 Wall St Journal Weighs Life Under Murdoch
11:24-29 BETH ISRAEL TIME OUT Restaurants
Friday, May 4, 2007
5:43-7 SUBWAY NYT Gene Identified as Risk Factor for Heart Ills
8:38-41 WSJ How Credit Card Data Went Out Wireless Door
8:41-4 In Jihadist Have a Goal: To Kill and Die in Iraq
9:37-54 HOME OFFICE iMovieHD Getting Started
10:02-3 Friends Like These Help Candidates Woo the Young
10:04-9 Building a Better Bike Lane

Saturday May 5

12:21-4 SUBWAY When Pennies Fail to Pay the Bill, A Bronx Man Pushes for Change
12:24-8 Con Ed Seeks to Raise Electricity Rates by up to 17 Percent

Sunday May 6

Monday May 7

8:07-12 LIVING ROOM NYT Whistle Blower on Student Aid Vindicated
8:31-5 Sarkozy, Elected in France Vows Break with Past
8:34-42 The Warhol of Japan Pours Ritual Tea in a Zen Moment
8:36-9 Chosen by David Bowe, Shows That He’d Attend

Tuesday, May 8

12:34-7 PATH TRAIN NYT Subway Workers Mourn a Colleague, Mentor, Artist and Friend
12:38-47 A Prince of Pulp Legit at Last
12:47-56 A Young Man with an Eye and Friends up a Tree
1:06-14 BUS For Quewen and First Lady, Bush Will try White Tie
1:21-4 Riverside Takes on the Task of Reuilding a Church
1:25 A Misunderstanding and a Simple Life Descends into a Nightmare The Unknown Terrorist
1:27 The Black Market in College Graduation Tickets

2:10-13 BUS WSJ you’re a Nobody Unless your Name Googles Well

Wednesday, May 9

Thursday, May 10

7:12-15 ONTOLOGICAL HYSTERICAL THEATRE Disco Tan Lin
9:23-5 TELEPHONE BAR menu

Friday, May 11

9:35-42 TELEPHONE BAR menu

Saturday, May 12

12:21-8 5 emails
7:21-5 ONTOLOGICAL HYSTERICAL THEATRE Disco Tan Lin
9:23-7 TELEPHONE BAR menu

Sunday, May 13, 2007

9:19-21 LIVING ROOM NYT Caught in the Headlights
9:21-3 The Right Stuff but Usually the Wrong Stuff
9:23-5 The Greatest Mystery: Making a Best Seller
2:09-12 HOME OFFICE NYT Amman Journal Where Pigeons Rule the Sky, Troublemakers Foul The Nest
2:28-32 New York City Renters Cope with Squeeze

9:42-4 MOMOFUKU SSAM menu
9:47-9 CARRERRA wine list

Monday, May 14, 2007

Tuesday, May 15, 2006

11:58-12:01 LIVING ROOM NYT Ghosts of Chocolate Cigars To Waft Over Hungry Minds
12:02-4 What's On Sale There? Confusion, but It's Cheap
12:04-8 One Mistep and They're Out the Door
7:21-4 BUS NYER Jeff Koons

Wednesday, May 16, 2007

4:52-6 SUBWAY WSJ Perishable Art: Investing in Works That May Not Last
4:58-9 A $1Million Retirement Fund
11:23-5 HOME OFFICE NYTBR American Born Chinese Yang
11:30- Ivy League Admissions Crunch Brings New Cachet To Next Tier
11:54-12 Bush Intervened in Dispute Over NSA Eavesdropping
12:12-07 Among the Rich and Famous A New Dispute Over Air Rights
12:12 A Purple Passion for Pinot Noir
12:25-8 WSJ In New Net Economy Everyone Gets to Be Stupid For 15 Minutes
6:29-31 SUBWAY Agency to Consider Cashless System for Bridge and Tunnel Tolls
6:32-5 DNA in Murders Frees Inmate After 19 Years

Thursday, May 17, 2007

9:42 HOME OFFICE yahoofinance.com
9:44 5 emails

12:45-4 reuters.com UPDATE 1-LINN Energy Posts quarterly loss; shares fall
12:57-1:11 youtube.com “chenbot” “ok go” “happy slip”
1:13 forbes.com Best and Worst Us Housing Markets

1:31 CBS Radio Pulls Show after DJ’s Prank Call to Chinese Restaurant
1:37-42 Where Little Else Grows Capitalism Takes Root
1:42-6 Today’s Face of Abortion in China is a Young, Unmarried Woman
1:47-54 A Hard Race from the Backstretch to the White House
1:55-8 Grief and Mystery Over an Immigrant’s Killing
2:33-6 From Africa to Queens, a Modernist Gem, Fully Assembled
2:46 WSJ Quick Fix Allergy Cards allergycards.com
3- google.com ilisten
3:03-5 WSJ Scientists Draw Link Between Morality and Brain’s Wiring
3:10-14 An Indie Star Whose Life Is an Indie Film
3:14 Informal Inexpensive Bordeaux
5:02 Divorce: Counting Money Gets Tougher
5:02-5 Fugue for Man and Machine
5:05 Making Perfect Fish Eric Ripert
5:13-16 The Parking Fix
5:17 Online People Power as a Business Boon Wikinomics
5:18 Review The Oxford Companion to Food
5:19 Identity Thieves Steal Groceries
5:20-4 Yale on 0$ a Day
5:24-8 It Seems the Fertility Clock Ticks for Men too
5:43 See You in Court Sweetie

Friday, May 18, 2007

7:55-8:02 SUBWAY NYT At Cannes, Blueberry Nights and Romanian Days
8:02-4 Life that Brings Out the Beast in Humanity and a War That’s Far from Civil Flanders Dumont

Saturday, May 19, 2007

BATHROOM NYT 7:27-9 Condos Tighten the Rules
LIVING ROOM 1:45-9 Off the Beaten Beat

Sunday, May 20, 2007

7:17-19 LIVING ROOM NYT Chronicling an Underground Volcano
7:20-4 Who Controls Paradise
7:37 When Tennis Elbows are Sharp
7:4107 Bilking the Elderly with a Corporate Assist
11:12-14 HOME OFFICE NYT Trying to Crack the Hot 100
11:16-18 Study Uncovers Memory Aid: A Sacent During Sleep
11:21-7 WSJ Land of the Rising Karaoke Hot Tub Radica Games Cube World thinkgeek.com
11:30-2 NYT Google, Master of Online Traffic, Helps its Workers Beat the Rush
11:41-3 WSJ What Frequent Flier Miles Really Get You
11:44-7 The Gold in Your Closet Investment Grade Bustiers
11:51-2 Skimming Devices Target Debit Card Readers
11:58-12 When American Dream Leads to Servitude
12:04-7 Biggest Building Site in Manhattan Up for Auction

Monday, May 21, 2007

7:47-51 google.com europe mutual funds
7:53-5 WSJ The Last of Four Generations to Run Iconic Columbus Ohio Department Store Charles Lazarus
7:56-9 With Corn Price Rising, Pigs Switch to Fatty Snacks
7:59-8:06 Industry by Industry: The Stars and Their Stocks
8:10-9 NYT A Place to Turn when a Newborn is Fated to Die

Tuesday, May 22, 2007

7:47-9 LIVING ROOM NYTBR Ralph Ellison: A Biography Rampersad
7:49-51 WSJ Singers Bypass Labels for Prime Time Exposure
7:52 Amazon Takes on Itunes
7:53-4 NYT Writers Take Out Their Knives
7:54-5 A No-Frills Kitchen Still Cooks
10:43-5 Testing New Lights at the Top of the City
10:47-8 Drivers’ Fee Would Face Uphill Battle
10:52-4 Man is Arrested in Torture of Student from Columbia
11:01-21 After Working Queens Streets, It’s Bunk Beds, Makeup and Mass
11:20-34 WSJ Educating Eric
11:38-46 The New Diamond Hunters
11:47 Trenatal Test Puts Down Syndrome in Hard Focus
10:52 google.com kirsten gallagher
10:54 marjorie perloff “after language poetry”
11:02-3 paulahayes.com
11:07-21 marclafia.net
11:24-6 whitney arport
11:26-9 tateonlinenet art projects
11:48 galou gallery
12:08 google.com "google web history"
12:08-21 amazon.com Reading Matters Joseph Tabbi Chaos and Order Complex Dynamics in Literature and Science N. Katherine Hayles The Moment of Complexity Emerging Network Culture Mark C. Taylor

4:52-4 LIVING ROOM NYT As Comrades Search, Fatal Bomb Wreaks Havoc
4:54-7 Ex Justice Aide Admits Politics Affected Hiring
4:57 Insurers Agree to Pay Billions at Ground Zero
4:58 Eat Mindlessly Not a Chance with Zaha Hadid’s Utensils
4:59-5:12 HOME OFFICE Mom and Dad Design Inc. Nurseryworks.com qcollectionsjunior.com modular storage pkolino.com clothes tree
5:12-14 A Design Store To Love If it Will Have You
5:22-4 The Show Will Go On but the art will be Shielded
5:24-7 Paintings from Germany With a wink and a Sneer Markus Lupertz Martin Kippenberger
5:56 If Cellphones Could Mimic Blackberrys
6:03-4 Triplex Penthouse at the Plaza Hotel Set to Sell for $56 Million, a Manhattan Record
6:04-5 Wall to Wall Books and All of them For the Landlord
6:05-10 Her Relationship with Corzine Over since 2004, A Union Chief Keeps His Number
6:10-12 Everything and the Kitchen Sink: The Memoir of a Dishwasher
6:19 latimes.com Dishwasher by Pete Jordan
6:21-31 WSJ Cross Country Vigil for a Dying Parent
6:31-4 Mortgage Brokers: Friends or Foes
11:10-13 For the First Time the City Connects a Death to 9/11 Dust
11:16-21 The Long Fall of 130 Liberty St
11:21-3 Why a Mortgage May be Your Best and Worst Move

Friday, May 25, 2007

Saturday, May 26, 2007

LIVING ROOM 7:43-7 NYTBR Varieites of Disturbance Lydia Davis
7:47-9 An Eue Opening Flight that Might Knock You Out

Sunday, May 27, 2007

7:49-8:06 LIVING ROOM NYT Newark Battle Murder and Its Accomplice Silence
8:06-8 Elite Colleges Open Doors to Poor Youths

Monday May 28, 2007

1:47-9 LIVING ROOM NYT In Fierce Competition, Google Finds Novel Ways to
Feed Hiring Machine
1:49-2:01 Lifesaving Opportunities Missed Before and After Stroke
2:03 Poland’s Second City is First for the Young

Tuesday, May 29, 2007

2:45-6 HOME OFFICE NYMAG Peter Carey A New York Writer’s Catch 22
2:46-8 The Stars of Tomorrow
2:49 The Early Word on Summer’s Debut Novels
2:50 Jerry Saltz Murakami Beneath the Underdog Gagosian Gallery
2:52-5 The Lure of Seeing a Hushed City at Water Level
1:32-3 google.com Dan Wolf
1:33-4 nytimes.com Carter Burden Dies 1996
1:34 wikipedia.com amanda burden
2:35-6 google.com knocked up
3:30-1 A Call for a Minimum Wage of $14 For Domestic Workers

Saturday, June 2, 2007

7:42-9 LIVING ROOM NYT For Producers of Pornography Internet’s Virtues
Turn to Vices
7:49-50 Toxic Toothpaste Made in China is Found in US
9:21-1 netflix Samaritan Girl Under the Sand

Sunday, June 3, 2007

2:21-6 LIVING ROOM WSJ Hedge Funds Roil Charity Fund Raising
2:26-31 NYT Lower East Side is Under a Groove
12:35-8 HOME OFFICE How To Sell Your Art
12:38-40 Latest Gourmet Offering: Tap Water
12:45-9 Why Made to Measure Suits are Causing a Savile Row
12:49- The ABC’s of Dealing with the AMT

Monday, June 4, 2007

11:28-31 HOME OFFICE NYT Longtime Emblem of City Roofs Still Going Strong
11:32-4 A Fly on the Gallery Wall
11:36-9 Bulletproofing Your Mortgage
11:39 The Superfabulous World of Rufus Wainwright

Tuesday, June 5, 2007

12:23-42 HOME OFFICE troweprice.com
8:52-9:07 half.com dan farrell Julie Sanders Lisa Gitelman Felix Stalder Geert
Lovink W.G Sebald J. Spahr Aleksandra Mir Rod Smith R. Krauss Harold Garfinkel Andrew Bennett J. Beller Feist Gui Boratto
9:08-9 yahoofinance.com 3 Funds We’d Love If They were Cheaper
9:13- GREY ROOM Branden Joseph The Play of Repetition: Andy Warhol’s Sleep

Wednesday, June 6, 2007

1:23-6 HOME OFFICE BOOKFORUM No One Belongs Here More Than You Miranda July Jamestown Matthew Sharpe Wayne Koestenbaum Hotel Theory
1:32-41 Richard Prince American English

Thursday, June 7, 2007

11:10-12:51 HOME OFFICE yahoofinance.com demxx dfemx dfevx twmix vwo veiex femex flax
1:27-9 rates on 30 year mortgages jump
1:31-2 WSJ Outsourcing Your Life

1:34-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Room to Improve I Envy My Neighbor’s backyard waterfall.
1:35-8 Currents Behry’s Sculptural Style Comes to the Table Mischievous Pieces For Practical Jokers
1:38-9 Decorating the Outdoors
1:40-4 As Group of 8 Starts Meeting, Bush Rebuffs German on Cutting Greenhouse Emissions
1:45 The Feeling is Mutual

2:26-40 In A Virtual Universe, The Politics Turn Real
2:33-7 Tough Art with a Candy Center
2:42 For Your Next 1000 Meals in Paris
2:44 Gramercy Tavern
2:52-8 A Hobby That’s a Party, Part Debate, All INtellect
3:01 Making the Minimum Sound Like More Gui Boratto at Ciello
3:02-6 A Troupe known for Daredevil Choreography Copes with a Casualty
3:07 Run Gobble Running for Pac Man Acclaim
7:12-21 SUBWAY Global Research Highlights

Friday, June 8, 2007

2:42 LIVING ROOM In Midtown A lilliputian Garden
2:43 Quirks and Attitude to Burn Gagosian Gallery
3:45-8 HOME OFFICE NYT Waxing Philosophical Booksellers Face the Digital

10:21-37 POETRY MAGAZINE Exchanges Mlinko Yezzi on Charles Bernstein’s Girly Man
10:49-51 Trading Brews for Bags High Five

Saturday, June 9, 2007

Sunday, June 10, 2007

4:21-3 LIVING ROOM NYT Amy Sohn
4:25-6 amysohn.com
4:35-6 markfrisman.com seating table case goods lighting garden and decoration

Monday, June 11, 2007

6:42-8 SUBWAY NYMAG Best Doctors NYC
10:38-44 Tina Brown
Tuesday, June 12, 2007

11:27-8 LIVING ROOM NYT Connecticut Girl Missing Nearly a Year is Found in a Closet
11:29-36 From Database to Crime Scene: Network is Potent Police Weapon
11:36-7 As Cellphones Multiply, Phone Books Get Slimmer
11:40-2 A Shutter Clicks to a Corner’s Parade of Poets and Punks
11:31-2 For Student Play About Iraq, Banned in School Curtains Finally Go up in Connecticut
11:45-8 Outside Manhattan, Many Oppose Bloomberg’s Traffic Plan
11:51 Arguing Case, Murder Suspect is Convicted
11:52-7 What’s in a Slur? A New Play Searches for Answers
12:05 Kennedy Plea was Last Gasp for Immigration Bill
12:08-10 Celebrity Justice Cuts Both Ways for Paris Hilton
12:11-27 Chinese Leave Guantanamo for Albanian Limbo
12:15-19 Grass Roots Roared and an Immigration Plan Fell
12:28-34 With Few Limits and High Rates, Private Loans Deepen Student Debt Crisis
12:32-8 For the Best Views of This Performance Stake Out a Sidewalk Spot
12:40-3 Off the Street and in an Apartment, But Unable to Escape Homelessness
12:44 No Prize Money for 9 Year Old Star of Video Game Circuit
12:46-53 The Former Queen of Buzz Conjures a Golden Heyday
12:53-8 Art in the Present Tense: Politics Loss and Beauty
4:32-6:35 Branden Joseph Random Order 24 pages

11:01 HOME OFFICE google.com adam gault images
11:18 Mobile Emailing without a Smart Phone
11:31-3 Judges Say US Can’t Hold Man As Enemy Combatant
Wednesday, June 13, 2007

2:12-15 HOME OFFICE NYT Audience Participation Welcome but Shhh Feist Town Hall
2:16-18 Alas Poor Art Market A Multimillion Dollar Heead Case

9:04-7 Mayor and Council Agree On Budget, Providing Breaks on Property and Sales Tax
9:28-9 In For a Penny, In For a Pounce

Thursday, June 14, 2007

12:27-9 HOME OFFICE NYT Scalping Aboveboard
12:29-30 wikipedia stubhub

Friday, June 15, 2007

3:24-4:21 HOME OFFICE OCTOBER Rosalind Krauss Perpetual Inventory
4:21-5:12 GREY ROOM Branden Joseph The Play of Repetition in Warhol's Sleep
5:12-6:10 OCTOBER Denis Hollier Surrealist Precipitates

Saturday, June 16, 2007

6:47-8 LIVING ROOM WSJ Picking an Account that Fits
6:48-51 Shoppers for Mortgages Say Ouch
6:51-5 Sign of the Times: Video, Email are Boons to the Deaf
7:23-5 A Cocktail n Bull Story Moscow Mule Bar 89 NYC
7:47-58 NYT Not in My Front Yard
9:00-1 HOME OFFICE WSJ Off the Wall Storage Sites for Art
9:01-4 Cracking the Dress Code in LA, New York
9:06 Mossberg’s Mailbox yousendit and Pando – services to send large files
9:08 Running from rate storm
9:16-28 A Father’s Legacy
9:29 FILM REVIEW Noriko’s Dinner Table

12:55-8 Facing Sanction Duke Prosecutor Says He’ll Resign
12:58-01 Pests that Bite and Sligher? Call Snake Wranglers
12:59-1:03 Art in Review Fischli and Weiss Alison Brady Erick Swenson Barbara Bloom
1:10-12 That Unruly Serendipitous Show in Venice
1:12 Curious Time Travel Through Art History Neo Rauch at the MEt

Sunday, June 17, 2007

4:41-6 LIVING ROOM WSJ How the Mondavis Lost an Empire
4:47-9 Honey I Wrecked the Porsche
4:51-2 Shunned by Bloomberg Newsman is aGadfly in Exile
4:52 As Lower Manhattan Recovers, Many Question Use of Subsidies
4:53-7 Stresand Tours and Musicians Cheer

Monday, June 18, 2007

1:30-3 LIVING ROOM NYT Congestion Pricing May Cost Drivers on the Edge of the Zone
1:33-5 Long Reviled Merit Pay Gains Among Teachers
1:35-8 Debate Over Autism Strains a Family and its charity
Tuesday, June 19, 2007

11:21-2 LIVING ROOM WSJ Strictly Business: Flying In Comfort on the Cheap
11:23 New Ways to Monitor Your Energy Use
1:24-5 Companies Hang Up on Apple’s Iphone

7:9:10 ASIAN AMERICAN WRITERS WORKSHOP 4 poems

Wednesday, June 20, 2007

12:16-17 SUBWAY Trying to Capture a Trick of Light a Tug of Memory
12:17-18 Saving Young Skin from the Sun’s Perils
12:19 Aspirin Linked to Lower Risk of Cancer and Heart Disease
2:12-19 X NOODLE Conservancy Buys Large Area of Adirondack Wilderness
3:23-7 Dan Farrell The Inkblot Record

Thursday, June 21, 2007

9:11-13 SUBWAY Congress Weighs End to Tax Break for Hedge Funds
9:13-5 For 2 Years Bloomberg Prepared Way For Independent Bid
9:15-17 Cameras That Make You Feel Like a Pro
3:57 microsoft.com is waitress as stock guru?
3:23-4:12 Daniel N. Stern The Interpersonal Life of an Infant
4:32-51 Manuel Castells The Rise of Network Society

11:17-18 Poised to be New Jersey’s Attorney General
11:42 WSJ The Rabbit Slayer: Saving Rotterdam from the Varmints
11:44 Ahead of the Iphone Other Makers Offers Some Quality Devices

Friday, June 22, 2007
2:13-27 Tan Lin 7 Controlled Vocabularies
2:37-3:12 Jonathan Beller The Cinematic Mode of Production

Saturday, June 23, 2007
2:40-2 varnellis.net Philip Johnson’s Empire
2:57 amazon.com blue Monday
3:18-33 wikipedia biopower empire hardt and negri

Sunday, June 24, 2007
9:23-9 LIVING ROOM NYT A Fairway View But the Window is Often Broken
8:32-4 HOME OFFICE When the Boys of Summer Linger Till Autumn
11:00 WSJ Ensuring that Your Cartier is Really a Cartier
11:04-7 Solving a Math Connundrum
11:23-41 pcmag.com laser all in ones

Monday, June 25, 2007

Tuesday, June 26, 2007
12:12-6:22 Jonathan Beller The Cinematic Mode of Production
4:43-5:01 Jeff Bell Response to Jonathan Beller’s Essay, Cinema Capital of The Twentieth Century
5:14 yahoofinance.com sector glance biotech stock fall

Wednesday, June 27, 2007
9:47-10:11 yahoofinance.com
10:12 WSJ Testing Out the iPhone
10:13-14 An Immigrant Uprooted, A Teenager Cast Adrift In Between Days

Thursday, June 28, 2007

8:20-31 LIVING ROOM NYT Subpoenas Sent to White House on Wiretapping
8:24-8 Patrons' Sway Leads to Friction in Charter School
11:21-44 eczema.org
11:44-12:45 netdoctor.co.uk treatments for exzema polymorphic light eruption
2:15-17 HOME OFFICE WSJ Testing Out the iPhone
2:17 Inhale deeply:This Air has been Freshly Scrubbed Ion Flo 50 Light Air orangeskin.com
2:18 what kinds of rugs are good for high traffic areas
10:45-7 Justices 5-4 Limit Use of Race for School Integration Plans

Friday, June 29, 2007

8:35-6 HOME OFFICE NYT.COM Police Find Explosive Device in London
8:39-40 Chiefs Defend Slow Network for the iPhone
8:41-4 yahoofinance.com Thousands Line up to Buy Apple iPhones
9:09-10 yahoofinance.com emergin markets still a good bet?

Saturday, June 30, 2007

1:08-9 reuters.com Toronto stocks jump 130 pts on resources, RIM
1:14 orangeskin.com ion50 magis
1:30 A luxury condo by arty architects from the fringe
1:38 Tricky Transfers, Off the DVD and Into Your Pocket
1:48-50 Food Safety Crackdown in China
1:52- FDA Curbs Sale of Five Seafoods Farmed in China
2:01-6 Study Traces Cat’s Ancestry to Middle East
Sunday, July 1, 2007

8:11-17 LIVING ROOM NYT Chinese Goods Face More Tests By US Firms
8:17-31 In Steps Big and Small, Supreme Court Moved Right
8:31 Point is Made on Grass Court No Amplification Needed
8:32-3 The Shelf Life of Bliss

3:26-31 A Hamptons For Hedge Funds
3:31-8 Can She Turn Yahoo Into, Well, Google

10:56-9 HOME OFFICE WSJ Prosperity’s Pitfall Why Indian Lions are Dying in Wells
11:03 Good Call ATT’s Role with the iPhone
11:04 When the Dock is Worth More than the House
11:11-14 DIY Art: Walk on It, Write on it, Stroke It Rudolph Stingl
11:16 If This is ’07 It Must be Munster
11:16-18 The Roar of the Herd Is Deafening on the Web The Cult of the Amateur
11:23-5 NYTBR Korean War Free Food For Millionaires Min Jin Lee
11:25 Cringe Festival No One Belongs Here More Than You Miranda July
11:29-33 A One Man Bandwagon Beats the Drum for Bloomberg ’08
11:33-5 Manhattanites Face Driving Dee on the Way Out
11:41 Electonical Rocks, a la Francaise
11:44 Reeling in a Living on the East River
11:54-5 In Case of Missing Trousers, Aggrieved Party Loses Again
11:55-6 Inmate Kills Guard Watching Him at Hospital

Monday, July 2, 2007

Tuesday, July 3, 2007

236
11:12-3:36 Jonathan Beller The Cinematic Mode of Production
5:51-2 NYT Growing Up Hippie and Going Down the Up Escalator with Dad
5:52 google.com famous for being famous
6:04-5 As City Noise Rules Take Effect, Beat Mostly Goes on

10:51-2 A Surgeon’s Trajectory Takes an Unlikely Swerve
10:52-6 Medical Workers Emerge as Focus in British Inquiry
10:56-01 A $135 Million Home but If You Have to Ask
11:17-19 China Faces a New Worry: Heavy Metals in the Food
11:23-4 Emerging Markets Drive Global Gains

Wednesday, July 4, 2007
12:21-4 LIVING ROOM NYT New Grandeur for Penn Station in Latest Plan
Thursday, July 5, 2007
11:37-8 A Cane the World Can Lean On
11:39 Italian Convertibles To Park Inside the Home
11:39 Boosting the Chair Not the Child
11:40-4 Summertime. Fish Jumping That’s Trouble
11:44-7 Toyota Hybrid Makes a Statement and that Sells

1:32-4 Climate Changes are Making Poison Ivy More Potent
1:34-5 Highflying Singapore Air
1:25 The Ugly Reality Behind a Manhattan Dream Rental
2:34-5:34 Jonathan Beller the Cinematic Mode of Production chapter 1 chapter 3

Friday, July 6, 2007
11:13-2:11 yahoofinance.com
2:11-5:12 Jonathan Beller The Cinematic Mode ch 3
Saturday, July 7, 2007

8:07-8 Hate Crime Survivor Dies

Sunday, July 8, 2007

7:21-3 NYT LIVING ROOM Why the Yield Curve is Pointing Towards Cash
8:17-22 HOME OFFICE danakarwas.com
8:22-3 hacking couture

Monday, July 9, 2007

12:47-1:10 Tan Lin Listening to a Novel Being Written
1:10-20 When Discipline Starts a Fight
5:10-18 BATHROOM NYMAG Alas Poor Couric
5:23-4 WSJ Their Names Liveth Forever
5:25 Philip Booth, 81, A Shy Poet Rooted in New England Life

Tuesday, July 10, 2007

10:46-52 yahoofinance.com stocks decline after retailer outlooks Sears dramatically Lowers Guidance: Shares Plummet Apple May Launch Cheaper, Nano-based iPhone by Q4
10:52-5 latimes.com 16500000
11:51-2 yahoofinance.com zotl
12:02-6 google.com trend trading michael parness
12:07-8 yahoofinance.com sotl
12:09 wjs.com supreme court rejects patent appeal
12:10 Scaring a Parent Saving a Child A Fainting Reflex
9:00-01 NYT.COM woman killed in NY Park Thrill Ride

Wednesday, July 11, 2007

2:20-3 LIVING ROOM NYT Big Time for a Novel Set under the Big Top
2:23-4 On EU Tube (LOL!) Sex Sells
2:24 Sweet and Fuzzy and New to the Market

11:32-4 LIVING ROOM NYT Rat to Rat, Kindness Takes Hold

6:42-4 SUBWAY WSJ China Inc Rules the Bulls
10:48-9 The IRS Has A New Weapon Your Tax Pro
11:12-3 Protecting Passwords
11:14 Web is Now So Filled with Idle Chat, It’s Almost Like Phoning
11:15-7 In The Pipeline A Big Reversal For Oil
11:58-9 The Roar and the Risk of Emerging Markets
11:59-01 Don’t Pay Tax Twice on Your Fund Gains

Thursday, July 12, 2007

12:44-7 Potter Magic has Limited Effect on Children’s Reading Habits
12:47-50 Can’t Sell Your Home? Maybe Price is Too Low
12:50-3 Researchs Find Distinctive Patterns of Cancer in 5 Groups of Asian Americans
12:55-9 Indictments Said to be Near in ’03 Robbery Bomb Death
12:59 brianwells.net
1:08 youtube eu tube lets come together
1:18-9 Murder Case Pits Witness Against Friends from Youth

5:51-3 SUBWAY NYT The Knitting Circle Shows Its Chic
Friday, July 13, 2007

9:11-15 NYT.COM Tax Loopholes Sweeten a Deal for Blackstone
9:15 AP Yahoofinance.com GE Reports 2Q Profit of 5.4 Billion
10:51-2 NYTimes Journalist Killed in Bagdad

3:42-8 NYOBSERVER The New Victorians
3:56-4:01 PHILOSOPHY NOW More Happiness Please

Saturday, July 14, 2007

10:11-12 HOME OFFICE NYT In a Killing on a Baghdad Street The Questions that Haunt Iraq
10:12-26 Two Lymphoma Drugs are Little Used and their Backers Cite Market Forces
10:27-31 Conrad Balck and 3 Ex Employees Found Guilty of 3 Counts of Fraud

Sunday, July 15, 2007

Monday, July 16, 2007

12:21-3 LIVING ROOM NYT A Professor Begets Penguins

Tuesday, July 17, 2007

11:01-11 HOME OFFICE NY OBSERVER The New Vics
11:12-5:21 Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand
11:02-12:01 Tan Lin Listening to a Novel Being Written

Wednesday, July 18, 2007
2:03-5 HOME OFFICE AP Bernanke: Growth More Subdued This Year
2:05-9 FORBES.COM The Top Ten Luxury Cars with the Lowest Resale Value

Thursday, July 19, 2007

12:18-5:21 HOME OFFICE Julie Sanders Adaptation and Appropriation
6:07-21 ericbaudelaire.com

11:28 NYT.COM A Bloody Face in the Blast and the Man Who Helped Her
12:08-16 WSJ Boom in Investment Powers Mideast Growth
12:18-19 Note to Medicaid Patients: The Doctor Won’t See You
12:22-8 After a Brutal Attack, Many Hope for Change but Few Expect It
12:29-32 AN Epic Showdown as Harry Potter is Initiated into Adulthood
12:34-6 As Dollar Crumples after Long Swoon, Tourists Overseas Reel
12:43-4 Feeling Secure with a Little Shocking Pink Weapon
12:55-6 wikipedia electroshock weapons

Saturday, July 21, 2007

2:10-12 NYT.COM Theresa Duncan Jeremy Blake
2:12-18 google.com Theresa Duncan spoutblog
2:12-16 laist interview Theresa DuncanVenice Beach Writer and Filmmaker
Theresa Duncan Found Dead of Suicide Jeremy Blake Missing
2:17 wikipedia feed magazine sam lipyte
2:17-8 NYTMAG Questions for Matt Groening
2:18-19 LAREADER MAG Life is Swell
2:20-2 witofthestaircase theresalduncan.typepad.com
2:26-8 neighborhoodies.com
2:34 GUARDIAN.COM Neil Griffith Top Ten Outsider Books
2:37-9 STUFF.CO.NZ Coherty cheats on Moss – reports
Sunday, July 22, 2007
2:43-5 LIVING ROOM NYTBR Sammy’s House Kristin Gore

Monday July 23, 2007
2:12-14 LIVING ROOM NYT In Search of the Elusive 3 Bedroom

Tuesday, July 24, 2007
10:21-56:21 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made by Hand

Wednesday, July 25, 2007
2:10-12 For the Gluten Averse a Menu That Works

Thursday, July 26, 2007
11:07-10 LIVING ROOM NYT Buy High Sell Higher
11:10-5:56 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

Friday, July 27, 2007
10:20-1 LATIMES.COM Body Found In Ocean Thought to be Jeremy Blake
10:21-4 wikipedia.com scientology
10:35-8 Finally His Lips are Sealed Jim Dale, Harry Potteron Audiobooks, Can Keep a Secret
10:39-40 An Avant-Gardist’s View of America, as Seen from the Back Seat
10:45-6 Warhol Foundation Accused of Dominating the Market
10:50-1 Leak Preview New Hary Potter Book Appers on Web (or Does It)?
10:55 New Places China De Peubla
11:02-4 WSJ Art for Less
1:20-31 TLSONLINE Books we have never read July 18, 2007 Pierre Bayard
Comm’en Parler des livres que l’on n’a Pas Lus?
1:31-44 BOSTON GLOBE Leave Those Kids Alone
1:40-3 AMERICAN HERITATE MAGAZINE Why Woolworth Had to Die Joshua
Zeitz
1:44- DISCOVER MAGAZINE What’s So Friggin Funny? Nothing-laughter is simply how we connect Steven Johnson

10:10 GAGOSIAN.COM Jill Magid Press Release
11:56-9 amazon.com Habit of Lying Lies Lies Lies Lying and Deception in Everyday Life Brain Fiction Seeing Through Tears
11:59-12:09 WILSON QUARTERLY.COM The Little Book of Plagiarism Wendy Kaminer
12:09-20 SKEPTICAL INQUIRER MAGAZINE Notes on a Strange World The Devious Art of Improvising, Lesson One
12:40-1:04 PINNOCHIO THEORY Shaviro Zizek on Deleuze Organs Without Bodies
1:20-21 Love beyond Law Slavoj Zizek
1:23-4 LACAN.COM/PERFUME Eija Liisa Ahtila Love is a Treasure
1:54 Alain Badiou Philosophy as Creative Repetition

Tuesday, July 31, 2007

11:21-4 LIVING ROOM NYT Diallo Cousin Still Fights for a Foothold
11:24-6 Tom Snyder 71 a Pioneer of Late Night Television
3:24-7 RONSILLIMAN BLOG
3:27-32 BROOKLYN RAIL Jill Magi Threads
4:45-8 THISCRUELISTMONTH Report on Refusal Juliana Spahr The Transformation
5:01-42 Zizek Love Beyond Law Tan Lin Insomnia and the Aunt

Wednesday, August 1, 2007
12:40-1 PINKBERRY NYTMAG The Real Transformers

Thursday, August 2, 2007

5:12-51 HOME OFFICE NYTMAG The Real Transformers
8:24-5
8:26-8 LAIST.COM Interview Vanessa Grigoriadis
8:34-50 GAWKER.COM Doormen Never Forget the 5x5 interview: The Ladis of the Hustler Club Phil Toledana Photographer Rosecrans Baldwin and Andrew Womack The Morning News
8:50-2 wikipedia.com gawker digg
8:52 MATTEL.COM Consumer Relations Product Recalls

Friday, August 3, 2007

8:02-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Jamaica Bay Loses Marshes At Faster Rate, Report Says
8:05-7 WSJ Investors are Flocking to Slew of Offerings in Hot Energy Markets
8:08-9 How the Big Photo Sharing Sites Stack Up
8:09 In and Around 34th Street
8:10 Smith and Mills Review

12:17-19 A Chronicler of Europeans in a Flimsy New World
12:20-2 A Diet Book Serves Up A Side Order of Attitude
12:22 Language Evolution’s Slippery Tropes The First Word Christine Kennealy

2:40-5:17 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Insomnia and the Aunt
10:50-8 34thstreeteats.com
10:59 wikipedia Tom Snyder
11:01 THE LATE SHOW.COM Wahoo Gazette Tom Snyder
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Saturday, August 4, 2007

10:34-5 NJ TRANSIT Dwindling Temples in the Sky for Sun Worshippers
10:40-2 Five Charged in Death of a Fraternity Pledge

3:20-3 PENNSWOOD VILLAGE Their Parent’s Eyes
3:23 How the Bancrots Blew It

9:12-11:30 Volver subtitles

Sunday, August 5, 2007

9:12-15 PENNSWOOD VILLAGE The Millionaires Who Don’t Feel Rich
9:15-18 Mortgage Mania Didn’t Grip Everyone
10:21-3 When it Comes to Rebalancing A little Means a Lot
11:12-14 The Hospital Worked Wonders. Can You Return the Favor?
11:14 Vows
11:15-7 You Shouldn’t Have
A Star Finally Gets to Shine
A Friendship Too Tight for Breathing Room

Monday, August 6, 2007

1:43-01 HOME OFFICE LAWEEKLY The Theresa Duncan Traged01
1:44-50 ARTFORUM.COM Theresa Duncan On Women and Men in Two Recent Films Lost in Translation Kill Bill
2:01 LATIMES.COM Theresa Duncan’s Children
2:02 WSJ Energy, Once Hot, Now Not
4:43 NYT A Baby Girl’s Bath Becomes A Young Couple’s Nightmare

5:52-4 LIVING ROOM WSJ Analysts Debate if Bull Market is Over
6:14 Fight to Curb Olive Oil Fraud Heats Up In Italy
6:15 Do Target Funds Hit the Mark
6:17-20 NYT The Artist His Sub and the Brooklyn Standoff
6:21-6 These Little Pigs Get Special Treatment in Norway
6:32-6 Path to Parole Becomes Issue in Murder Case

Tuesday, August 7, 2007

11:21-5:45 Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

8:55-9:06 LIVING ROOM NYT When Horrog came to a Connecticut Family

Wednesday, August 8, 2007

8:41-3 LIVING ROOM New Kingmaker: Vegas’s Mr. Kihuen Will See You Now
8:43-50 How Credit Got so Easy and Why It’s Tightening
8:51-4 Woman, 20, Found Dead in NYU Apartment

4:41-2 HOME OFFICE WSJ Fusion is Latest Way for Macs to Operate Windows, PC Software
4:45-6 Starbucks Feels Wind at Its Back
4:47 Sunshine Film in Review
4:51-8 Why It’s Easier to Get a First Class Seat
4:59 Long Time Fund Managers
5:01-2 For an Iraq Contractor, Duty Then Death
5:03 Shiny New iMac Tempts PC Users
5:04 More Americans Warm Up to Homes in Newfoundland

Thursday, August 9, 2007

11:10-12 LIVING ROOM NYT Ethanol is Feeding Hot Market for Farmland
11:12 How Wild a Ride Can You Handle
11:12-16 Go Ahead Expect Surprises
12:42-52 HOME OFFICE NYT Murdoch May Lack a Plan, But His History is Clear
12:52-7 Murdoch's Journal: Don’t Expect Hedgeless Funds Headlines
1:05-14 Dow Jones Deal Gives Murdoch a Coveted Prize
1:22 Housing Busts and Hedge Fund Meltdowns: A Spectator’s Guide
1:26 O Malley to Murdoch to Chance
1:26-29 You Your Friends Your Friends of Friends “Networks amplify the effects of whatever they are propagating” “smoking embedded in social networks” “your circle of influence is much wider and more powerful than you think” “autism has a very important social network component”
1:29-22:02 wikipedia.com social network
2:06 http://cmol.nbi.dk/models/inforew/inforew.html Modeling self-organization of communication and sociology in social networks
http://smallworld.columbia.edu/
http://www.pewinternet.org/pdfs/PIP_Internet_ties.pdf
2:21 amazon.com linton freeman mark newman the structure and dynamics of networks
3:07-8 amazon.com Nexus Small Worlds and the Groundbreaking Theory of Networks Mark Buchanan Linked Sync Extremely Weak Links
4:43-5:12 Andrew Bennett The Author 22 pages
8:12-14 NYT Dow Falls 387 Points on New Loan Fears
8:14 Floating Arctic Ice Shrinking at Record Rate
8:24-5 wikipedia new york times
11:20-9 NYT NYPOST NYDAILY NEWS Suspect Caught in NYU Killing

Friday, August 10, 2007

10:21-5:12 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings were Made By Hand Andrew Bennett The Author 35 pages
5:21-39 JILLMAGID.NET Lincoln Ocean V Eddy

8:46-8 WSJ New Labor Moves Belly Dancing Hits the Delivery Room
8:54-9 Sitting on an Investment
10:08 Product Packages Now Shout to Grab Your Fickle Attention
10:31-41 In Case of Apocalypse Later, a Plan to Ensure the Regreening of America
10:41-2 NYTMAGAG Trading Partners
10:45-8 swapmeat.com

Saturday, August 11, 2007

8:34-9:21 HOME OFFICE Louis Menand Meryle Secrest and Nigel Hamilton on biogrpahy writing
8:34-11:07 Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made by Hand

11:12-34 Jacques Lacan The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psychoanalysis

Sunday, August 12, 2007

8:45-7 LIVING ROOM NYT Buy Low Divorce High
8:47-51 In a Spiraling Credit Crisis Large Mortgages Grow Costly

3:43-5 LIVING RM NYT Water water Everywhere but Guilt by the Bottleful
3:45 Elisabeth Faidley and Jonathan Solars Vows
3:45-7 Goldman Bets Hedge Mone Of its Own
3:47-8 The Myth the Math the Sex

5:55-6:02 Who Owns the Concept if No One Signs the Papers “dorm room chit chat does not make a contract” R. Scott Feldmann
6:03-14 wikipedia.com trade secrets

Monday, August 13, 2007

2:10-12 LIVING ROOM NYT Small Investors Seen as Safer in Stock Slide
2:12-14 Elizabeth Murray Dies
3:21-3 East River Fights Bid to Harness its Currents for Electricity
7:38-40 HOME OFFICE NYT Karl Rove top strategtist is leaving the white house

Tuesday, August 14, 2007

10:20-5:42 HOME OFFICE Zizek The Metastases of Enjoyment 2 chapters

Wednesday, August 15, 2007

3:45-9 LIVING ROOM NYT The Rainbow Runway
3:59-4 A Trans Atlantic Dust Up That Never Ends Winnie the Pooh Dolls at NYPL
3:59 Is Motherhood Noble Work Not in the World of Weeds

11:20 Romancy Among the Horsey Set, Starring a Bloomberg Daughter
12:40-6 Wanted A Band of Men and Boys

Thursday, August 16, 2007

9:52-7 Home Inequity
11:36 google.com wowee dragonfly
11:37 RADIOSHACK.COM Wowee dragonfly
11:38-9 WSJ Are Some Hotels Playing to Racist Attitudes
11:39-41 As Billboards, Public Phone Always Work

Sunday, August 18, 2007

7:42-3 WSJ The Search for the Next Hot Spot
7:40-2 Does this Shirt Make Me Look Too American?
7:43-8:07 LIVING ROOM WSJ Why $70 Million Wasn’t Enough
10:08-10 DINING ROOM NYT The City of Gold
10:11-12 NYTMAG Questions for William Gibson
10:13-19 A Generation Finds its Mumbles10:19-21 Qwhere Sheep Once Grazed
Poems Now Take Root
10:23-5 Latest Genalogy Tools Create need to Know

10:51-7 HOME OFFICE NYT For Giuliani, Ground Zero as Linchpin and Thorn
10:57-11:02 06 Suicide Rate for Sodiers Sets a Record for the Army
11:02 College Ratings Race Roars On Despite Concerns
11:17- WSJ How Your Brain Allows You to Walk in Another’s Shoes

11:24-5 google.com Bill Brown Things wikipedia peter lamborn wilson hakim bey
stewart home
To do things with Things A Toy Story Bill Brown
12:12:12 NOVA Science Now Jan 25, 2005
12:34-8 JAMESMCLURKIN personal webpage
12:40-56 Marco Iacoboni HOME PAGE Understanding Others: Imitation, lan-
guage empathy. In Perspectives on Imitation form cogn noeuroscience to social sci-
ence.
12:56-7 AMAZON.COM Perspectives on Imitation
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Wednesday, September 5, 2007

7:12-14 PATH TRAIN NJTRANSIT NYT A Ragrag Neighborhoods’ Big, Blue Newcomer
7:26-30 Welcome Pause for Breath in Telluride
7:30-2 A Supple Casing Prone to Damage

11:21-12:53 NJCU OFFICE mail

1:46-50 BUS NYT To Ease City’s Traffic Shifting from 4 Wheels to 2
1:51-2 The Serve Was In and Blake Is Ooyt
1:55-2 PATH NYT The City Says They’re Not Homeless, But They Stay Nightly in Shelters

8:21-41 DINING ROOM Bruce Fink Lacan to the Letter

Thursday, September 6, 2007

12:24-34 HOME OFFICE NYT 17 emails
12:34-9 Cabs are on Strike but are on the Street Too
12:39-41 Doctor Links a Man’s Illness to a Microwave Popcorn Habit
1:04-7 vertexlist.net blog
2:21-5 NYTIMES
2:25-9
2:31-5 half.com

Friday, September 7, 2007

3:21-4:12 Bruce Fink Lacan to the Letter
Saturday, September 8 2007

4:00-4:05 NYT Unexpected Loss of Jobs Raises Risk of Recession

Sunday, September 9, 2007

1:46-8 A Thirst for Milk Bred by New Wealth Sends Prices Soaring
1:50-2 No Suitcase is Safe

Monday, September 10, 2007

1:21-2:55 NJCU OFFICE Bruce Fink Lacan to the Letter

6:29-33 NYT Hated, Loved and Second-Guessed, MTV is Still a Channel About Stars.
6:33-5 Fluent in Two Languages: Studio and Independent
6:25-6 An Immigrant’s Death and an Unlikely Suspect
6:37—9 Near Ground Zero, Baby Carriages and Busy Shops
6:39-40 Audit Criticizes City on Care of Carriage Horses
6:40 Soho Woman Found Dead
6:43-5 Suspect Said to Have Joked About Attack on Gay Man
6:46-There Aren’t Any Picnic Dresses in this Collection

9:31-41 BUS WSJ Mother Takes on MIT
9:39-40 Workers Gripe About High Fees Limited Choice at Some 401ks
9:51-3 Doing the Best Federer Imitation, Federer Wins Again
9:56-8 The Last Night of Missshapes: Hip, Post New Wave ad Through
9:58-9 Animal Collective Simian Emotive Disco
10:01 Nursing Mother Goes to Court for Exam Time
10:04-7 Fracas Erupts Over Book on Mideast by a Barnard Professor
10:07-10 Longest and Possibly Coolest, A Train still a thrumming at 75
10:11 Ralph Lauren Fabulous City Slicker

Tuesday, September 11, 2007

2:20-6:12 Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

8:04-5 HOME OFFICE WSJ Marine Debris Takes a Grim Toll on Wildlife
8:12-18 Big Gifts, Tax Breaks and a Debate on Charity
8:18- Cabs Are on Strike but are on the street too

Wednesday, September 12, 2007

2:43-7 NYT 90th Floor Frozen in Memory Even as Ground Zero Changes
2:47-9 Woman, 20, Was Imprisoned and Tortured, Police Say
2:49 Louisana Woman Speaks of Affair
2:50-3 Fund Chief at Harvard Will Depart

10:53 HOME OFFICE NYT Who Needs Hackers?
12:08-29 WSJ Revenge By Gadget
12:38-42 The Call that Can Save Your Life in a Heart Attack
12:51-59 Meet New York City’s Official Green Thumb

Thursday, September 13, 2007

1:08-10 LIVING ROOM NYT A Sports Show for New York’s Weekend Warriors
1:10 The Life and Times of a Typeface
1:12-15 An Opportunity for Wall Street in China’s Surveillance Boom
1:15-17 24 Year Term for Californian In Terroism Training Case
1:17-8 A Sept 11 Photo Brings out the Conspiracy Theorists
1:26 When a Duplicate Family Moves in
1:28-31 WSJ Fear the Roller Coaster? Embrace It
1:31 Google Claims Ultimate Perk: Nasa Runway
2:12-6:21 Bruce Fink Lacan to the Letter Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

Friday, September 14, 2007

Saturday, September 15, 2007

10:54-02 AMTRAK The Hustlers and Surgeons of Fender Dents
11:02-5 Need Cash? Just Auction off a Meteorite
11:06-7 The Literature of Capitalism
11:07-10 High School Players Shrug off Concussions Raising Risks

5:53-9 VROOM HOUSE MYLEIN NY CRITICAL INQUIRY Christopher Nealon The Poetic Case

Sunday, September 16, 2007

2:34-5 LIVING ROOM NYT DEATH IN THE CHAIR, STEP BY REMORSELESS STEP
2:35-8 Twist in Eviction Fight Charity as Landlord
2:39 Death Closes the Case

7:52-3 HOME OFFICE Alex Wanted a Cracker but Did he Want One?
7:55-9 Britney? That’s All She Rote

8:06-11 Tell All Pcs and Phones Transforming Divorce
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Monday, September 17, 2007

7:36-9 NJCU OFFICE NYT Music Scholar Barred from US, But No One Will Tell Her Why

2:30-5:10 CRITICAL INQUIRY Sianne Ngai The Cuteness of the Avant Garde
Christopher Nealon The Poetic Case
5:10-55 CRITICAL INQUITY Michael Fried Barthes’ Punctuum

9:52-5 PATH NYT In Herald Square A Monument is Ready for Action
9:55 Power Anywhere
9:59-10:02 A Dissappointed Greenspan Lashes Out at at Bush’s Economic Policies
10:08-11 WSJ How Lehman Sold Plan to Sidestep Tax Man

Tuesday, September 18, 2007

12:58-9 A Home Loan Trap
12:59-1:03 A Photo Printer That Promises to Do Most Everything For $5000 this Laptop Comes with Leather Tech Support and a Certain Cachet An Upgraded Recorder Offers More for Less Zoom H4
1:07-8 Making Over the I pod Clan Again
1:17-18 WSJ Proenza Schouler Desgins A New Financial Model
1:19-24 Cranky Skies Fliers Behave Badly Again as 9/11 Era Fades
1:24-9 Fashion’s Trend: Outsource the Web
1:29 Why Pepsi Cans are Red in China

Wednesday, September 19, 2007
6:46-02 PATH NYT Fed Cuts Rate Half Point, And Stock Markets Soar
7:03 Sale of a Texas Wilderness Area Put Off
7:03-9 In Prosecution of a Gang A Chilling Adversary The Code on the Streets
7:10-13 From Queens to Kuwait, Where a Life Was Ended
7:35-8 A Slump That’s Far From Over
7:39-41 BUS The Fed’s Move Helps Mood on Street

3:13-14 HOME OFFICE NYT Who Needs Hackers?
3:14-18 Helping Computer to Search with Nuance, Like Us
3:23-52 NYER An Unsolved Killing

Thursday September 20, 2007 11:45-52 LIVING ROOM

12:45-51 GOOGLE.COM Jules De Balincourt
12:51-2 ZACHFEUR.COM de Balincourt
12:53-3:55 Stefan Andriopoulos  Psychic Television Critical Inquiry Tan Lin Our Feelings were Made By Hand
4:04-7 NYT A Chicken In Every Plot a Coop in Every Backyard
4:32-5:21 Ramachandran A Brief Tour of Human Consciousness

9:51-7 YOUTUBE Iggy and the Stooges + audience Real Cool Time No Fun NYC

Friday, September 21, 2007

Saturday, September 22, 2007

9:12-15 LICING ROOM WSJ Art’s Anxiety Attack.
1:23-6 LIVING ROOM NYT The Duchamp of the Muscle Car

Sunday, September 23, 2007
2:12-31 DINING ROOM NYT The Garlanded Classroom
2:33-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Putting Money on the Table
2:35-6 The Bench of Broken Dreams
2:42-5:12 HOME OFFICE INTERFOLIO.COM Your Documents

Monday, September 24, 2007

7:12-15 PATH 9 student papers

1:34 WSJ Some of MIT’s Arithmetic Hasn’t Been Adding Up
1:35-8 Canada Is Giddy About the Loonie and Twitting US

Tuesday, September 25, 2007

HOME OFFICE 5:21-41 BOOKFORUM Jenny Davidson on Maryanne Wolfs Proust and the Squid and Jonah Lehrer’s Proust Was a Neuroscientist

Wednesday, September 26, 2007

11:51-1:21 LIVING ROOM The Noulipean Analects
1:24-2:10 Robert Musil Five Women

9:32-7 HOME OFFICE Robert Musil Five Women
10:06-17 30 Rock Lives and Tina Fey Laughs
10:21-39 At Many Homes, More Profit and Less Nursing

Thursday, September 27, 2007
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8:12-32 HOME OFFICE 9 emails

Friday, September 28, 2007

Saturday, September 29, 2007

1:01-4 LIVING ROOM NYT Experts Seek Ban on Cold Medicine for Very Young
1:04-7 Given Fewer Couons to Clip, Bargain Hunters Snub Macy’s
1:07-11 Frustration over a $25,000 Catholic School
1:14-19 Turning All of Manhattan into a Broadway Stage
1:23-7 The Worst Investors? Humans
1:37-9NYTBR Bleakonomics Naomi Klein The Shock Doctrine
3:45-4:10 Robert Musil 5 Women Tonka

Sunday, September 30, 2007

Monday, October 1, 2007

2:12-3:31 NJCU 15 student papers

Tuesday, October 2, 2007

Wednesday, October 3, 2007

7:12-21 PATH TRAIN 11 student papers

Thursday, October 4, 2007

Friday, October 5, 2007

10:21-6:145 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand
Saturday, October 6, 2007

3:21-7:10 HOME OFFICE Zizek How to Read Lacan 3 chapters. Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

Sunday, October 7, 2007

Monday, October 8, 2007

11:21-3:45 HOME OFFICE Robert Musil 5 Women Tan Lin Our Feelings were Made By Hand

Tuesday, October 9, 2007

SUBWAY 11:23-6 A Hotel that Reaches Out To Those in Need of Sleep
BETH ISRAEL 11:56-9 Gallery Vandals Destroy Photos
11:59-12_01 To Clarify Sloppy Signage Airports Hire Wayfinders
7:53-8:12 FORDHAM UNIVERSITY Tan Lin 7 Controlled Vocabularies Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

Wednesday, October 10, 2007

7:21-39 LIGHT RAIL Little Brown Handbook 14 student papers
12:43=7 PATH US Guards Kill 2 Iraqui Women and New Shooting
12:47-8 LIVING ROOM The Ansonia is Plagued by Cockroaches Couple Says
12:50-2 Having the Fizz without the Guilt
12:55 Picky Eaters/ They Get it From You

Thursday, October 11, 2007

1:34-6 LIVING ROOM THE NYT The Stylish Terrarium
1:37-9 Safe Food For Japan
Friday, October 12, 2007

7:04-8 SUBWAY  NYT In Deat Diary, Japan Welfare is Cast as Killer
7:09-13 Nobel to Lessing, Incisive Voice of Women’s Fate

11:45-51 LIVING ROOM Geraldine Kim Povel
11:51-12:45 Adorno Essays On Music

Saturday, October 13, 2007

11:21-1:12 HOME OFFICE Eve Sedgwick and Adam Frank Shame and Its Sisters:
A Silvan Tomkins Reader
5:01-7:43 Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

9:07-12 LIVING ROOM NYT As Logging Fades, Rich Care Up Open Land
9:12-15 Gore Shares Peace Prize For Climate Change Work
9:17-21 HOME OFFICE With Prize, Gore is Vindicated Without Having to Add
President to Resume
9:25-7 Doris Lessing Questions You Should Never Ask a Writer
9:27-34 Sweet Smell of Revenge Screen Version
9:38 The Risk to Google’s Rise

10:44 NYMAG LES is More
10:47- Brussels Sprout Rest 111 E. 29th
11:32- Uncertainty for an Orphan Claimed in Two Adoptations
11:47-51 Upstate Widow is Suspected in the Poisoning of her 2 Husbands and
Daughter
11:56-8 Charlie Brown Gets the Blues
12:22 Clos-ette.com

Sunday, October 14, 2007
7:51 HOME OFFICE WSJ Genentech Alters Its Avastin Strategy
7:52 Ebay Makes a Bid To Lure Lapsed Buyers

Sunday, October 14, 2007

2:23-6 LIVING ROOM NYT Spies Around the Sandbox
Monday, October 15, 2007
7:23-42 PATH Student papers

Tuesday, October 16, 2007
2:12-17 LIVING ROOM NYT Hot Items on the Street: Recyclables

Wednesday, October 17, 2007

6:48-51 PATH An Improbably Friendship that Ended on the Streets Where it Began

7:15-22 WSJ LIGHT RAIL Behind Subprime Woes, A Cascade of Bad Bets
7:22-5 Just How Far Behind Is Linux?
7:25-7 Hospitals Combat an Insidious Complication

Thursday, October 18, 2007

11:01-3 WSJ Houston’s Twilight Zone Projects Rise in Odd Spots
11:13 Is it Right or Left? Now Help for Surfacing Subway Riders
11:21-4 On Time On Budget This is New York
11:26-9 WSJ On Polish TV Desperate Wives Sound Like Guys
11:36-7 Charting the Agony of a Brian as It Struggles to be Fair The anatomy of indecision
11:39- 47 How Baboons Think Yes Think
11:58 NYT Did your Microwave Nuke the Bacteria?
11:59 Death-Knell or Death Knell?
12:05-7 $6 Million for the Co-Op Then Start to Renovate
12:13-17 The Erosion of Cases Against Marines Accused of Killing 24
12:20-1 A Server to Make your Fields Accessible, Through a Network or Over the Internet Lacie Ethernet Disk Mini Home Edition
12:39-40 Bartender Snaps a String Of Brooklyn Tavern Holdups

Friday, October 19, 2007

10:41-5:53 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand
8:45-7 The Real Carver Expansive or Minimal?
8:49-50 A Times Square Pedestrian Is Giving No Ground
8:51 New Logos Make it Clear Those Yellow Cars are Taxis
8:54 NYTBR A Formal Feeling Ambition and Survival Christian Winan
8:59 Art in Review Carol Bove
9:10-11 NYT DESIGN MAG Samurai Shopper Vacuum Packed

Saturday, October 20, 2007

10:23-5 LIVING RM NYT Studios

4:13-27 SUBWAY Robert Musil 5 Women

7:32-9 SUBWAY NYTMAG
10:07-9 HOME OFFICE NYT Why is this Blonde Smiling?
10:11-13 An Invitation for One

Sunday, October 21, 2007

Monday, October 22, 2007

7:04-12 PATH 9 student papers
7:19-21 NYTBR

3:12-5:21 Tan Lin Our Feelings were Made by Hand

Tuesday, October 23, 2007

10:43-5 LIVING ROOM NYT Her Identity Revealed Her Story Expurgated
Fair Game
11:12-12-4 An Epic Landlord Tenant Fight, Crossing Years and Continents
12:10-2:56 HOME OFFICE Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand
2:12-16 WSJ Free My Phone

10:54-5 Novelty Maker Benefits as Silly String Goes to War

11:22-4 One Person’s Trash Another Person’s Masterpiece

Wednesday, October 24, 2007

7:02-21 PATH 13 student papers

Thursday, October 25, 2007

10:21-11:19 HOME OFFICE Jonathan Beller The Cinematic Mode of Production
11:19-21 Poetry-Film Some Clarifications
11:23-39 HIGHBEAM ENCYCLOPEDIA Undead Media
11:39-12:01 MEDIAARTNET Eric De Bruyn The Museum of Attractions
12:04-16 John Miller No More Boring Art
12:21-3:21 Marcel Broodthaers Cinema
3:21-5:145 OCTOBER An Interview with Marcel Broodthaers Dirk Snauwert
The Figures Investigating Dreamland Look Books in Plaster
Friday, October 36, 2007

10: 21-11:51 CONTINENTAL AIRLINES 19 student papers
11:51-2:10 Rosalind Krauss Voyage on the North Sea

7:12-22 USC GEORGE LUCAS BUILDING Tan Lin Our Feelings Were Made By Hand

11:42-12:30 RADDISON MIDTOWN HOTEL LA OCTOBER Craig Dworkin Fugitive Signs

Saturday October 27, 2007

3:50-4:10 USC DOHENY LIBRARY Tan Lin Poetry and Film as New Media

Sunday October 28, 2007

4:12-31 CONTINENTAL AIRLINES 7 student papers
4:31-5:12 Cosima Von Bonin Ed Ann Goldstein Bennett Simpson

Monday, October 29, 2007

7:00-9:25 NJCU 11 student short stories

Tuesday, October 30, 2007

8:10-11:22 HOME OFFICE 14 student papers, 22 student quizzes

Wednesday, October 31, 2007
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3:02-7 HOME OFFICE MSN.COM Police: Woman Killed after responding to Craigslist ad
3:07-9 Feist in Focus
Publishing the Unpublishable

/ubu editions
ubu.com/ubu